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The growth in robotics, computer vision and sensor technologies in the past decade has
been tremendous. Robotics especially has brought an impact in several areas including
industrial manufacturing, automotive systems, medical robots for surgery, for treatment of
autistic children and personal assistants. The sense of vision is indispensable for almost
all of the above applications, be it fully autonomous or semi-autonomous. Auto-industry
majors have already currently commercial semi-autonomous driving functions integrated
in modern vehicles and aspire to get fully autonomous in the future. These systems,
known as advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) invariably consist of one or several
cameras which perform the following functions: they alert the driver when departing from
lanes, perform adaptive cruise control and detect pedestrians, animals and children in the
vicinity of the vehicle (blind-spots which humans cannot perceive anyway) and above
all ensure safety [Trivedi 07]. In manufacturing, machine and robot vision enable object
recognition, handling of parts, orienting them for subsequent processing in the assembly
line and inspection of defects based on image measurements.
In humans, vision is one of the most dominant senses, the loss of which could be dev-
astating. It is fascinating to just think about the number of functions that are completely
based on human visual perception: visual-motor integration for eye-in-hand and eye-body
coordination, visual-auditory integration, visual memory by which we remember and re-
call visual information so efficiently, visual closure by which we discern a person or sub-
ject of interest from an image even if major portions of it are hidden. The admiration
for our sense of vision increases manifold when we see that solutions to several problems
that computer scientists are trying to achieve is carried out by our visual system in such
an efficient and accurate manner. These include depth perception, fixation on and smooth
tracking of a moving object (pursuit), change focus on a moving object accurately when
it moves farther or closer [Palmer 99]. Not only in humans but also in a simple biological
organism such as the fruit fly (Drosophila Melanogaster), the visual system and neurons
(tiny fraction in relation to a human) are responsible for color perception, motion detec-
tion and pattern recognition [Paulk 13]. In the same vein, though a robot can be endowed
with different perceptual faculties, visual perception is a key factor that will enable the
accomplishment of useful and in fact critical functions in the real-world.
This thesis broadly can be classified in the domain of vision-based control, also known
as visual servoing. It is the application of computer vision towards enabling robotics ap-
plications. What exactly is visual servoing? It is a closed-loop feedback control method
which uses feedback information provided by visual sensors. This visual sensor is most
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often a monocular camera, the cheapest, easily available and widely used sensing appara-
tus for robotic perception. Using this feedback information, it seeks to stabilise actuated
mechanical systems to a desired equilibrium state. How does a visual servoing algorithm
derive this feedback information? In order to derive this information, a traditional visual
servoing algorithm extracts some geometric primitives, for example points, straight lines
or ellipses from the image of the scene observed by a camera [Chaumette 90]. Let us
assume that these primitives can be readily parametrized by a vector x. How does it ex-
ploit these primitives to control an actuated system? The first is the pose-based approach
(PBVS) where x is used to reconstruct the camera pose and then compute control inputs
to regulate that pose to the desired one. The drawback of this approach is that the cam-
era pose is sensitive to calibration and measurement errors. In the second approach, the
variations in x are linked to the camera motion through a special matrix known as the
interaction matrix. Since x is directly obtained from the image, this approach is known
as image-based visual servoing (IBVS). Unlike PBVS, IBVS is regarded attractive since
it is robust to robot modelling and camera calibration errors. Despite investigation since
several decades, this interdisciplinary field continues to present interesting and unsolved
research problems.
Motivation and objectives
It is well-known that conventional visual servoing methods employ as visual features
measurements from geometric primitives present in the image. There are some drawbacks
to this approach:
• The first caveat is that the imaged scene should contain specific 3D elements (set
of 3D points or environment with lines or a cylinder, as the case may be) in order
that the corresponding geometric primitives can be extracted from their respective
image projections. This dependence on the presence of specific geometric elements
is a restriction towards their applicability. For example, mobile robots which are
expected to work in outdoor or hazardous environments cannot rely on the presence
of such elements in the scene.
• It is clear that image processing, visual tracking and subsequent extraction steps
are mandatory in the visual servoing pipeline of such methods. Many researches
pointed out this dependence on visual tracking procedures is a handicap to the ex-
pansion of visual servoing methods [Collewet 08a] [Tatsambon 13]. That is why
research to develop visual servoing methods which do not require image processing
and feature extraction is of high importance as well as practical relevance.
• The image gets reduced to a set of geometric primitives after the image processing
and feature extraction steps. Most importantly, the intensity information that is
available in the image is not utilized at all and is lost.
Differing from the geometric-primitive based approaches, the objective of this thesis is to
develop visual servoing schemes that exploit the rich intensity information available in the
image. That being said, the idea of using the image intensity by itself is not new. The pure
photometric visual servoing method [Collewet 11] uses the intensity directly as a visual
feature. In this case, the cost function is highly non-linear. This non-linearity stems from
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adoption of the iterative non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt(LM) method to optimize this
cost function. The complexity introduced limits the convergence domain of this method.
At the same time, the redundancy introduced with the choice of the intensity feature en-
sured excellent accuracies upon convergence. Intensity is made use of in [Malis 00] and
[Silveira 12] but not as a visual feature. The visual features in these methods are based
on projective geometric measures extracted from the images. These methods are only
less-geometric in comparison to methods based on feature tracking but they suffer from
problems of similar nature inherent to those methods. In specific, they use complicated
photo-geometric image registration algorithms which unfortunately is a visual tracking
problem by itself. In contrast, while trying to attain the objective of exploiting intensities,
the visual servoing control itself is kept separated from the influence of image processing.
That is why this work refrains from using any explicit feature extraction, image matching
or visual tracking steps. Visual features based on geometric moments offered decoupled
control laws and better behaviour when compared to geometric features [Chaumette 04],
[Tahri 05a]. However, they were restrictive in the sense that a tracked or well-segmented
object be available in the image. In [Chaumette 04], it was explicitly pointed out thus :
"the problem that occurs in practice lies in parts of the image that appear or disappear
from one image to the next one, which makes the moments non-differentiable on all of the
image plane". In this thesis, we tackle this problem from the modelling point of view and
remove the existing restrictions imposed by the moments. The envisaged goal is to have
a set of visual features based on photometric moments for visual servoing with a 6-dof
fully actuated system, and one which is not affected by the appearance and disappearance
of parts of the image.
Contributions of this thesis
With the above problems and objectives in perspective, the following is a list of the contri-
butions from this thesis. The contributions are discussed with ample background details
and placed in context to enable a better understanding. The publications that resulted
from the contributions (also ones awaiting review) are given at the end of this manuscript
in page 221.
1. Tunable Visual Features In IBVS, the simultaneous control of the translational
and rotational motions is a difficult problem. The difficulty arises in part from the
fact that the effects in the image due to a translation along x (resp. y) is difficult
to distinguish from the effects caused by a rotation around y (resp. x). Design and
selection of suitable visual features is an open problem and remains unsolved even
for moment-based visual servoing schemes. The visual features to control the rota-
tional motions around x and y especially has been difficult. In the state-of-the-art,
visual features based on moment invariants have been presented [Chaumette 04]
[Tahri 05a]. The features introduced to control the aforementioned rotations were
dependent on the shape of the object present in the image. This problem was solved
when [Tamtsia 13b] proposed a fresh approach by defining the moments with re-
spect to virtual image points called shift points. The moments thus obtained were
called shifted moments and invariants were later derived from them to control the
x and y rotational motions. In this thesis, we propose improvements to the shifted
moments method. We define the moments with respect to specially chosen points
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called tunable shift points [Bakthavatchalam 14]. This is a generalization of the
shifted moments and to the best of our knowledge, this is a new direction with
open-ended possibilities. These possibilities can be used to ensure that the visual
servoing is optimal with respect to specific criteria. Some metrics have been pro-
posed for selecting these shift points. We have highlighted how the default choice as
done in [Tamtsia 13b] is not optimal in all cases and is especially suboptimal with
respect to conditioning of the system. We believe this will inspire research towards
optimal visual servoing. The proposed techniques find immediate applications in
moments-based visual servoing. They are applicable to moments computed from
discrete points and binary moments. It should be noted that the tunable shift points
are still virtual and are not tracked in the image. So, they are applicable in the case
of photometric moments as well, which will be discussed next.
2. Photometric Moments Different from existing approaches, the novelty in this the-
sis lies in the manner in which intensity in the image is utilized. Instead of directly
using the intensity as a visual feature or visually tracking geometric primitives as
done in the state-of-the-art, we propose to capture the intensities in the form of
image moments. The idea of using image moments by itself is not new however.
Image moments were shown to be attractive for IBVS because of their decoupling
properties and the resulting characteristics were demonstrated to be better than ge-
ometric features like points [Chaumette 04] [Tahri 05a]. The moments we propose,
computed from the intensity, are termed Photometric Moments. An important con-
tribution is the development of the interaction matrix for the proposed photomet-
ric moments in analytical form. The developed interaction matrix is more general
than the interaction matrix for image moments in the existing state-of-the-art. It is
important to note that the obtained result is consistent with respect to previously
established results although a completely different derivation has been used to ob-
tain it. This analytical form is important because it helps to analyse the invariance
properties and eventually the design of decoupled control laws. Most importantly,
it is essential to conduct stability analyses. A set of visual features based on photo-
metric moments are then developed to control the 6DOF of a robot, when there is
no appearance or disappearance of scene portions from the camera image. We have
shown that it is possible to perform visual servoing using photometric moments
without recourse to any visual tracking, image matching or segmentation proce-
dures [Bakthavatchalam 13]. We show that a better behaviour and a convergence
domain larger than for the pure photometric method can be obtained. Photomet-
ric moments embrace grayscale images and are not restricted by the availability of
well-segmented binary images or discrete set of points in the scene. This advance-
ment enables marching towards the goal of applying visual servoing algorithms in
complex scenes.
3. Weighted Photometric Moments Visual servoing based on photometric data is of
great interest since it does not necessitate any image processing or visual track-
ing steps. A vital issue in such methods is the change in the image resulting
from the appearance and disappearance of portions of the scene from the camera
field-of-view during the visual servoing. This is a very important practical issue
that can disturb the stability and convergence of the control scheme. In this the-
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sis, we propose a spatial weighting scheme to counter this problem. A general
model for photometric moments that allows for inclusion of spatial weights is pre-
sented. In this work, a custom weighting function is chosen and specific properties
of its derivative are exploited in order to develop the interaction matrix in analyt-
ical form [Bakthavatchalam 15]. This facilitates the analysis of the effect of the
included weighting function on the invariance properties of the moments. With
the findings of this study, visual features that exhibit invariance properties could be
developed. Experiments to compare the weighted photometric moments with non-
weighted moments and pure photometric visual servoing confirm the effectiveness
of the improved model in handling the problem of extraneous regions.
Manuscript Organization
Chapter 1 begins with a fairly detailed introduction to background in visual servoing.
The task function formalism which forms the basis of visual servoing and its application
to vision sensors is first discussed. A thorough discussion of stability analysis is made.
This chapter is a brief survey of the currently existing visual servoing methods. The
traditional geometric primitives-based IBVS methods are first presented. This is followed
by presentation of current state of the art in visual servoing methods that use intensity.
In Chapter 2, we begin with the state of the art in image moments and gradually move
towards tunable visual features. Two approaches to modelling the temporal variation of
image moments, the first which uses Green’s theorem and the other based on the method
of Gâteaux derivatives are explained. Then, visual features for the control of transla-
tional motions are introduced. The theory of moment invariants is touched upon briefly
followed by a description of the general procedure to obtain moment functions invari-
ant to planar rotations. Existing visual features for the control of x and y rotational dof
are introduced and their limitations are explained. The idea of shifted moments is then
discussed. The development of a set of visual features based on the shifted moments is
shown. Then, the idea of tunable visual features is proposed. Several metrics for their
selection are discussed and how the visual servo can be optimized according to specific
criteria is discussed. We discuss aspects related to our motivation behind the selection of
a visual feature from several existing ones. The proposed ideas are validated using binary
moments with symmetrical and non-symmetrical objects. The results are discussed and
conclusions are outlined.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to Photometric Moments, the central theme of this thesis. The
formulation of photometric moments is introduced and detailed mathematical develop-
ments necessary for obtaining the interaction matrix are first presented. The differences
with respect to Kernel-based visual servoing are outlined. Visual features are then com-
posed using invariants derived from the proposed photometric moments. The analytical
model of the interaction matrix of photometric moments is first validated. Then, visual
servoing with visual features from the proposed photometric moments is compared to the
pure luminance feature, when large displacements are involved. Visual servoing results
with different configurations of the interaction matrix are shown. Experimental results
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from robotic platforms are then presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn based on these
results.
In Chapter 4, our approach to solve the practical problem of uncommon image por-
tions that occurs in image moments-based methods is described. An improved modelling
scheme which allows for inclusion of spatial weights in the photometric image moments
formulation is discussed. We delve into details about selection of a weighting function
which will result in closed-form expressions of the interaction matrix components. Two
different choices of the weighting function are made and the resulting interaction matrix
is analysed. Then, the effect of the weighting function and loss of the invariance proper-
ties of the most commonly used visual features is described. Validations are performed in
simulation to validate the correctness of the modelling steps. Comparisons experiments
with non-weighted moments and pure photometric visual servoing method are provided.
This is followed by a presentation of the conducted experimental validations.
Finally, general conclusions and perspectives for future work are given in Chapter 5.
Chapter 1
Visual Servoing - State of the Art
1.1 Visual Servoing
Visual Servoing is a multidisciplinary subject at the intersection of computer vision,
robotics and automatic control. It is a field being investigated since several decades by
researchers from different perspectives. An extensive survey of the field is a non-trivial
task. The first objective of this chapter is of course to inform the reader of all background
knowledge and updation of the state of art in visual servoing methods. A fairly detailed
introduction to visual servoing is attempted. More emphasis is laid on intensity-based
visual servoing methods than traditional feature-based ones.
Visual Servoing refers to the family of closed loop control techniques to control the
degrees of freedom of an actuated system with visual feedback [Weiss 87] [Feddema 89]
[Hutchinson 96] [Chaumette 06]. These actuated systems include, but are not limited to
industrial robots, mobile robots and underactuated systems like quadrotors. It has a wide
realm of applications in many robotics domains.
Problem Statement Given a continuous stream of images I(t) acquired from a vision
sensor mounted on a system (with n actuated DOF), how do we determine the control
inputs u(t) ∈ Rn to be applied to the system in order to achieve some desired task?
Visual servoing is potentially applicable to different types of actuated systems and for
different control objectives. Let us consider a typical 6 DOF serial robot with a camera
mounted on its end-effector (eye-in-hand configuration). A very simple task is to move
the end-effector from pose A to another pose B in the workspace. Another is to move the
robot end-effector along a specific trajectory in space X(t). The visual servoing problem




to be applied to the
robot in order to perform the above tasks. To achieve this, the relation between the robot
movements and the changes of the visual features in the image needs to be established.
Next, let us consider a more complex actuated system. Assume we have a quadro-
tor robot equipped with a ground-facing camera and other instrumentation like inertial
sensors for attitude measurement. The desired task is to make the quadrotor centre of
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mass stabilize at a specific position in space and to observe some landmark on the ground
from a specific attitude. This task is in SE(3) with 6DOF. A quadrotor system has four
propeller-mounted rotors whose angular speeds are regulated to control platform move-
ment. The control inputs are the total thrust and net moment generated in space due to
the rotor aerodynamics u(t) =
[
ΓΣ(t), τx(t), τy(t), τz(t)
]
. Since there are only 4 actu-
ated DOF, the quadrotor is an underactuated system and its control is non-trivial. For the
quadrotor system, the visual servoing then consists in relating the underactuated dynamics
of this system to images streamed from the onboard camera. If this relation is established,
the control inputs u needed to stabilize the machine can be calculated. Given u for the
system, the rotor speeds can be computed by a simple linear transformation [Mahony 12].
Control Architecture For the visual control of robotic systems, several control archi-
tectures exist depending upon where the vision system intervenes in the robot control
loop [Sanderson 80]. The two-layered architecture (See Fig.1.1) is commonly adopted
where the vision control loop decides the desired control set-points for the joint controller
[Corke 93]. The first layer is the low level control loop which runs at a much higher fre-
quency (100 Hz) than the vision control loop (25 Hz). The visual servoing loop specifies
an intermediate system state to be attained which is realised by the low level controller.
This layered architecture disentangles the visual control from the low level control in the
sense that they can be studied as two separate systems. The performance of the robot
control system is affected by the delays introduced by the vision control loop [Corke 96].
So, it is preferable to design visual servoing control laws such that they do not introduce
significant delays in the robot control system.
Figure 1.1 – Double layered control architecture in visual servoing
A detailed schematic of this vision control loop can be seen in Fig.1.2. It is imperative
to understand the task function formalism in order to appreciate the theory and working
principles behind visual servoing.
1.1.1 Principle of Task Function Regulation
The core principle behind task function regulation is that a robot can be controlled to
perform useful actions by specifying those actions in the form of a function e(q, t) to
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be regulated over a temporal horizon [0, T ] [Samson 91b]. The task function e(q, t) is
defined in terms of some measure f of the state of the robot joints q(t) and an exclusive
dependence on time t and importantly belongs to the differentiability class C 2.
e(q, t) = f(q(t))− f(q∗(t)) (1.1)








In Equation (1.2), the highlighted term
∂e(q, t)
∂q
is known as the task Jacobian. It is this
relation that links the changes in the joint space to changes in the task function space. The
second term reflects all changes in e with respect to time, resulting from changes other
than in q. Thus, Equation (1.2) is completely general. Differentiating the same using the




























Task Function Admissibility A task function e(q, t) is said to be admissible if it satis-
fies the following conditions:
1. There exists an ideal trajectory qd(t) which is of differentiability class C 2 such that
∀t ∈ {0, T}, e(qd(t), t) = 0 and the initial condition qd(0) = q0 is available.
2. A critical condition that needs to be respected is the regularity of the mapping de-
fined by the task Jacobian till the control time horizon. In other words, the mapping
defined by ∂e(q,t)
∂q
should always be invertible (non-singular) ∀t ∈ {0, T}. This was
originally defined as the regularity condition.
If these conditions are satisfied, then the control problem is well-posed and the task func-
tion is admissible. Then, a controller can be designed to regulate this admissible task
function. Provided the stability condition (in Section 1.1.2) is ensured, this controller re-
sults in successful execution of the desired task. The task function can for instance be
defined directly in the Cartesian space
e(q, t) = ξ(q, t)− ξ∗(t) (1.4)
where ξ∗(t) is the trajectory of appropriate parametrizations in Cartesian space. It belongs
to the special euclidean group ξ ∈ SE(3), consisting of a rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) and
translation t ∈ R3, and is typically termed the Euclidean pose.The pose ξ depends on the
nature of the actuated system. For example, for a planar 3R manipulator, the end-effector
configuration can be defined by 3 quantities, (x, y) its position in the plane and an angle α
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specifying its rotation in the plane. So, ξ = (x, y, α) ∈ R3. In general, ξ ∈ R6 enabling to




= J(q) is known as the robot Jacobian. So far, task functions
were expressed in the joint space or operational space of the robot. Also, the task function
regulation framework is general and is applicable to sensing modalities other than vision.
An application of this framework to proximity sensors can be found in [Samson 91a]. We
will see next how this formalism has been applied to the case of vision sensors.
Application to Vision When exteroceptive sensors are mounted on the robot, the task
function needs to be expressed in the appropriate sensor space. This formalism was ap-
plied to the case of vision sensor in [Espiau 92].
The core idea behind visual servoing is specification of robotic task as a functional of
measures from the visual space.
e(q, t) = C s(ξ(q), t)− s∗(ξ∗, t) (1.5)
where s is a set of visual features build from camera images obtained at specific robot
pose denoted ξ. Then, s∗ denotes the set of visual features computed from the image
learnt at the desired robot pose. This learnt image will be referred to as the desired image.
The matrix C takes care of the redundant case (when the visual features are more than
Figure 1.2 – Schematic of a robotic visual servoing system
the degrees of freedom) so that the task function regularity condition is not violated. The
task function framework implicitly assumes the ability to obtain e(t) from the acquired
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images at all times during the control. In other words, visibility of the image features is
assumed. Essentially, a set of visual features s is the mapping
s : ξ → Rk (1.6)
This mapping is composed of a sequence of mappings as explained in [Espiau 92]. The
goal of a visual servoing task consists in controlling the system by regulation of the error
in the visual features between the observed and desired values s(t) − s∗ to 0. In visual
servoing, it is essential to link the variations s˙(t) in the visual features to the motions of
the robot. This operation is what is essentially carried out by the task function in Eq (1.2).
When the camera is mounted on the end-effector, s˙(t) is linked to the camera motion




, νc(t) and ωc(t) being the instantaneous
linear and rotational velocities expressed in the camera frame. Assuming that the visual
features at the desired pose are constant during the control, we can simply take e˙ = s˙.
Further, from (1.2), we can write










where Js is the task Jacobian. The second term
∂s
∂t
denotes the change in features resulting
from motion of the target object and may also include changes in feature values induced
by potential disturbances acting on the system.
Let us consider two Cartesian reference frames: Fc attached to the camera and Fn
attached to the end-effector. Let ξn and ξc refer to the configuration of the robot expressed
in the end-effector Fn and camera reference frames Fc respectively. In the eye-in-hand
configuration, the first term in Equation (1.7) can be decomposed and the equation be












More pleasingly, we can write [Chaumette 07]
s˙ = Ls







Examining each term in Js from the right,
• ∂ξn
∂q
= Jξ(q) is the robot Jacobian that links the end-effector spatial motion to the
changes in the joint space. This matrix satisfies the relation Jξq˙ = ξ˙n, where ξn is
the robot robot end-effector configuration expressed in its own reference frame Fn.
In this thesis, we assume the knowledge of this Jacobian for each robot.
• The robot Jacobian is expressed in the end-effector frame and the visual features
and interaction matrix are defined in the camera coordinate frame Fc. The matrix
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∂ξc
∂ξn








It acts as the bridge to transform the end-effector velocity screw ξ˙n from the end-
effector frame to the camera frame [Khalil 02]. The velocity screw (the spatial ve-
locity of the camera) expressed in the camera frame is therefore given by cVn Jξ(q) q˙
and is denoted as vc.This screw transformation depends on the relative pose be-
tween the camera and end-effector as seen from Equation (1.11). Estimating this
transformation is the classic hand-eye calibration problem in robotics. There are a
plethora of methods1 available to solve this problem including [Daniilidis 99] and
[Horaud 95]. In the eye-in-hand configuration, the camera is rigidly fixed on the
end-effector and the relative pose between the two is constant throughout the servo.
Hence, it is sufficient to estimate this transformation once. We assume in this work
that this matrix has been estimated (a coarse approximation is sufficient) and is
readily available.
• In visual servoing, vision feedback is used to specify the task function. Ls is called
the interaction matrix and it links the visual feature variations to the camera motion
quantified by the velocity screw vc. Development or learning of this matrix is the
core of any visual servoing application.
We considered so far the classic eye-in-hand visual servoing with the camera mounted on
the end-effector of the robot. Next, let us consider the eye-to-hand configuration in which
the camera is mounted rigidly in the robot environment. In this case, Js in Equation (1.7)
can be decomposed as [Chaumette 07]
Js = −Ls cVn Jξ(q) (1.12)
In eye-to-hand configuration, the relative pose between the end-effector and the camera is
not constant due to the independent motion of the robot. Therefore, cVn is not constant
and requires an estimation of the pose between the robot end-effector and the camera.
Alternatively, Equation (1.12) can be written as
Js = −Ls cVo oJξ(q) (1.13)
where the jacobian oJξ(q) is expressed in the robot base frame. If the camera is motion-
less in the eye-to-hand case, its pose relative to the robot base frame is constant. There-
fore, this pose can be estimated once and even coarsely and used for the visual servoing
[Chaumette 07].





1A listing of linear and non-linear hand-eye calibration methods is available at [TUM 12]
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assuming indeed that the matrix Js is invertible. The term
∂̂s
∂t
denotes an estimation of
the target object motion. As for the errors, a simple option is to specify that the error
components in e decrease exponentially.
e˙ = −λe (1.15)
Then, we can rewrite the control law in order to take into account the specified error
profile as follows:
q˙ = −λ (Js)−1 e− ∂̂s
∂t
(1.16)
Js is given by (1.12) or (1.13) for eye-to-hand and by (1.10) for eye-in-hand configura-
tions. Irrespective of the provenance of Js, the above control law minimizes the error in
the visual features, provided the stability conditions (to be discussed in Section (1.1.2)
are satisfied. Several works in visual servoing use Equation (1.15) but it is not the only
choice. For example, [Dahmouche 12] employs a second order decay of the task function.
e¨ + Λve˙ + Λpe = 0 (1.17)
where Λv and Λp are diagonal matrices with appropriate control gains. Few other alter-
natives in literature for error specification are discussed in [Mansard 07].
The interaction matrix Ls is built from visual features s. In a typical visual servoing
application, visual features are built from image measurements s(m(I), t). The measure-
ments if not accurate make this mapping imprecise and further modelling errors might
be introduced. Therefore the interaction matrix is only an approximation of the true one.
By convention, an estimated quantity x is marked with x̂. The approximated interaction
matrix is denoted L̂s. If we assume that the target is motionless and does not induce any
change in values of the features s and no potential disturbances are acting on the system,
the second term in Equation (1.16) can be neglected. Then, this equation gives the classic
visual servoing control law q˙ = −λ Ĵ−1s e. In practice, Js ∈ Rk×6 is not always invert-
ible2. So, the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse Ĵ+s ∈ R6×k is used in place of the actual
inverse.
q˙ = −λ Ĵ+s e (1.18)
The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the matrix Js provides the solution with minimal
norm which satisfies the equation ‖e˙ − λJsJ+s e‖ = ‖e˙ − Jsq˙‖. When Js is of full-rank




J>s . The Singular Value (SVD) technique is
normally used to compute the pseudoinverse when Js is not of full-rank 6.
In Equation (1.10), we can take vc to be the control inputs instead of q˙. Then, Equation
(1.9) can be written equivalently as:




If we assume s does not vary explicitly with time, that is, ∂s/∂t = 0 in (1.19), we have
the classic relation s˙ = Ls vc. So, s˙ reflects variations in visual features due to camera
motion only. This form is used often in VS literature [Chaumette 06]. It is assumed in
2for example, when k 6= 6 and when k = 6 but det(Js) = 0
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this case that cVn is known. Then, for an exponential decrease of errors as previously, the
control inputs are given by the following control law:
vc = −λL̂+s e (1.20)
Thus, this control law is based on the Jacobian of the visual feature and is equivalent to
the Gauss-Newton minimization (GNM) method, based on the first order Taylor series
expansion of s(ξ) [Malis 04]. If the Taylor’s expansion is performed upto the second
order, Hessian-based control laws can be developed which offered a better estimate of the
direction of spatial displacement than Jacobian-based control laws [Lapresté 04].
1.1.1.1 Evaluation modes for the Interaction Matrix
It has to be noted that the value of the interaction matrix L̂s used in the control scheme
depends on the visual features s and depth Z of the scene by virtue of its definition (see
Equation (1.50) for instance). It can be calculated in a number of different ways neatly
explained in [Chaumette 06].
1. It can be evaluated at each servo iteration using the updated values of the visual






In this case, it has to be ensured that the interaction matrix is of full rank during
the system state trajectories. Further, when depth estimates are difficult to obtain or






So, there are two variants depending on the choice of Z.
2. Alternatively, it can be evaluated only once using the feature values computed from
the image learnt from the desired pose. That is,
L̂s = L̂s(s
∗, Ẑ∗) (1.22)
When a planar target is used and the camera and target planes are parallel, all the
scene points are at the same depth Z∗. In practice, this depth is roughly measured
and Zˆ is replaced by Ẑ∗. Many works in visual servoing adopt this owing to its
simplicity of not requiring the interaction matrix to be computed online during the
servo. On the other hand, this simplification causes the stability properties to hold
only in the neighbourhood of the desired equilibrium state and the resulting trajecto-
ries might not be optimal. A control law using this configuration for the interaction
matrix is known as the constant JPC (stands for Jacobian Pseudo-inverse Control)
control law [Malis 04].
3. Using the mean of the above two matrices known as the PMJ (Pseudoinverse of the
mean of the Jacobians) yielded a more satisfactory behaviour [Malis 04]. The VS
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tutorial in [Chaumette 06] also showed performace with this choice of the interac-




∗, Ẑ∗) + L̂s(s(t), Zˆ(t))
2
(1.23)
4. In [Marey 08], a general combination of the above two matrices was proposed.
L̂s = kL̂s(s) + (1− k)L̂s(s∗) (1.24)
The constant k ∈ R∩]0, 1[ and this enabled handling problems like local minima
and singularities.
5. Improved version of the ESM control laws were proposed in [Tahri 08] and later in
[Tahri 10a]. The latter discusses an inconsistency in the development of the ESM
control laws which causes a performance degradration in specific cases, like large










where cVc∗ is the screw transformation matrix between the desired and current camera
frames.
1.1.2 Stability in Visual Servoing
Stability of a general dynamical system x˙ = f(x,u) can be analysed using the frame-
work of Lyapunov stability. The system state x is governed by f which can be linear or
non-linear and might not be completely known. The state evolves as a result of the control
inputs u, properties of the system itself which determines the shape of f and its interac-
tions with the environment. Lyapunov suggested that x = 0 is an equilibrium point of the
system if and only if there exists a function L such that L > 0 for all x and L(0) = 0.
Such a function is representative of the energy in a system. This energy function called
the Lyapunov function of the system should decrease along the system state trajectories.
For a concise treatment of Lyapunov stability theory, we refer the interested reader to




Let us note that L > 0 and L = 0 if and only if e = 0. Differentiating L with respect to
time, we have
L˙ = e>e˙ (1.27)
Using (1.19) in (1.27), we can write
L˙ = e>Lsvc (1.28)
Substituting (1.18) in (1.28), we obtain
L˙ = −λ e>LsL̂+s e = −λ e>Qe (1.29)
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where Q = (LsL̂+s ). From the basic theorems of Lyapunov stability (see [Murray 94]),
if the Lyapunov function L(e, t) > 0 and its derivative L˙(e, t) < 0 in a neighbourhood
around the equilibrium point, then the equilibrium point (system desired state) is said to
be locally stable in the Lyapunov sense. By definition, (1.26) is positive. Then for the
system to be stable, (1.29) should be negative. This is ensured if and only if the matrix
Q is positive definite (PD), denoted Q  0. However, it is not enough to merely state
the condition LsL̂+s  0 and jump to conclusions about stability, without delving into the
details about the number of features and the neighbourhood where the condition holds
true. The stability criterion can be expressed by
LsL̂
+
s  0 when k ≤ n (1.30)
where n is the number of actuated degrees of freedom. If this condition is satisfied, then
as said before, the Lyapunov function derivative would be negative at all system states
other than the desired equilibrium where e = 0. In other words, the following condition
is respected
L˙ < 0 ∀e 6= 0 (1.31)
An important point to be noted is that the first matrix, Ls in condition (1.30) is the true
interaction matrix. Strictly speaking, it should be denoted L¯(s¯, Z¯). Also, a violation in
the stability condition can sometimes be assessed even if this true interaction matrix is not
available. An obvious example is L̂s losing rank in which case its determinant is 0 and so
the above positivity condition is not true.
If condition (1.31) holds true for configurations throughout the workspace of the robot,
then global asymptotic stability (GAS) is ensured. If condition (1.31) of the system is
valid only in a neighbourhood around the equilibrium state, then this is termed local
asymptotic stability. The size of this neighbourhood has not been established analytically
although from practice it is surprisingly large for visual servoing methods [Chaumette 06].
The convergence domain has been studied empirically around specific desired poses in
[Kallem 09], [Dame 11] and more recently in [Teuliere 14]. Let us note that the notion of
stability should not to be confused with convergence to an equilibrium state. It is possible
that a visual servoing system converges to an equilibrium state without necessarily being
stable. This clearly occurs when a local minimum is reached. In this case, we would have
L˙ = 0 but e˙ 6= 0. Furthermore, the stability condition might not necessarily be respected
at all instants during the system state trajectory (except when Globally Asymptotically
Stable).
• Case k=n : If a non-redundant number of visual features is chosen (that is, same as
the robot degrees of freedom) and their interaction matrix is of full rank, then by
the Rank Nullity Theorem3, we can infer that condition (1.30) is always ensured.
That is, if 6 features are chosen to control of a 6DOF system k = n = 6, L̂s and L̂+s
are full rank and not too coarsely approximated, LsL̂+s  0 in Equation (1.30) is a
sufficient condition for stability [Chaumette 06]. In this thesis, one of the goals is
to find a set of 6 visual features based on photometric image moments to control all
the 6DOF of a robot.
3From basic linear algebra, we have the number of columns in a matrix Nc is equal to the sum of the
column rank and dimension of the null space rank(A) +dim(N (A)) = Nc whereN (A) is the null space
of A
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• Case k>n : When k > n, we fall in the redundant case where the product LsL̂+s ∈
Rk×k can be utmost4 of rank n. This means that there might exist feature states
s 6= s∗ ∈ Rk which satisfy L̂+s (s − s∗) = 0. That is, s − s∗ belongs to the null
space of L̂+s .
s− s∗ ∈ Ker(L̂+s ) (1.32)
Such undesired configurations correspond to local minima. A claim for local asymp-
totic stability should be evidenced by showing there are no undesired configurations
as above in a small neighbourhood around the desired configuration ξ∗. Typically
in the case of a local minimum, (s − s∗) 6= 0 but vc = 0. This would mean that
the specified task function error has not yet been driven to 0 but control velocities
are not generated anymore to regulate them. To recap, for k > n, the condition in
Equation (1.30) will never be ensured. To find the stability condition for this case,
it is necessary to define a new error [Chaumette 06]
e′ = L̂+s (s− s∗) (1.33)
The matrix L̂+s is nothing but the matrix C in Equation (1.5) which handles the
regularity condition. We differentiate this equation and then substitute e˙ = Lsvc,
we have
e˙′ = L̂+s e˙ +
˙̂





This can be written as
e˙′ = (L̂+s Ls + O)vc (1.35)
where the matrix O ∈ Rn×n is equal to 0 if e = 0, regardless of the choice of
L̂+s . Further, if we adopt the control law vc = −λe′ and follow same steps as
from Equation (1.29) with the Lyapunov function L′ = 1
2
‖e′‖2, we arrive at the
following condition
L̂+s Ls + O  0 (1.36)
If only a small neighbourhood of the equilibrium state e = e∗ = 0 is considered,
then the condition reduces to
L̂+s Ls  0 k > n (1.37)
Thus, only local asymptotic stability can be obtained for VS when k > n. IBVS
methods which use coordinates of several image points (more than the degrees of
freedom) typically fall under the k > n case. (We will discuss how image points
can be used as visual features in Section 1.2.1)
• Case k<n : In this case, the number of features is less than the degrees of freedom
of the system. This is not a very common scenario but in principle, can be used for
visual servoing when the task to be realized does not constrain all the degrees of
freedom of the system. In that case, the condition in Equation(1.30) is sufficient to
ensure stability.
4From matrix theory, we know that the rank of a product of two matrices A and B cannot exceed the
rank of its individual matrices, rank(AB) ≤ min(rank(A), rank(B))
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Robustness Analysis In (1.5), if there exists a robot configuration q∗ such that the task
function e = 0 when s(q) = s∗, we can perform a Taylor’s expansion of this task function
















where H is a grouping of all the higher order terms in the Taylor’s expansion. This can be
re-written as a matrix transformation
e = U(s− s∗) (1.39)
where U = U(s, s∗,A, \). The matrix U is a function of the current and desired features,
the camera calibration matrix A and \, a vector of parameters of all geometrical trans-
formations between the image and scene. For example, this could be the parameters that
describe a homography matrix or a homogeneous transformation matrix that describes the
relative pose of the camera with respect to the scene. In general however, U is not known
analytically and the finding of which is non-trivial. This in fact poses a challenge in the
stability analysis of visual servoing systems. For simplicity, we can assume that the signal
measurement errors are corrupted by additive noise sˆ = s+. Using this noise model and
Equation (1.39) and after some developments, we obtain [Malis 98].
eˆ = Ee + n (1.40)
where E = U(s, s∗, Aˆ, \ˆ) U+(s, s∗,A, \) and n is the noise introduced in the task func-
tion. It has to be noted that n results from estimation errors in s whereas the effect of
incorrect camera calibration and geometrical parameters are encapsulated in E. Besides
modelling errors, the image formation itself and subsequent measurements from it, m(I)
might induce noise in the system. In general, for robustness, visual servoing methods
should be immune to signal measurement errors and inaccurate camera parameters Aˆ. A
probabilistic approach to study the effect of measurement errors on the visual servoing is
discussed in [Kyrki 06]. Recently, [Assa 13] considered VS as a discrete-time system and
modelled the uncertainty of IBVS and PBVS methods.
1.1.3 A primer on Visual Feature Selection
First, we will revisit the image formation basics and introduce a few basic notions before
stepping into visual feature selection. This foundation is necessary before the problems
can be explicitly specified.
Image formation In general, an image I is a set {Ii}, (i = 1 . . . N) of N elements,
each of which can be described by the following function I : D ⊂ R2 → Rk+ where k
indicates the number of channels in the image. Inspired by [Soatto 11], let us consider
a generative image model for image formation, but with some specific differences which
will be highlighted in due course.{
I(x) = h (Λ,ν)
x = pi(ξ(X)), X ∈ S
(1.41)
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where h is the contrast functional. The pose ξ will induce effects observed in the image
due to changes in viewpoint. Because the pose ξ has a group structure, its action is
invertible. ξ is considered as a nuisance for recognition tasks in [Soatto 11] whereas in
visual servoing, this viewpoint transformation is indeed the result of a control action u(t)
decided based on the image. We denote the set of all points (3D) in the imaged scene
as X ∈ R3 and their corresponding projections in the image plane as x ∈ R2. pi is the
perspective projection of a spatial point to the image plane. Λ refers to the photometric
and geometric properties of objects in the imaged scene S . The variable ν refers to all
nuisances like illumination variations, occlusions, quantization effects and shadows that
cannot be explicitly modelled but still affect the acquired image.
Visual Feature A visual feature is any deterministic function of the image that produces
a real value, that is s(I)→ R.
Motion Perceptibility The motion perceptibility of a visual feature s with respect to a
specific camera motion is defined as the ratio of the change in the visual feature to change
in the variable parametrizing that motion. The motion can be either translation or rotation
along or around any axis of an appropriate Cartesian reference frame. A simple example
can be helpful in understanding motion perceptibility. With no loss of generality, let us
assume that rotations are parametrized by the axis-angle representation and the camera is
oriented at an angle of θz around the optic axis. The visual feature measured from the
image reads sz. Then, let us apply a pure rotational motion around the camera optic axis
specified by rotation matrix Rz(∆θz) resulting in new camera orientation θ
′
z, whose effect
in the image is measured as s′z. Then, the motion perceptibility of the visual feature s with







where ∆θz = θ
′
z − θz. In any case, visual features should have high motion perceptibility
[Sharma 97] [Corke 11].
Ideal Visual Feature Set A set of visual features s = {si(I)}i=1...n is considered to be
ideal for visually servoing a n-DOF actuated system if its interaction matrix is the identity
matrix
Ls = In×n (1.43)
This would mean that each visual feature corresponds to one and only one specific camera
motion and also varies linearly with respect to it. Achieving this is considered as the holy
grail of visual servoing. To obtain this in practice is certainly extremely difficult if not
impossible.
Invariance It is difficult to obtain an ideal visual feature set s such that Equation (1.43)
holds. But methods like 2.5D visual servoing [Malis 00], to be discussed in Section 1.2.3,
succeeded in finding a set of features for which the rotational motions are decoupled from
the translations. In fact, it is the invariance property of a visual feature with respect to
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some dof which is the most important enabler towards achieving this decoupling. We will
see next that features based on image moments results in a high degree of decoupling.
In order for visual features to be useful in real-world visual servoing, they must be in-
variant not only to geometrical transformations but also to nuisances like image noise and
lighting variations gathered collectively as ν in Equation(1.41). A visual feature which is
variant w.r.t to 1 specific dof, invariant to others and to image nuisances is considered to
be an attractive visual feature (to control that specific dof).
Visual servoing methods can be broadly classified into feature-based and correspondance-
less visual servoing methods based on the nature of the visual features developed from
image feedback. We will describe these methods next, along with their respective advan-
tages and shortcomings.
1.2 Geometric Feature-based methods
In feature-based methods, a set of image-based primitives mi ∈ M2D are extracted
from the image, whereM2D is the set of all possible measurements in the image. This
extraction employs image processing techniques like visual detection, matching, visual
tracking and/or segmentation. These primitives are normally projections in the image of
the corresponding 3D primitives (points, straight lines) Pi available in the imaged scene
Pi ∈ S3D. Based on how the extracted image measurements are used to derive visual fea-
tures, feature-based methods can be classified into image-based visual servoing (IBVS),
pose-based visual servoing (PBVS) and also hybrid methods combining the above known
as 2.5D visual servoing.
1.2.1 Image-Based Visual Servoing (IBVS)
In IBVS, the task function is defined directly from measurements of 2D primitives ob-
served in the image. Hence, IBVS is also called 2D visual servoing.
e = s(m(I(t)))− s∗ (1.44)
The most commonly employed visual features s ∈ R2n are the coordinates of n points
that are observed in the image plane [Weiss 87] [Feddema 89]. Let us consider as visual
features coordinates of a set of points observed by the camera (see Figs.1.3(a) and 1.3(b)):









should drive the error e in (1.44) to 0 in an exponential manner. The interaction matrix
for an image point is developed next since it is the basic foundation for all visual features
that appear later.
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(a) Visual Servoing with a set of 4 dots in the image (b) Camera view with feature trajectories
(c) Visual servoing with lines
Figure 1.3 – Image-Based Visual Servoing with image points and straight lines as visual features
1.2.1.1 Interaction Matrix for an image point
Let X = (X, Y, Z) be a 3D point in the scene whose coordinates are expressed in the
camera frame. Let A = (u0, v0, f, α) be the parameters of a pin-hole camera imaging
the scene, where (u0, v0) is the principal point in the image, f is the camera focal length
and α is the ratio of pixel size. Then, under perspective projection, the 3D scene point X















The velocity of the camera is linked to the velocity of the 3D point by X˙ = −vc−ωc×X.
This fundamental kinematics relation connects the variations of a point in the physical
world with the motions of the camera and forms the basis of the development of the
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interaction matrix [Espiau 92] [Chaumette 06]. Expanding this relation, we can write
X˙ = −vx − ωyZ + ωzY
Y˙ = −vy − ωzZ + ωxZ
Z˙ = −vz − ωxZ + ωyX
(1.47)




















+ (1 + y2)ωx − xyωy − xωz
(1.49)








[−1/Z 0 x/Z xy −(1 + x2) y
0 −1/Z y/Z 1 + y2 −xy −x
]
(1.50)
Hence Lx is a function of the visual features s, depth Z and the camera intrinsic param-
eters Aˆ. The Equation (1.50) links the motion of the image points to the motion of the
camera and this result is made use of in the development of the interaction matrices of
intensity-based features. The interaction for a set of n points is obtained by stacking the








On the same lines, [Iwatsuki 05] transformed the tracked points to the cylindrical co-
ordinate system s = (ρ, θ) with ρ =
√
x2 + y2 and θ = arctan( y
x
) using them as visual
features. This work solved the camera retreat problem where a large error in rotational
pose around the optical axis caused a retreating motion of the camera along this axis
[Chaumette 98]. Other geometrical primitives like straight lines (see Fig. 1.3(c)), ellipses
and contours in the image of tridimensional primitives like spheres and cylinders can also
be equally used [Espiau 92][Chaumette 90]. This involves detection and tracking of these
primitives throughout the servoing process.
Since the error measure e to be regulated to 0 is defined directly in the image space,
satisfactory feature trajectories are obtained at the image level. But the pose or end-
effector motions are not directly controlled. Hence, the obtained Cartesian trajectories
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exhibit a detour from an ideal geodesic. One drawback of IBVS is the unwanted possibil-
ity of convergence to local minima in the case of redundant features k > 6. Therefore, the
visual servoing may fail when large displacements are involved. Also only a guarantee of
local asymptotic stability exists for IBVS. Stability and convergence problems that might
appear in IBVS are discussed in [Chaumette 98]. IBVS is shown to be robust to modelling
errors in [Espiau 94].
1.2.1.2 Image Moments-Based Visual Servoing
Image moments are a simplified representation of the image signal [Mukundan 98] and
were introduced in visual servoing in [Chaumette 04]. In [Chaumette 04], the analytical
form for the interaction matrix was determined and it was shown that the numerical sta-
bility of the system was greatly improved and an excellent decoupling was obtained by
using visual features derived from image moments. Later, a new set of visual features
based on image moment invariants were proposed in [Tahri 05a]. Image moments can
be computed from a set of points or from a well-segmented region in the image. In the
latter case, no feature extraction or matching steps are performed. The contributions of
this thesis fall under this area and so image moments-based visual servoing is discussed
in complete details in the subsequent chapter.
1.2.1.3 Visual Servoing based on Gaussian Mixture Models
A gaussian mixture model(GMM) is a convex combination of a certain number (lets say
N ) of Gaussian probability distribution functions (pdfs). In [AbdulHafez 08], a set of
feature points X was extracted from the image and then modelled as a GMM. A GMM is
parametrized by the mean vector µk and covariance matrix Σk of each of those N pdfs. It
can be estimated by EM(Expectation Maximization) algorithm given X. The GMM from
feature points at the current and desired poses are given by:
s = f(X, ξ) =
N∑
i=1
αiN (X; Rµi + t,RΣiR>) (1.52a)
s∗ = g(X) =
N∑
i=j
βiN (X;µ∗i ,Σ∗i ) (1.52b)
Visual servoing is then equivalent to minimizing the cost function namely the L2 norm
between the GMMs estimated at the current and desired poses.
C = ‖s− s∗‖ =
∫
[f(X, ξ)− g(X)]2dξ (1.53)
The Lyapunov function L = 1
2





It is useful that the L2 norm of the error and the gradient
∂C
∂ξ
are available in closed form.
The depth distribution of the feature points is necessary to control all the 6DOF of the
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robot. The results presented in [AbdulHafez 08] show that the control signals generated
have non-smooth profiles and the camera trajectory is not close to a geodesic between
the current and desired poses. The convergence properties of the algorithm with respect
to errors in the estimated GMM parameters αi, βj are not known. In addition, whether
the case αi 6= βj will affect the algorithm convergence also remains unknown. This
method does not need any visual tracking steps but the extraction of image points X is
unavoidable.
1.2.2 Pose-Based Visual Servoing (PBVS)
In Pose-Based Visual Servoing (PBVS) [Wilson 96], [Martinet 99] the error to be regu-
lated to 0 is directly linked to the robot pose. The error in PBVS is defined in pose space
and not image space. Hence it known as 3D visual servoing.
s = s(m(I(t),A,X) (1.55)
Figure 1.4 – Pose-based visual servoing scheme
The key aspect of PBVS is the estimation of the camera pose cξo(t) from the ac-
quired images. As explained previously, elements of SO(3) can be expressed in var-
ious parametrizations. If we choose the minimal axis-angle parametrization, we have
s = (t,θu). Essentially, a pose estimation algorithm is mandatory in the control loop
to measure the current location of the visual sensor with respect to some observable tar-
get. For instance, a pose estimation method based on the Extended Kalman Filter is used
in [Wilson 96]. Several methods including virtual visual servoing (VVS) [Marchand 02]
and model-based methods [Comport 04] [Petit 13] exist for the pose estimation problem.
[Doignon 07] is a nice reference that discusses the pose estimation problem in the context
of robot vision.
There are two variants of PBVS based on whether the control is formulated in either
the current or desired camera frames [Chaumette 07]. If we choose to perform the control
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using object pose relative to the current sensor frame, that is s = (cto,θu), s∗ = (c∗to,0),

















where [v]× denotes the skew-symmetric matrix of v. sinc θ = sin θ/θ is the sinus cardinal.
The matrix Lθu has the property Lθu−1θu = θu. The Lθu matrix is non-singular when θ 6=




(c∗to −c to) + [cto]×θu
)
(1.58)
Alternatively, the control can be defined by the pose of the current sensor frame expressed




and e = s since s∗ = 0.
Typically, the output from pose estimation algorithms is the relative pose of the target
expressed in the sensor frame cXo. Then, we use the following relation to get the relative
pose of the sensor expressed in the desired sensor frame.
c∗Xc =c∗ XocXo
−1 (1.59)







From Eq(1.60), we see that there is a decoupling of the translational and rotational mo-
tions. The translational velocity screw in this case is obtained as
υc = −λc∗Rcc∗tc (1.61)
In both equations (1.56) and (1.60), the interaction matrix with respect to rotational
motions is the same [Malis 00] [Chaumette 06] and the control law for these dof is given
by
ωc = −λθu (1.62)
In PBVS, the control laws result in an exponential decrease of errors in the rotational
pose in fact following a geodesic. The camera on the other hand follows a straight line
trajectory with control law (1.60) but not with (1.56). It is to be noted that the depth Z
is involved directly in the pose features in PBVS whereas in IBVS, only the interaction
matrix depended on Z while the features themselves were free of it. Many works in visual
servoing mention that PBVS has no control of trajectories in the feature space and visual
features might leave the field of view. But [JanabiSharifi 11] in fact showed that there is
an indirect control of image trajectories (except in the case where strong assumptions are
made to simplify the interaction matrix).
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Stability in PBVS For PBVS, the stability condition in Equation (1.30) is easily en-
sured since LsL̂+s = I6, under the strong assumption that the pose is estimated perfectly
[Chaumette 06]. This is true in Equations (1.56) and (1.60) when Lθu is non-singular (for
all θ 6= 2kpi as mentioned above). The pose features used in the control law are estimated
from visual feature measurements in the image. When these measurements are erroneous,
the pose estimation is not accurate breaking the strong assumption made above. The
PBVS method is therefore adversely affected by errors in the pose estimation.
For a concise explanation of IBVS and PBVS including their relative advantages and
stability aspects, we refer the reader to [Chaumette 06]. A formal well-rounded treatment
can be found in [JanabiSharifi 11] : a common comparison framework to study IBVS and
PBVS is presented from the point of view of stability, robustness, sensitivity to modelling
errors and performance in image and Cartesian spaces.
1.2.3 Hybrid Visual Servoing
Hybrid methods were developed to combine the advantages in PBVS with those in IBVS











υ (−Lωωc + s˙) (1.64)
On substitution of e˙ = s˙ = −λ e(t) in (1.64), we get
υc = −L+υ (Lωωc + λe(t)) (1.65)
Thus, we see that the error to the translational control input is modified to take into account
errors induced due to rotation motions.
2.5D Visual Servoing
As explained in Section1.2.2, we saw that PBVS control law resulted in the errors in











where st is the feature set responsible for controlling the translational motions. It contains
x ∈ R2 which is an image point that is used in IBVS (as in Section 1.2.1) and Z ∈ R
which is the depth of that image point. θu ∈ R3 is the rotational pose used in PBVS. The





0 0 −1 −y x 0] (1.67)
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Combining (1.67) with (1.50), we can write down the interaction matrix of the transla-




−1 0 x0 −1 y
0 0 −1
 xy −(1 + x2) y1 + y2 −xy −x
−y x 0
 (1.68)
The left 3× 3 matrix exhibits a block triangular structure. The diagonal values suggest a
strong correlation between the features chosen and the corresponding translational degree
of freedom. Further, we know from Equation (1.56) that the rotations are decoupled
from the translations. Assuming that the pose estimation algorithm is accurate and in
the absence of coarse modelling errors, the 2.5D VS is globally asymptotically stable
[Malis 02].
In [Cervera 03], 2-D homogeneous coordinates of the image points (by fusing depth
information) are used as visual features. This method was shown to be free of local
minima. Several hybrid schemes can be designed by combining 2D and 3D features.
Since PBVS in general is believed not to exercise control over image space trajectories,
[Chaumette 00] proposed to use the centre of gravity in the visual feature set. That is, xg
can be included as a feature in Equation (1.67). Then, both the camera trajectory and the
trajectory of xg in the image followed a straight line. 2.5D visual servoing was applied to
the case of omnidirectional vision sensors in [Abdelkader 05].
In [Gans 11], an adaptive VS controller was developed to stabilize the errors in the
image and pose spaces simultaneously. An image space task function with image points
ei (like in Equation(1.45)) and pose space task function eξ like in PBVS were defined.
The depth is adaptively estimated and incorporated in the interaction matrix for image
points. It is further injected into the estimated homography (Methods based on Homog-
raphy estimation are discussed in 1.2.4) to recover the translational pose between the
desired and current camera frames. Without proof, the asymptotic convergence of this
method is believed to lie at the intersection of the convergence of IBVS and PBVS meth-
ods D∗ = Di ∩ Dξ.
Thus, the above methods tried to partition the feature space and connect the features
to individual degrees of freedom.
The hybrid method [Nematollahi 12] formulates an objective function incorporating
both the IBVS and PBVS errors as follows.
Figure 1.5 – Distance between the next pose and the geodesic between the current and desired
poses
minλdc(tk) + ds(tk) (1.69)
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where λ is a positive constant, dc =
‖ec(tk+1)× ec(tk)‖
‖ec(tk)‖ is the distance between the next
camera pose and the line connecting the current pose and desired pose (see Figure 1.5).
In the same way, the distance between the visual features at the next instant and the line
connecting the current and desired feature values is defined as ds =
‖es(tk+1)× es(tk)‖
‖es(tk)‖ .
The visual features in this method are the coordinates of points tracked in the image.
In fact, the average length of the image feature trajectories and the camera trajectories
are minimized. All the necessary behaviour like the monotonous decrease in errors are
introduced as constraints to this second order conic optimization (SOCO) problem. So,
the drawback of the method is its computational expensive cost.
Switching Methods
In hybrid methods based on control law switching, the system does not partition the fea-
ture space. Instead, a switch between two disparate control laws is performed based on
specific criteria. In [Chesi 04], if the visual features are not present in the field of view,
the control switches from PBVS controller to another which performs a receding motion
along the optic axis. This motion facilitates to bring back the features into the camera’s
field of view. Here, a visibility criterion decides the switching instants. Another switching
approach can be found in [Gans 07] which used both IBVS and PBVS control laws. The
quadratic Lyapunov function for PBVS is given by:
LP = 1
2





and η ∈ (0, 1) (1.70)





where ei are errors defined in image space. The visual servoing system then performs a
state-based switching as follows:
• When operating in IBVS mode, if LP ≥ (1/2)γ2p , the control switches to PBVS
mode.
• Similarly, when operating in PBVS mode, if LI ≥ (1/2)γ2i , the control switches to
IBVS mode.
In general, it is difficult to prove the stability of switched systems [Liberzon 99]. Proof
for local stability for both state-based and arbitrary switching can be found in [Gans 07].
1.2.4 Visual servoing based on Projective Geometric Measures
Projective geometry is a generalization of Euclidean geometry that relates geometric enti-
ties (like points/lines) in projective space 5. Computer Vision applied concepts from pro-
jective geometry to establish correspondences between multiple views of scenes imaged
5If V is a vector space with V ∈ Rn+1, then the projective space P(V) of dimension n is the set of all
single dimensional vector subspaces of V
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by vision sensors [Hartley 04], [Faugeras 01]. Visual servoing is basically the synthesis
of control laws which is based on the views of a scene captured by a camera. Several
methods naturally proposed features based on measures adopted from projective geome-
try.
Homography based Visual Servoing
Homography is an invertible relationship that links the projective points between two
images induced by a plane in 3D space. Let us consider a 3D point observed by a camera
at two different poses. Let the coordinate frames for the camera at these poses be denoted
as F∗ and F respectively. The projections of the 3D point P∗ = [X∗, Y ∗, Z∗] (expressed
in the frame F∗) into the image planes of these two cameras are p∗ and p. Let these
projections be expressed by p∗ = H1P∗ and p = H2P∗. If P∗ belongs to a plane,
then the two projected image points are related by a homography H induced by the plane
containing the 3D point [Hartley 04].
p∗ ' H1H−12 p ' Hp (1.72)
The H which relates the two projective points upto a scale is known as the plane
induced homography. If the relative pose between F∗ and F is given by R ∈ SO(3) and
t ∈ R3 respectively. Then, the homography relating points between images from the two
cameras can be expressed as:




where d∗ is the signed distance of the plane from the center of projection of camera at F∗
(reference pose), n∗ is the normal to the plane pi containing the 3D point P∗ expressed in
F∗. R = exp(θu), θ ∈]− pi, pi[. In theory, with four known non-collinear corresponding
points between the two images, H can be estimated [Hartley 04]. A survey of various
planar homography estimation techniques can be found in [Agarwal 05]. Homography
was used in [Deguchi 98] where it was shown that an accurate d∗ is not required since it
appears as a gain ratio term between the translational and rotational velocities.
Control Aspects
Homography was applied for visual servoing in [Benhimane 06] and [Benhimane 07].
When the homography between the current image and the image obtained from the refer-












where z−1 transforms a skew symmetric matrix to vector v, the point p∗ = P∗/Z∗ ∈
R2 is obtained from the image (without measuring the 3D structure of the scene). In
[Benhimane 07], p∗ is chosen as the centre of gravity of a point cloud available in the
image. In Equation (1.74), if e1 = 0, then the projections of the 3D point P∗ in the current
and desired images coincide p∗ = p. If e2 = 0, the homography matrix H is symmetric
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and allows to reach the desired pose. In [Silveira 12], a more generalized version than in












where eω can be computed from only the homography matrix and comprises of ϑ, the
angle of rotation and µ is the axis of rotation. As for m∗, a control point in the image
close to the center of the object or region of interest is chosen and then transformed using
m∗ = Kp∗, where K ∈ R3×3. Finally, eepi ∈ P2 is the epipole while ρ∗ is the projective
parallax of the 3D point (provenance of p∗ ) relative to the dominant plane in the image.
Homography based task functions such as in Equations (1.74) and (1.75) are isomorphic
to the pose, except the limitation that the rotations are constrained to ] − pi, pi[. This
isomorphism means that, for the task function e defined by
e =
[
(t + (R− I)P∗)/Z∗
2 sin θu + [n∗]×t
]
(1.76)
e = 0 if and only if θ = 0 and t = 0. The regulation to 0 of e in Equations (1.76),(1.75)
and (1.74) is the same as the reference frame F getting aligned with F∗. The control law













where λ1 and λ2 are gains that can be used to tune the speeds of convergence of e1 and
e2.
Photo-Geometric Registration
In the previous section, we assumed that the homography was estimated and available
for the construction of the control laws. The modus operandi of the projective geome-
try methods is to estimate first the projective geometric quantities and then employ them
for visual servoing [Silveira 09]. There are 2 possibilities for estimation of the homog-
raphy H. First, like mentioned above, when a set of matched points between images are
available. The second is by solving a dense image registration problem. For the latter, a
non-trivial photogeometric image registration algorithm is used to solve for the projective
homography matrix G ∈ SL(3), from which H is later extracted.
H = K−1GK (1.78)
where K ∈ R3×3 is the camera calibration matrix using the intrinsic parameters. The
following general model is used in [Silveira 07a], [Silveira 09], [Silveira 12] to describe
the transformation between the pixels of two images acquired by a camera.





1. The geometric part of the model in Equation (1.79) is encapsulated in the warping
functionw which acts on the pixel at p∗ with geometric parameters included in g. In
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[Silveira 07a], the geometric transformation is expressed by the following general
projective model
p ∝ (G∞ + eφ>)p∗ + ρ∗e (1.80)





∈ SL(3) × R3 is the projective
homography that relates image points in two views, e ∈ P2 is the epipole in I
and ρ∗ ∈ R is the projective parallax defined in relation to a dominant plane of the
target object [Silveira 12]. When a planar object is considered, this transformation
reduces to a plane induced homography as in [Benhimane 06].
2. The photometric transformation is captured by the model parameters in h = {S,β}.
Unlike conventional illumination models, S is parametrized as a time varying sur-
face to capture intensity variations without assumptions on imaging conditions and
materials [Silveira 07b]. Equation (1.79) is a multiplicative model, the ◦ in S ◦ I
is the elementwise multiplication operator. The surface S can be modelled using
radial basis functions or as a discretized surface representative of local illumination
variations [Silveira 07b] [Silveira 10]. Global illumination variations and camera
bias are represented by β ∈ Rc where c is the number of image channels.








I ′(g,h,p∗i )− I∗(p∗i ) (1.81)
where R∗ ⊂ I∗ is a region of interest in the image. In fact, this is a visual tracking
problem because of the estimation of transformations that align the images I(t) with I∗.
The challenging aspects of solving problem (1.81) are finding appropriate parametriza-
tions for g and h (described above), reasonable initialization and indeed developing a
computationally efficient method to converge to the right solution. As for solving this
problem, the standard technique is to make a Taylor’s expansion upto second order, apply
the optimality condition (cost function derivative is 0 at the solution) and iterate until con-
vergence [Silveira 10] [Benhimane 07]. The same registration problem has been solved in
the SLAM context in [Silveira 08]. In [Benhimane 06] and [Benhimane 07], the tracking
algorithms are based on the same principle and known as ESM (Efficient Second order
Minimization). This necessitates the manual specification of a region of interest and sub-
sequent visual tracking of this region (See Fig1.6). For visual servoing, the matching of
these 2 regions of interest is mandatory. Inclusion of tracking procedures are accompa-
nied by demanding computational requirements. For instance, the authors in [Silveira 12]
recommend using not more than 30000 pixels (so we imagine I with a 150 × 200 image
size restriction) to estimate 10 parameters to operate at a 30Hz frame rate on a 2.4GhZ
processor. This raises some concern since the homography matrix alone would require 8
parameters (8 degrees of freedom).
A combination of the fundamental matrix and homography has been used in [Li 13]
to control a nonholonomic mobile robot. The fundamental matrix and the camera pa-
rameters are first estimated simultaneously. This is followed by estimating the projective
homography matrix, based on which a two stage control law is designed. Visual servoing
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Figure 1.6 – Homography based visual servoing [Benhimane 06]. On the left is the initial image
and right is the final image. The regions of interest in reference pose (red) and initial pose (green)
are shown. On the right is the final image after the visual servoing where the current and desired
regions of interest coincide
schemes based on homography have been used for control of mobile robot in [Fang 02]
and for aerial vehicles in [Gonçalves 10] and [dePlinval 11].
Visual Servoing based on the Trifocal Tensor
The trifocal tensor T is a 3× 3× 3 array of 27 elements that links points (or lines) from
two known images to a third image. It is dependent only upon the camera projection
matrices and is independent of the scene itself. This tensor which relates the geometry of
three views is dealt with in detail in [Hartley 04]. In [Shademan 10], the trifocal tensor
that relates the initial image, current image and the desired image has been used for 6DOF
visual servoing. The visual features are a subset of the set of 27 elements of the trifocal
tensor s ⊂ T and chosen according to the type of motions considered. The interaction
matrix is estimated numerically and used in the control law. In [Shademan 10], a set of six
non-coplanar points are matched across the three views and the algorithm in [Hartley 00]
is used to estimate T .
The 1D trifocal tensor relating the bearing measurements is used for a mobile robot
path following task in [Aranda 13]. Here, the trifocal tensor is not used directly but rather
the geometry, namely the translation between the poses and the orientation is retrieved
from it. The final control law is a simple function of these geometrical parameters ob-
tained from the trifocal tensor. This method is an uncalibrated visual servo method and
handled cases like large rotations considered difficult in traditional visual servoing. An
analytical form of the interaction matrix is not available for the trifocal tensor and visual
tracking of the non-coplanar interest points was still necessary. In the following section,
we will examine the photometric or intensity-based visual servoing methods.
1.3 Photometric Visual Servoing Methods
A camera image is a spatial sampling of brightness variations that depend on ambient
illumination, reflectance properties and geometry of the elements in the imaged scene
[Sonka 14]. In feature-based methods discussed in Section1.2, we observe that the image
simply gets reduced to a set of points or geometrical primitives once the image processing
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steps have been done. Clearly, rich information that is available in the image as intensity
patterns is simply lost and not exploited at all. Photometric visual servoing methods avoid
usage of extracted geometric features and use intensity information available from the
image. Since no tracking and matching procedures are involved, these methods are also
known as correspondanceless visual servoing methods. In general, we call the methods
that use intensity information from the image as photometric visual servoing methods.
1.3.1 Visual Servoing on Reduced Dimensional Subspaces
Figure 1.7 – Visual Servoing on reduced dimensional subspaces. ξ ∈ R6 is the robot pose and
I ∈ RN is the image acquired at some r. Learning the interaction matrix L is equivalent to finding
the coefficients of the tangent plane to the non-flat surface in r-I space
The visual servoing methods proposed in [Nayar 96], [Deguchi 97] [Deguchi 00] can
be classified under this category. It was [Nayar 96] which advocated finding visual repre-
sentations that encode appearance and not shape. It was one of the earliest works which
used intensity data from the image for visual servo control. An image I acquired for
the purpose of visual servoing depends on the robot pose ξ and can be represented as
f : ξ → I. This is an inherently high dimensional mapping with ξ ∈ R6 and I ∈ RN , N is
the number of pixels. The tuple (ξ, I) can be considered as a data point in 6 + N dimen-
sional space. Typically, these methods sample a set of images acquired from all around
the goal pose in the robot workspace. Then, they use principal component analysis (PCA)
to transform I to p. fpca : I → p where p ∈ RM where M  N . This is similar to
geometric feature-based methods which also derive a set of visual features s from I, a
difference being that here the features extracted using PCA are not geometrical.
Precisely, the vector space spanned by the basis set {e1, e2, . . . , em}, ei ∈ Rm whose
linear combination can produce p is known as eigenspace. Now, a small change in
the pose ξ manifests in the image and therefore in the reduced representation p via the
straightforward relation
dp = Lpdξ (1.82)
where Lp is estimated numerically either online [Deguchi 96] or simply at the goal pose
[Deguchi 97]. This amounts to finding the coefficients of the tangent plane (rectangular
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patch in Fig.1.7) to the surface. The underlying surface in ξ − I space is not flat which
causes a non-linearity. In the case of this space being flat, there will be a linear change in
I with change in ξ. As reported in [Deguchi 00], the determination of Lp is cumbersome
and prohibitive with increase in number of degrees of freedom.
As for the visual servoing, the remapping from d(t) to r(t) has to be performed. The
manifold parametrized by the motion variables (degrees of freedom of the robot displace-
ment in the learning process). The control action is finally given by
v = −λ∆ξ = −λ (Lp)+ (p− pg) (1.83)
just like in classical visual servoing. The experimental results were limited to 2DOF dis-
placements. When displacements involve more degrees of freedom, acquiring images for
learning becomes cumbersome. In direct contrast to feature-based methods, featureless
methods avoided the extraction of points or other intermediate geometric primitives from
the image. This is a learning-based visual servoing approach with no analytical mod-
elling of image features or the interaction matrix. This makes it difficult to study failure
conditions or characterize stability.
1.3.2 Direct Visual Servoing
In direct visual servoing approaches, no intermediate geometric entities are tracked or
matched in the image. The intensity of the pixels are used in the control law. The problem
of finding the appropriate control inputs in visual servoing is in fact a problem of non-
linear optimization.
ξˆ = arg min
ξ
C(I(ξ), I∗) (1.84)
with C(ξ) = 1
2
‖e(I(ξ), I∗)‖2 (1.85)
is the cost function to be minimized, and is nothing other than the Lyapunov function for
stability, ξ denotes the robot pose as usual while e is the error measure calculated using
the current image and the image learnt from the desired pose (I∗ = I(ξ∗)). In the case of
direct visual servoing methods, the error e is not from measurements involving extracted
geometric features in the image. Instead, this error is photometric, that is, based on the
intensity distribution in the image.
1.3.2.1 Pure Photometric Visual Servoing
In pure photometric visual servoing [Collewet 11], the error function is directly defined
as difference in intensities (luminance) between the images acquired at the current and
desired poses e = I(ξ)− I(ξ∗). The cost function to be optimized is





where x = (x, y) ∈ R2 refers to the pixel indexing variable. The error norm is exactly the
SSD (Sum of the Squared Differences) function used for image registration in the KLT
algorithm [Baker 04].
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(a) Initial image (b) Final Image (c) Difference image at
initial pose
(d) Difference image at fi-
nal pose
Figure 1.8 – Pure luminance-based Visual Servoing. (Figures adapted from [Collewet 11])
The set of visual features is the entire set or a subset of the pixels observed in the
image.







where the number of pixels is denoted by N . When only a specific subset of the pixels
available in the image is used, this subset has to be made available on a frame-by-frame
basis. The interaction matrix related to pixel luminance can be obtained from the deriva-
tive of s
I˙ = LIvc =
[
LI(x1), . . . ,LI(xn)
]>
vc (1.87)
In [Collewet 11], the interaction matrix of the luminance of an isolated image pixel was
developed under the classical brightness constancy assumption [Horn 81]. According to
this constraint, the brightness of a moving image point is constant between small time
interval δt.
I(x, y, t) = I(x+ δx, y + δy, t+ δt) (1.88)
The first order Taylor’s expansion of this equation gives
∇Ixx˙+∇Iyy˙ + I˙ = 0 (1.89)





is the gradient of the image pixel at (x,y).
The interaction matrix of the luminance of pixel (x, y) can then be obtained in a straight-
forward manner.
LI(x) = −∇I> Lx (1.90)
where Lx is the interaction matrix of an image point that was developed in Sec.1.2.1 and
given in Equation (1.50). An important remark is that the depth Z of the image point
is still present, propagated from Lx to LI . Besides, the brightness constancy hypothesis
can be violated even in the case of Lambertian surfaces when there is relative movement
between the surfaces and lighting sources. In this case, obtaining the interaction matrix
becomes more difficult. The interaction matrix is obtained using the Phong Illumination
Model [Phong 75] and is presented in complete details in [Collewet 08b].
It is well-known that convergence to the right solution in non-linear optimization prob-
lems depends on the distance between the solution and the initial starting state. Naturally,
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visual servoing inherits the advantages and drawbacks depending on the method adopted
to solve the optimization. Optimization problems such as in Eq(1.85) can be solved by us-
ing a variety of iterative non-linear optimization methods [Ruszczyn´ski 06]. The essence
of these methods is to choose a specific direction of descent in the solution space such
that the optimization objective is attained. The control action then takes the form
v = λd(ξ) (1.91)
where d(ξ) is the direction of descent and ξ denotes robot pose. Following the Levenberg-
Marquardt method of descent, we deduce the following control law.
v = −λ (H + µdiag (H))−1 Lˆ+I (I(ξ)− I(ξ∗)) (1.92)
where λ and µ are positive scalars. H is an approximation of the Hessian matrix given by
H = L>I LI, LI being the interaction matrix at any pose ξ.
• Due to non-utilisation of intermediate measures from the image and use of redun-
dant feature set, this method benefits from high accuracies at convergence.
• The convergence domain reduces with the amount of error in planar rotation be-
tween the images of the starting and final robot poses [Collewet 11]. This can
be explained partly by the high non-linearity in Equation (1.90). On the contrary,
in the case of classical visual servoing methods, simpler solutions (Gauss-Newton
method) are sufficient for the servoing.
The work in [Collewet 11] showed that the intensity of the image pixels can be used to
control the motions of a robot. Further, visual servoing was demonstrated without any
feature detection and tracking. But the image processing step of calculating the gradients
in (1.90) was necessary. As in other IBVS methods, only local stability can be proved.
Further, the method suffers from the problem of lighting variations which directly alter
the minimum of the cost function.
1.3.2.2 Visual Servoing based on Information Theoretic Measures
Information Theory was a field born after Claude Shannon published his seminal work
"A Mathemetical theory of Communication" in 1948 [Shannon 48]. Information theory
deals with quantification of information (in the Shannon sense) and was developed for
the purpose of data storage and communication. In fact, each pixel of the image can be
regarded as a random variable which takes values from a finite set. So, the image can be
thought of as a probability distribution. There are many information theoretic measures
that study the amount of shared information between probability distributions of random
variables. In the following, we explain methods in visual servoing which are based on
tools borrowed from information theory.
Mutual Information based Visual Servoing The main interest in using mutual infor-
mation for visual servoing stems its independence on the imaging modality. Given that
there is a sufficient overlap between the two images, this measure is a reliable similarity
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indicator regardless of the actual imaging modality used [Dame 10] [Dame 11]. MI based
visual servoing aims to solve the following optimization problem
ξˆ = arg max
ξ
MI(I(ξ), I∗) (1.93)
where MI(I, I∗) is the mutual information between the current and desired images. MI
is computed as a relationship between the marginal and joint entropies of the intensity
distribution in the current and desired images.
MI(I, I∗) = H(I(ξ)) +H(I∗)−H(I(ξ), I∗) (1.94)





where i is one of the allowed values of the intensity from the set I = [0, NI ] , pI(i) is
the probability of occurence of the intensity value i from sample space of I. It can be






δ(i− I(x, ξ)) (1.96)
δ is the Kronecker delta function whose output is i when i = I(x) and 0 otherwise. In a
similar way, the joint entropy is given by





pII∗(i, j) log(pII∗(i, j)) (1.97)
Analogous to (1.96), pII∗(i, j) describes the joint probability of occurence of the pixel






δ(i− I(x, ξ)) δ(j − I∗(x)) (1.98)
The MI between two images is maximised when maximum information is shared be-
tween them. In visual servoing, this situation occurs when the camera pose reaches its
goal position, aligning the camera image with the desired one. When this alignment is
achieved, the gradient of the MI becomes null. Therefore to maximize MI, the task func-












The visual servoing control law is then given by
vc = −λL−1e e (1.100)
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Figure 1.9 – B-spline functions used in MI based Visual Servoing [Dame 10]




(1.98) and thereby δ should be twice differentiable. This is achieved by replacing δ in
Eqs (1.96) and (1.98) with a cubic B-Spline function φ (see Figure 1.9). This smoothes
the MI function which otherwise would exhibit sharp peaks other than at convergence.
Also, the maximum number of bins (the original number of intensity levels NI = 255) is
transformed to Nc = 8 bins by scaling of the individual pixel intensities. As detailed in
[Dame 11], these steps serve to smooth the MI function and facilitate a simple computa-
tion. The above are two vital steps in the adaptation of the original mutual information
measure for visual servoing.
Figure 1.10 – MI based Navigation Task in [Dame 11] with Multimodal information
Besides being robust to occlusions and lighting variations, MI seems to be an attractive
feature when more than a single imaging modality is used. In Figure 1.10, a navigation
task from [Dame 11] has been shown where the images for servoing are acquired from
a monocular camera whereas the reference images in the learning phase are from a ge-
ographical map. A comparison between MI, pure photometric (SSD) and SIFT feature
based approaches is made in [Dame 11]. The convergence of the MI based method de-
grades with respect to increased rotation of the camera around the optic axis. In this case,
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the failure is attributed to less shared information between the image at the pose with in-
creased rotation and images acquired during the visual servoing. Hence, we can say that
more research is necessary to find new ways to design visual servoing systems that work
in spite of missing or less shared information.
Visual Servoing using the Sum of Conditional Variance
The sum of conditional variance is another information theoretic measure which is sim-






The novelty introduced in this approach lies in the adaptation of the reference image
in relation to the currently observed image. That is,
Iˆ(x) = E(I(x)|I∗(x)) (1.102)
where E is the expectation operator in probability theory and can be computed from the
joint probability distribution between I and I∗. The control law is developed using the
Levenberg-Marquardt approach. It is given by
vc = −λ(HS + µdiag(HS))−1LSCV(I(ξ)− Iˆ) (1.103)
where HS = L>SCVLSCV. As in the case of mutual information, the task function to be
regulated is the gradient of the SCV. For an image point x, we can write
LSCV(x) = −∇I>Lx (1.104)
where ∇I> ∈ R1×2 is its image gradient and Lx ∈ R2×6 is its interaction matrix. By
stacking the LSCV(x) of all the image points (lets say N ), the LSCV(I) ∈ RN×6 of the
image can be obtained. The computationally expensive calculations involving B-splines
in MI are absent in the case of SCV. The computations in the case of SCV are simpler
than in case of MI in Equation (1.99). On the other hand, the SCV is not multimodal
and is affected by local illumination variations. But it is comparable to pure photometric
visual servoing [Collewet 11] under nominal conditions and better when the illumination
variations are global. All these findings are reported in [Delabarre 12].
1.3.3 Kernel-Based Visual Servoing
Kernel-based Visual Servoing (KBVS) is a correspondanceless visual servoing method
and does not use any geometric features or visual tracking. Inspired by kernel based
visual tracking techniques, this approach was proposed in [Kallem 07] with the aim of
unifying the tracking and control procedures. The KBVS approach was based on the
projection of the image onto a spatial kernel. A kernel is a piece-wise continuous function
K : pi → R that produces a measurement ν ∈ R when values of spatially distributed




K(w) s(w, t) dw (1.105)
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ν(t) is known as the kernel measurement or kernel projected value, s(w, t) is the signal of
interest and w ∈ R2 is the spatial indexing variable. Image moments are closely related
to this approach with the image as the signal, projected to a polynomial kernel. The
differences are explained in more detail in Chapter 2. Like in classical visual servoing,
minimization of the difference in error between the kernel projected values at the desired
ν∗ and current poses ν(t) is sought. The Lyapunov function is defined based on errors in
the kernel projected values: V = 1
2
(ν − ν∗)2 whose derivative is given by:






denotes the variations in the kernel-projected value with respect to robot mo-
tion. This is analogous to the classical visual servoing methods where the visual feature




ν(t) should be differentiable which dictates that the kernel K be smooth. The control
input u = ξ˙ is chosen such that the Lyapunov derivative V˙ < 0 to satisfy the stability
criterion as in the classical visual servoing approach. The KBVS control inputs take the
below general form:












(so the kernel should of course be differentiable with respect to the
spatial variables w), s′ is the signal obtained after a specific transformation of the goal
image. In fact, separate controllers are synthesized in [Kallem 07] for planar translation
(u(t) ∈ R2), scaling (u(t) ∈ R1) or planar rotation (u(t) ∈ R1). In any case, the choice
of u(t) needs to ensure that V˙ < 0, at least in a neighbourhood of the goal configuration
ξ∗. To control the planar translations, the signal of interest is the acquired image itself.
For control of translations along and rotations around the optic axis, the signal of interest
was the magnitude of the spatial Fourier Transform (FT) of the image, that is, in Equation
(1.105), s(w, t) = ‖F(u, v)‖ where F is the FT of the acquired image indexed by u and
v. The magnitude of the FT was chosen because it is invariant to planar translations.
For control of planar translations, the kernel was either a 2D gaussian or two separate
1D gaussians, each for x and y directions placed at each pixel location in the image. To
control translation along the optic axis, a 1D gaussian was used. These kernels were
finitely truncated but the numerical details have not been provided in [Kallem 07]. As for
control of rotations around the optic axis, a rotationally assymetric kernel was chosen.










) is the orientation of each pixel location and r ∈ R is a constant radius
chosen offline. For each of the above cases however, there are some operational difficulties
in the deployment of this method for visual servoing.
• Signal and kernel combinations for controlling only 4DOF were proposed: planar
translations, depth and roll motions. Control of rotational degrees of freedom per-
pendicular to the optic axis was ignored.
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Figure 1.11 – Kernel placement in the acquired camera image (reproduced from [Kallem 09])
• One of the shortcomings of this method is its usage of the frequency domain feature,
the FFT, the computation of which is prone to ringing effects. The FFT is exact only
in the case of well-segmented images.
• Separate controllers were synthesized for planar translations, depth and roll mo-
tions. Since the kernel projected values are not decoupled, these controllers had to
be applied sequentially. In [Kallem 07], for control of 3D translations, it is recom-
mended to control depth motions before planar translation. Likewise, for control
in SE(2) + Depth, convergence in depth should precede control of roll motions.
This is because the kernel projected measurement for control of roll motions is not
invariant to scaling transformation.
• An improper kernel selection results in instability of the system and convergence
problems [Kallem 09]. There might exist a kernel placement such that V˙ ≥ 0 holds
true for multiple configurations of the robot in the neighbourhood of the equilib-
rium state [Swensen 10]. Contradictorily, for a stable convergence to the desired
equilibrium, what is envisaged is V˙ < 0 for all configurations other than the goal
and V˙ = 0 only at the desired goal configuration.
Alternatively, in the KBVS method, the interaction matrix could have been derived an-
alytically with the kernel functions in question. This way the coupling properties between
each kernel measure could have been taken into account.
1.4 Conclusion
Visual Servoing has been researched since several decades and from different perspec-
tives. There are plenty of methods solely based on the visual features used in the control
law. The choice of the visual features ultimately decides the successful completion of the
task and behaviour in the image and Cartesian space. Therefore, deciding the visual fea-
ture is an extremely critical aspect of visual servoing. Almost all the geometric methods
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rely on the availability of one or more of geometric entities like points or straight lines
in the scene. This necessitates the integration of matching (establishment of correspon-
dances) and visual tracking procedures for the visual servoing. Motivated by the objective
to free the visual servoing control from geometric feature extraction, visual servoing using
the intensity directly were developed. Later, information theoretic measures like mutual
information(MI) and Sum of Conditional Variance(SCV) were proposed, each having its
specific advantages and drawbacks. A positive transition from purely geometric features
towards features which incorporate intensity available in the image began occurring. Ex-
isting methods like KBVS and those based on information-theoretic measures utilise the
intensity information in the image. They introduce non-linearity in the control laws which
limit their convergence domain. Visual servoing with image moments-based features were
superior to traditional methods based on tracking geometric primitives since they did not
require any tracking or matching steps. But state of the art moments-based methods still
depend on the availability of a set of points or a well-segmented object in the image. We
see that in spite of the several positive advances made, the goal of finding an appropriate
set of features for visual servoing is not completely solved. This leaves ample space for
improvements and contributions in this area.
Chapter 2
Tunable Visual Features for Image
Moments-based Visual Servoing
In this chapter, the state of the art in image moments-based visual servoing methods is
recalled. Then, the idea of shifted moments [Tamtsia 13b] is described. We argue that the
default choice opted for with the shifted moments is not the best choice for all moment
invariants-based visual features. We propose improvements to the shifted moments which
allow to redefine them in such that they are optimal with respect to specific criteria. A few
criteria are then proposed to select the shift points with respect to which the moments are
defined. The results are discussed with the obtained improvements.
2.1 Introduction to Image Moments




(x − v)nf(x)dx. When v = 0, this moment is called the raw moment
or crude moment. When the moments are computed about the mean of the distribution
function v = µ, they are known as centred moments. Let us consider a more general
distribution function f(x) taking vector-valued arguments and mapping them to scalar







Φp(x)f(x) dx1 . . . dxn (2.1)
where x = {x1, x2 . . . xn} ∈ Rn refers to the spatial index. The basis function Φ is a
continuous function of x parametrized by a vector of variables p. Technically moments
are obtained by projecting the distribution function over the basis function. Moments are
a compact representation of the original information signal. So, scalar moments of a few
orders are capable of capturing the important characteristics of any information signal.
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where Ω is the domain of integration, p + q is the order of the moment. For a piece-
wise continuous function f(x) with a bounded support, geometric moments of all orders
exist and are finite. This is known as Existence theorem [Mukundan 98]. Then, given
such moments {mpq}, the original function from which these moments were generated
can be reconstructed (in various degrees of accuracy of course depending on the number
of moments). This assertion is known as the Uniqueness theorem [Flusser 09]. As we
will see in this chapter, simple functions of lower moments have an intuitive geometrical
interpretation.
In visual servoing, the information signal is indeed the image acquired from the cam-
era from which the moments are computed. That is, f(x, y) in Equation (2.2) is the
intensity distribution from the image. In the following, we will call the moments in Equa-
tion (2.2) as the raw moments. Image moments have several useful properties which make
them useful for visual servoing. One of the most important properties being the invariance
of specific combinations of moments to specific geometrical transformations in the image.
Applications Image moments have been used for industrial grade alignment tasks in
[Wang 08]. In medical robotics, 2D moments were used in the guidance of ultrasound
probes [Mebarki 10]. In [Dani 13], image moments are used for 3D structure estimation
to perform SLAM with a quadrotor platform. They been applied to the control of under-
actuated systems like UAVs [Jabbari 12] [Jabbari 14].
Image moments have been studied in [Chaumette 04] and [Tahri 05a], where the range
of function f(x, y) in Equation (2.2) was restricted to take on only two values : 0 for the
image background regions and 1 for the image regions of interest corresponding to the
object projection or corresponding to a set of tracked image points. So, the segmentation
and tracking of that specific region is necessary. Existing methods based on image mo-
ments depend on the availability of a set of discrete points or a well-segmented region in
the scene visible at all times of operation of a robot.
2.2 Modelling the time variation of Moments
Before using any feature for visual servoing, it is necessary to determine its interaction
matrix. Next, we will develop systematically the interaction matrix employing two dif-
ferent methods to derive the variations of the image moments. The moment equation is
characterized by a time-varying domain Ω(t) ⊂ R2 and the object is assumed to be within
this domain.
2.2.1 Using time variations of an image contour point
We will briefly recall the method presented in [Chaumette 04] to obtain the interaction
matrix. There is a target object O whose projection in the camera image is Ω(t). Let its
contour be denoted as C(t) (See Fig 2.1).
In Equation(2.2), let us denote xpyq = k(x, y), the kernel of projection. In the
following derivation, the intensity of the pixels are not considered. A binary image is
always assumed to be available, over which the moments are computed. In this case,
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Figure 2.1 – Illustration of time variations of an image contour [Chaumette 04]









k(x, y) x˙>.n dl (2.4)
where x = (x, y), x˙ is the velocity of a point on the contour C(t) in the image, n is the
unit normal at x and dl is an infinitesimal element of the contour C(t). There are two
important conditions to further develop the above derivative.
1. C(t) is continuous by parts
2. the vector quantity k(x, y)x˙ is tangent to Ω(t) and continuously differentiable ∀x ∈
Ω(t)





div(k(x, y) x˙)dx (2.5)
We can arrive at the same result in Equation (2.5) by using a different method which will
be described next.
2.2.2 Using the method of Gâteaux derivatives
The method of Gâteaux derivatives (or Eulerian derivatives) is used in [Tamtsia 13a] to
derive the moments’ variation , adopting the method presented in [JehanBesson 03]. Un-
fortunately, some errors seem to have crept into the developments. Here, we present a
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clearer version and show that same results as the method of Green’s Theorem in 2.2.1 can





where the polynomial basis functions and the distribution function are coupled into a sin-
gle functional k(x,Ω) = xpyqf(x, y). The main difficulty is that the domain Ω ∈ U and
the space of such domains U is not a vector space. To get the derivative of the moments,
clearly differentiability of a function with respect to a domain needs to be established.
This is done by introducing an application T : Ω→ Rn and T ∈ A, a set of applications.
Further, T ∈ Aˆ, whose members are endowed with the following properties.
• T and its inverse are continuous, one to one functions.
• Both T and its inverse belong to a Banach space : T, T−1 ∈ W (1,∞)(Ω,Rn).
Then, given any shape function S : U → R+ and an application T ∈ Aˆ, we can think of
the shape function as a functional of the domain, denoted Sˆ(T (Ω)) [Paragios 06]. This
allows us to define the derivative with respect to a time-varying domain.
In order to compute the Gâteaux derivative with respect to T , we introduce a family
of deformations T (τ)τ≥0 such that T ∈ A and is a smooth and bijective map. Then for
any point x = (x, y) ∈ Ω, we can write [Paragios 06]
x(τ) = T (τ,x) with T (0,x) = x (2.7a)
Ω(τ) = T (τ,Ω) with T (0,Ω) = Ω (2.7b)




(τ,x) ∀x ∈ Ω ∀τ ≥ 0 (2.8)
To get the derivative
∂T
∂τ
in Equation (2.8), we introduce a simple first order variation for
x like in [JehanBesson 03].




Using (2.7a) and (2.7b) and taking
∂x
∂τ
= V(x), we can rewrite this as
T (τ,x) = x + τV(x) (2.10)
The Gâteaux derivative of mpq(Ω) = m(Ω) =
∫∫
Ω
f(x,Ω)dx with respect to velocity
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where V(x) = (Vx, Vy) = (x˙, y˙) is the velocity of an image point on the contour and
det(Jτ (x)) is the determinant of the Jacobian developed from transformation of the vari-
ables in the first integral.
det Jτ (x) =
∣∣∣∣∣1 + τ ∂Vx∂x τ ∂Vx∂yτ ∂Vy
∂x
1 + τ ∂Vy
∂y
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.14)





Adding the integral term ι to the first integral and subtracting it from the second integral






















If the limits τ → 0 are applied to the first integral in Equation (2.16), we get what is




k(x + τV(x),Ω + τV(x))− k(x,Ω)
)
= k˙(x,Ω,V) (2.17)
Taking a first order Taylor expansion of (2.17), we obtain the relation which connects
the material and shape derivatives [JehanBesson 03]:
k˙(x,Ω,V) = ks(x,Ω,V) +∇k(x,Ω)V(x) (2.18)
where ks is the shape derivative and given by
ks(x,Ω,V) = lim
τ→0
k(x,Ω + τV(x))− k(x,Ω)
τ
(2.19)
From (2.14), a relation between the determinant of the transformation and the divergence
of the velocity vector V can be obtained such that
lim
τ→0
det Jτ (x)− 1
τ
= div(V(x)) (2.20)
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If we apply the limits to (2.16) on both sides, then substitute Equations (2.17) and

















As in [Tamtsia 13a], if the functional k on the moment equation does not depend on the
region itself, the shape derivative ks in Equation (2.21) can be neglected. Then, Equation












From (2.11), we know that the LHS of (2.22) is the derivative of mpq and the integrals





Further, if we consider that the intensity levels in the image are not varying (binary
image assumption) just like in [Chaumette 04], then, k(x,Ω) = k(x) since f(x, y) =





Obtaining the final Interaction Matrix Irrespective of the method used for obtaining

















We know k = xpyq and their partial derivatives ∂k
∂x
= pxp−1yq and ∂k
∂y
= qxpyq−1 are
straight-forward to obtain. Similarly, the variations of an image point with respect to












− xyωy + (1 + y2)ωx − xωz (2.26b)
Now, let us consider a planar object or an object with a planar limb surface. Then, we can
express the depth of an image point as a function of its coordinates [Chaumette 04] :
1
Z
= Ax+By + C (2.27)
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where A, B and C are the parameters related to the plane to which the imaged scene or
planar limb surface belongs. This excludes the degenerate case of the camera optical cen-
ter belonging to this plane. Substituting Equation(2.27) in Equations (2.26a) and (2.26b),
the following partial derivatives can be obtained
∂x˙
∂x
= −Avx + (2Ax+By + C)vz + yωx − 2xωy (2.28a)
∂y˙
∂y
= −Bvy + (Ax+ 2By + C)vz + 2yωx − xωy (2.28b)
After substitution of all the partial derivatives in closed-form, (2.24) can be assembled to





















Lvxmpq = −A(p+ 1)mpq −Bpmp−1,q+1 − Cpmp−1,q
Lvympq = −Aqmp+1,q−1 −B(q + 1)mp,q − Cqmp,q−1
Lvzmpq = A (p+ q + 3)mp+1,q +B(p+ q + 3)mp,q+1 + C(p+ q + 2)mpq
Lωxmpq = q mp,q−1 + (p+ q + 3)mp,q+1
Lωympq = −pmp−1,q − (p+ q + 3)mp+1,q
Lωzmpq = pmp−1,q+1 − q mp+1,q−1

(2.29)
Thus, an analytical form of the interaction matrix can be developed for image mo-
ments. From (2.29), for computing the interaction matrix of a moment of order p + q,
moments of order upto p + q + 1 are required. The portion of the interaction matrix re-
lated to the rotational velocities Lωmpq is free from the plane parameters A, B and C. This
is expected since the rotational motions do not depend on the depth of the scene.
2.2.2.1 Interaction matrix for moments from a discrete set of points
Moments can also be computed from a set of discrete points available in the image. In the



























present in Equation(2.25) do not appear anymore. Further, by
substitution of Equations (2.26a), (2.26b) and (2.27) in Equation(2.31), we can obtain the
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interaction matrix of the moments for the discrete case.
Lvxmpq = −p(Apmpq +Bmp−1,q+1 + Cmp−1,q)− δAmpq
Lvympq = −q(Amp+1,q−1 +Bmp,q + Cmp,q−1)− δBmpq
Lvzmpq = (p+ q + 3δ) (Amp+1,q +Bmp,q+1 + Cmpq)− δCmpq
Lωxmpq = qmp,q−1 + (p+ q + 3δ)mp,q+1
Lωympq = −pmp−1,q − (p+ q + 3δ)mp+1,q
Lωzmpq = pmp−1,q+1 − q mp+1,q−1

(2.32)
with δ = 1. Thus, the interaction matrix for moments computed from a discrete set
of points (discrete case) is different from the one for moments computed from a dense
object defined by closed contours (dense case). It is to be noted that Equation (2.32) is
general and applicable to moments computed both in the discrete and dense cases (with
the appropriate δ). Indeed, when δ = 0, the above set of equations are equal to Equation
(2.29) obtained for the dense case. But the behaviour of the visual features developed
from them will be similar [Tahri 05a], to be discussed in due course.
2.3 Moments-based Visual Servoing
Moments are not used per se in visual servoing since they present no interesting properties
that are favourable for the control. In the following, we will discuss how invariant prop-
erties of specific functions of the moments can be exploited to design decoupled control
laws. We will first see how lower (zeroth and first) order moments are made use of to con-
trol translational motions. In Section 1.1.3, we introduced formal definitions of a visual
feature and how it is very interesting to have visual features that are related to a single
DOF. Image moments present interesting invariance properties which can be utilized to
obtain visual features that are related to motions along specific degrees of freedom.
2.3.1 Control of Translational Motions
In this section, we discuss how lower order moments are sufficient to derive visual features
that can be used to control the spatial 3D translations. The interaction matrices for these
features were introduced in [Chaumette 04].
2.3.1.1 Zeroth Order Moments
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where xg and yg are the coordinates of the center of gravity xg of the target object pro-
jected in the image (see Equation(2.37)).
If we consider the discrete case and set δ = 0 in Equation (2.34), the interaction matrix
becomes 0. This is not surprising since when moments are computed from a discrete point
set, m00 is in fact the number of points N considered in Equation (2.30). The number of
points in the image does not change with camera motion 1.
On the other hand, the feature is valid for the dense case δ = 1. Further, when a binary
object f(x, y) = 1∀Ω is considered, this moment is simply the area of the projection in
the image of the target object. From Equation (2.33), we see that the zeroth order moment
is mainly related to the translational motion along the optic axis. Most importantly, m00
is invariant to rotations around the optic axis at all configurations between the sensor
and target planes. Further, when the camera and the object planes are parallel, we have
A = B = 0 and hence this feature is invariant to planar translational motions in this case











It is to be noted that only the first 3 entries related to translational motions are affected
and the interaction matrix related to rotational motions remain the same (since the plane
parameters A, B or C do not appear in the rotational part). This holds true for also the
features discussed next and we will refrain from restating this in the following sections.
Further, when the target object is centred in the image such that the center of gravity is
null xg = yg = 0 , m00 becomes invariant to the rotational motions along x and y and we













In this configuration, we can observe that the variation in m00 is directly linked to trans-
lation along the optic axis and does not change with respect to other motions. Hence, this
feature is apt to control translational motion along the optic axis.
2.3.1.2 Moments of First Order
It has to be noted that the center of gravity in Equation (2.34) is not visually tracked. It
is directly determined as simple ratios of the first order moments and the zeroth order
moment.








The center of gravity is in fact used separately as visual features for controlling the planar
translations. Their interaction matrix can be determined easily from Equation (2.32) by
























1unless some of them get outside the field of view which is altogether a different problem










Lωxxg = −Lωyyg = xgyg + n11
Lωyxg = −(1 + x2g + n20)
Lωxyg = 1 + y
2
g + n02




ized moments of second order with
µ20 = m20 −m00x2g
µ02 = m02 −m00y2g
µ11 = m11 −m00xgyg
(2.39)
Here, µpq are centred moments of order 2. Centred moments of a general order p + q
will be defined shortly in Section 2.3.2.1. It has to be noted that the interaction matrix in
(2.38) is a generalization of the interaction matrix of an image point given in Equations
2.26a - 2.26b. The latter can be derived by taking A = B = 0 and n20 = n02 = n11 = 0.
It is known that xg does not change when the camera translates along the y axis and yg
does not change when the camera translates along the x axis. This invariance results in
decoupling between the translations along x and y, i.e., Lνyxg = Lνxyg = 0. More generally,




















Further, if the target object is perfectly centred in the image xg = 0, this feature becomes
invariant to rotations around the optic axis as well. Then, we have the following decoupled









11 −(1 + n′20) 0
0 − 1
Zg








. The features xg and m00 are used together for controlling the spatial
(3D) translations. Though the centre of gravity feature can be computed from moments
only upto the first order, its interaction matrix requires moments of upto second order to
be computed. The same can also be inferred from Equation (2.29).
2.3.1.3 An Improved Feature Set for Control of Translational Motions
Let us consider the feature choice (xg,m00) and analyse their interaction matrices (given
by Equations (2.40) and (2.35)) with respect to only the translation motions when A =
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As noted before, for the centre of gravity feature, there is a decoupling of translational
motion along x (resp.y) from the translational motion along y (resp.x). For feature in the
third row, it is related to the translations along the optic z axis and decoupled from x and
y motions. Also, we assume a planar target in which case all the object points including
the centre of gravity are at the same uniform depth Zg = Z. Further, since the target is
situated parallel to the sensor plane, A = B = 0 and from the plane equation in (2.27),
we have 1
Z














It was shown in [Tahri 05a] that an adequate normalization applied to (xg,m00) can result
in an interaction matrix more closer to the ideal structure (discussed in Section 1.1.3) in
Equation (1.43) than the interaction matrix developed for (xg,m00).
Normalized Area Moment For notational simplicity, let us have m00 = a. Let us see
how to get a normalized version of a such that its interaction matrix component with
respect to translation motions along optic axis is −1. In other words, we search for an
such that Lvzan = −1 when the sensor and target planes are parallel. If an = al, the
derivative of this normalized feature is given by
a˙n = la
l−1a˙ (2.44)
Since a˙ = Lavc, we can write
a˙n = la
l−1Lavc (2.45)
That being said, we substitute for Lm00 from Equation (2.43) only the component related






In perspective projection, we know that the size (area) of the object in the image is in-
versely proportional to the distance of the camera to the object. From the equations of












where A is the area of the planar object. Substituting for 1
Z








A choice of l = −1
2
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0 0 −1 −an31 an32 0
]
(2.50)
where 31 = 32yg and 32 =
3
2
xg. This feature now depends linearly on the depth.
Normalized Centre of Gravity Once an and Lan are available, the normalized centre
of gravity xn(xn, yn) can be obtained by solving xn = xgaln such that L
vx
xn = −1 and
yn = yga
l
n such that L
vy
yn = −1. If the development steps as for an are followed, we will
observe that we get l = 1 and we obtain the visual feature set proposed by [Tahri 05a].
xn = xgan (2.51a)
yn = ygan (2.51b)









[−1 0 0 an11 −an(1 + 12) yn
0 −1 0 an(1 + 21) −an22 −xn
]
(2.52)
with 11 = 22 = 4n11 − xgyg/2, 12 = 4n20 − x2g/2, 21 = 4n02 − y2g/2. Now, if we use
the set xn and an for control, we note that the interaction matrix related to translations is
an identity−I3. A control law using this gives rise to a nice behaviour of the translational
trajectories.
2.3.2 Control of Rotational Motions around the optic axis
Existing visual features for the control of rotational degrees of freedom are based on the
centred moments. A visual feature built from centred moments of second order is used
for control of rotations around the optic axis (Z) while for the control of rotations around
the x and y axes, visual features based on moment invariants are used [Chaumette 04]
[Tahri 05a].
2.3.2.1 Centred Moments
The centre of gravity of the object projection in the image is known from Equation (2.37).
With this knowledge, a new set of moments called centred moments can be obtained from




(x− xg)p(y − yg)q dxdy (2.53)
The spatial coordinates are altered with respect to their distance from the centre of gravity.
Translational invariance is therefore achieved by a coordinate transformation with respect
to the centre of gravity. However, we will soon see that this invariance holds only when
the sensor and target planes are parallel to each other. If the terms (x−xg)p and (y− yg)p
in Equation (2.53) are expanded using the binomial theorem, we can directly obtain the
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As proposed in [Chaumette 04], there are two ways to obtain the interaction matrix of the
centred moments.





p(x− xg)p−1(y − yg)q(x˙− x˙g) + q(x− xg)p(y − yg)q−1(y˙ − y˙g)










Then, by substitution from Equations (2.26a), (2.26b), (2.28a) and (2.28b) similar
to the developments at the end of Section 2.2, we can obtain the interaction matrix
in closed form.
2. Alternatively, the interaction matrix of the centred moments can be obtained by
















































With either choice, substitution of the interaction matrix Lxg and the interaction matrix
of raw moments (2.32), we can obtain the interaction matrix of the centred moments in

















Lνxµpq = −A(p+ δ)µpq −B pµp−1,q+1
Lνyµpq = −Aq µp+1,q−1 −B(q + δ)µp,q
Lvzµpq = −ALωyµpq +B Lωxµpq + C(p+ q + 2δ)µpq
Lωxµpq = (p+ q + 3δ)µp,q+1 + p xg µp−1,q+1 + (p+ 2q + 3δ) yg µp,q
−  p n11 µp−1,q −  q n02 µp,q−1
Lωyµpq = −(p+ q + 3δ)µp+1,q − (2p+ q + 3)xg µp,q − q yg µp+1,q−1
+ 4 p n20 µp−1,q + 4 q n11 µp,q−1
Lωzµpq = p µp−1,q+1 − q µp+1,q−1
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This interaction matrix is general and valid for both the dense and discrete cases. Indeed in
the dense case δ = 1 and it reduces to the case in [Chaumette 04]. From Equation (2.58),
we observe that if A = B = 0, we have Lνxµpq = L
νy
µpq = 0. So, the centred moments
are invariant to planar translations only if the sensor and target planes are parallel to each
other. Just like in Equation (2.29), the interaction matrix for control of rotational motions
is devoid of the plane parameters A, B or C.
2.3.2.2 Orientation Feature
The orientation feature is the angle between the horizontal image axis and the principal
axis of inertia of the projection of the target object in the image (see Figure 2.2). This
feature serves to regulate the error in planar orientation in the image. This orientation
can be derived from the relation between the second order moments and the principal









By differentiating Equation (2.59), we have
Figure 2.2 – The orientation of the target projection in the image can be represented as an ellipse




where ∆ = (µ20 − µ02)2 + 4µ211. The interaction matrices Lµ11 , Lµ20 and Lµ02 can
be directly obtained from (2.58). For the dense case, Lα was developed analytically in














2A supplementary reference is [Hu 62] which obtained α using the theory of algebraic invariants.
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where 
Lνxα = aA+ bB a = µ11
(µ20 + µ02)
∆
Lνyα = −cA− aB b =
2µ211 + µ02(µ02 − µ20)
∆
Lνzα = −ALωyα +BLωxα c =
2µ211 + µ20(µ20 − µ02)
∆
Lωxα = −bxg + ayg + d d =
5[µ12(µ20 − µ02) + µ11(µ03 − µ21)]
∆
Lωyα = axg − cyg + e e =
5[µ21(µ02 − µ20) + µ11(µ30 − µ12)]
∆
From (2.61), we observe that Lωzα = −1 for all configurations between the sensor and
target planes. That is why this feature is suitable for controlling this rotational degree
of freedom. Furthermore, when the sensor and target planes are parallel to each other









where Lωxα and L
ωy
α are given in closed form in [Tahri 05a]:
Lωxα = (β[µ12(µ20 − µ02) + µ11(µ03 − µ21)] + γxg[µ12(µ20 − µ02)− 2µ211]
+ γygµ11[µ20 + µ02])/∆
Lωyα = (β[µ21(µ20 − µ02) + µ11(µ30 − µ12)] + γyg[µ21(µ02 − µ20)− 2µ211]
+ γxgµ11[µ20 + µ02])/∆
with β = 5 and γ = 1 for dense objects and β = 4 and γ = 2 for the discrete case.
Interestingly, the above direct relation of this feature to optic axis rotation and decoupling
properties are true for both the dense and discrete cases. Control of the other two rotational
degrees of freedom is non-trivial however. In the following, we will describe moment
invariants and various methods for obtaining them.
2.3.3 Theory behind Moment Invariants
Moment invariants are functions of the moments that are invariant to specific transforma-
tions of the spatial coordinates in the image. Consider F as a general mapping from x to
x
′ . An invariant to this mapping, denoted ΥF satisfies
ΥF(x) = Υ(F(x)) ∀F (2.63)
The general transformation that describes the formation of a monocular image is the
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The perspective transform is a non-linear transformation of the spatial coordinates.
When the target object is smaller in size compared to the distance of the camera to the ob-
ject, c1 and c2 tend to 0 and the perspective transformation reduces to an affine transform.
























The affine transform can be used to describe all geometrical transformations of the image
coordinates on a plane and hence also called general linear transform. If we restrict the
transformation A such that it represents planar rotation of a rigid object, affine transfor-
mations are reduced to a TRS transformation. By enforcing the constraints a1 = b2 and
a2 = −b1, A becomes a rotation matrix. In addition, if we scale the spatial coordinates



















is a rotation matrix that can be parametrized by an angle that represents the amount of
rotation in the image plane. In visual servoing methods based on image moments, visual
features that are invariant to the above translations t, rotations R and scale s are used in
controlling the x and y rotational degrees of freedom non-orthogonal to the optic axis. We
shall next see how invariances to the above transformations have been achieved.
2.3.3.1 Invariance to rotation
Invariants to rotationally transformed images were first introduced in the pattern recog-
nition community. A set of 7 moment polynomials invariant with respect to in-plane
rotations around the origin were proposed in [Hu 62].
h1 = µ20 + µ02
h2 = (µ20 − µ02)2 + 4µ211
h3 = (µ30 − 3µ12)2 + (µ03 − 3µ21)2
h4 = (µ30 + µ12)
2 + (µ03 + µ21)
2
h5 = (µ30 − 3µ12)(µ30 + µ12)
[
(µ30 + µ12)
2 − 3(µ03 + µ21)2
]
+ (3µ21 − µ03)(µ03 + µ21).
[
3(µ30 + µ12)
2 − (µ03 + µ21)2
]
h6 = (µ20 − µ02)
[
(µ30 + µ12)
2 − (µ21 + µ03)2
]
+ 4µ11(µ30 + µ12)(µ21 + µ03)
h7 = (3µ21 − µ03)(µ30 + µ12)((µ30 + µ12)2 − 3(µ03 + µ21)2)
− (µ30 − 3µ12)(µ21 + µ03)(3(µ30 + µ12)2 − (µ03 + µ21)2)

(2.67)
In this classic work, the invariants were derived using the fundamental theorem of mo-
ment invariants (FTMI). A generalized version of this theorem is presented below. The
preliminaries required for understanding this theorem is the excellent text on the theory
of algebraic invariants [Hilbert 93] 3.
3published posthumously 50 years after the death of the legendary mathematician David Hilbert from
his lectures at the University of Gottingen
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Theory of Algebraic Invariants A binary form is a homogeneous polynomial in two
variables F (x1, x2) = a20x21+a11x1x2+a02x
2
2. The weight of the binary form is the degree
of the terms in the polynomial (For F , it is 2). From its coefficients a = [a20, a11, a02],
we observe the order of F is also 2. Similarly, mp is a vector of moments of order p. For
instance, for the second order, we have m2 = [m20,m11,m02]. The Revised Fundamental
Theorem of Moment Invariants (RFTMI) [Reiss 91] can be stated as under.
Theorem 2.3.1
If a binary form of order p has an algebraic invariant of weight w and order k,
I(a
′
) = ∆wI(a) (2.68)






where J = ∆ is the Jacobian of the linear transformation to which I(a) is invariant.
If k = 1 or |J | = 1 in Equation (2.69), the RTFMI reduces to the fundamental the-
orem of moment invariants (FTMI) stated by [Hu 62]. That is, the FTMI and RFTMI
are one and the same with respect to scaling (k = 1) and rotations (|J | = 1). Since
any polynomial can be rendered homogeneous by simple addition of extra variables, the
above theorem is applicable also to non-homogeneous polynomials. A formal proof of
the above theorem using Fourier Transform is given in [Flusser 09] Appendix 3.A.
On careful observation of this theorem, we can infer that to find moment invariants,
knowledge of the algebraic invariants of binary forms is needed. Unfortunately, this theo-
rem does not deal with how to find these algebraic invariants in the first place. Later, based
on [VanGool 95], a new procedure for generating moment invariants based on Lie Group
theory and valid for n dimensional space was given in [Tahri 04]. A detailed discussion
of this method follows in Frame 1. Below is a listing of the moment invariants4 presented
4Some typographical mistakes in I5, I6, I8 and I11 in the original version have been corrected
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in [Tahri 05a].
I1 = −µ20µ02 + µ211
I2 = (µ20 − µ02)2 + 4µ211
I3 = (µ30 − 3µ12)2 + (3µ21 − µ03)2
I4 = (µ30 + µ12)
2 + (µ21 + µ03)
2









03 − 6µ30µ221µ12 − 6µ30µ21µ12µ03 + 2µ30µ312






03 − 6µ21µ212µ03 + 3µ412








− 6µ221µ12µ03 + 3µ21µ312 − 3µ21µ12µ203 + 2µ312µ03
I8 = −µ330µ12 + µ230µ221 − µ230µ21µ03 − 2µ230µ212 + 3µ30µ221µ12
− 6µ30µ21µ12µ03 + 3µ30µ312 − µ30µ12µ203 + 3µ321µ03



























I10 = µ40µ04 − 4µ31µ13 + 3µ222
I11 = −3µ40µ22 − 2µ40µ04 + 3µ231 + 2µ31µ13 − 3µ22µ04 + 3µ213
I12 = 3µ
2
40 + 12µ40µ22 + 2µ40µ04 + 16µ31µ13 + 12µ22µ04 + 3µ
2
04
I13 = (µ50 + 2µ32 + µ14)
2 + (µ05 + 2µ23 + µ41)
2
I14 = (µ50 − 2µ32 − 3µ14)2 + (µ05 − 2µ23 − 3µ41)2
I15 = (µ50 − 10µ32 + 5µ14)2 + (µ05 − 10µ23 + 5µ41)2

(2.70)
These 15 invariants are developed following the method in Frame 1. Let us note that
I2, I3, I4 are classic Hu invariants (see Equation (2.67)). There exist several methods
for deriving moments-based invariants. For example, the image intensity function was
expressed in polar coordinates I(r, θ) in [Reddi 81] and radial and angular moments were
computed from it. He showed that the Hu invariants developed using algebraic invariant
theory can be expressed solely as simple functions of the radial and angular moments. A
set of rotational invariants using complex moments was developed by [Ghorbel 06] and
[Flusser 09].
2.3.3.2 Invariance to translation
It was shown in Section 2.3.2.1 that centred moments are invariant to planar translation
motions because the moments are defined with respect to the centroid as the origin. If the
rotation invariants discussed above are computed from the centred moments, then we can
obtain invariance to both rotation and translations. The coefficient vector mp in Equation
(2.69) can be replaced by centred moments µp (which are already translation invariant) to
obtain invariance to both translational and rotational motions.
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Frame 1 Rotational Moment Invariants [VanGool 95] [Tahri 04]
Let us consider moments in n-dimensional space mp1,...,pn whose spatial domain has
undergone an orthogonal transformation (determinant = 1) defined by x′(t) = R x(t).
Since RR> = Ik, its time derivative can be obtained as
x˙(t) = AX(t) (2.71)
where A = R>R˙. That being said, the variation in the moments after an orthogonal









































As a simple case, let us consider mp, a vector with a collection of individual moments
of a certain order p. Then, for each element in mp, we can use equation (2.73) to
determine its time variation in terms of other elements in mp. These relationships
can be assembled into a matrix form as m˙p = M(A) mp where M(A) is a square
matrix of dimension l = dim(mp). More generally, the elements of mp can consist of
moment monomials of weight d with pth order moments considered earlier. A vector
of such monomials of moments of order p and weight d can be represented by mdp





). The following general relationship can then be established.
m˙dp = M(A) m
d
p (2.74)
A more detailed treatment with proof can be consulted from [Tahri 04].
Problem The problem of finding invariants to a certain transformation is then a
search for polynomials z(mdp) = α
>(mdp) invariant to that transformation such that
the following invariance postulate is satisfied.
z˙(mdp) = α
>(m˙dp) = 0 (2.75)
where each possible column of α> represents the coefficients of a polynomial. It is
in fact a tensor quantity. Here, we seek invariants to rotation which is an orthogonal
transformation. So, by direct substitution from Equation (2.74), we have
z˙(mdp) = α
>M(A) mdp = 0 (2.76)
The problem of finding invariants is now distilled to determination of α pertain-
ing to the kernel of the matrix M(A). The number of independent invariants that
can be obtained is equal to the dimension of this kernel. It is not guaranteed that
dim (ker(M(A))) 6= 0 for all p and d. Nevertheless, about a dozen invariants upto
fourth order moments have been obtained in [Tahri 05a] (and listed in Section 2.3.3.1
as well).
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2.3.3.3 Invariance to uniform scaling
In visual servoing, scaled ratios of the moment polynomials established earlier are nor-
mally employed. This is in order to obtain invariance with respect to translation along the
optic axis. To perform this scaling, it is necessary to study the effect of scaling transfor-
mation on the moments.
We recall that the centred moments of a 2D spatial distribution f(x, y) are given by
µpq =
∫∫
(x− xg)p(y − yg)q f(x, y)dxdy (2.77)




















sp(x− xg)psq(y − yg)q f ′(x, y) dx′dy′ (2.79)
Knowing that dx′ = s dx and dy′ = s dy and with the standard assumption that the value
of the distribution itself does not change f ′(x, y) = f(x, y), we get the relation between





The above relation is indispensable when scaling moment functions that are typically





p2) be two such functions. Then, to establish scale invariance β
′
= β,














where z′1 and z
′
2 are the moment polynomials after an unknown scaling transformation.
Thus, what is sought is the scale invariance of simple functions of the moments to be
employed as visual features. It is trivial to solve Equation (2.81) to obtain w, in the
process of which s will actually be eliminated. It has to be noted that knowledge of the
scaling factor s is not required to establish invariance to scale.
Thus, we dealt with the theory of moment invariants and procedures to obtain invari-
ance to translations, rotations and scale (TRS). So far, we have introduced only the visual
feature α, for controlling the rotational motions along the optic axis. In the following
section, we will introduce the visual features used to control the remaining 2 dof, namely
rotations around the x and y axes.
2.3.4 Visual Features based on Moment Invariants
[Chaumette 04] proposed the following 2 visual features for control of rotations around x











h1 = µ20 + µ02 (2.83a)
h2 = (µ20 − µ02)2 + 4µ211 (2.83b)
h3 = (µ30 − 3µ12)2 + (µ03 − 3µ21)2 (2.83c)
where the hi are in fact a subset of the Hu’s rotational invariants [Hu 62] (See Section
2.3.3.1). The interaction matrices of Px and Py are a function of the interaction matrix of
the centred moments of second and third order. These can be computed from Equation
(2.58) in a straightforward manner. If the target and camera planes are parallel, we have




















When a symmetrical5 target object is observed by the camera and its projection is per-
fectly centred in the image, moments of odd order vanish (µ30 = µ21 = µ12 = µ03 = 0)
and the above interaction matrix becomes singular. That is, LωxPx = L
ωy
Px
= 0 and the ro-
tational errors around x and y axes cannot be regulated. Obviously, this loss of rank of
the interaction matrix is unfavourable for visual servoing. Thus, the possibility of en-
countering an isolated singularity exists and in fact can occur for any of the Hu invariants
[Chaumette 04]. Therefore, these visual features can be used only with non-symmetrical
targets.
Based on the previously introduced theory of moment invariants, a set of about 15
different invariants were developed in [Tahri 04]. (See Equation (2.70)). Then, the fol-
lowing are a set of 10 visual features which are simply ratios formed from the invariants

































So, the property of invariance to optic axis rotations should be retained in this case. The















The interaction matrix of any visual feature ci =
Ip
Iq





LIp − ci LIq
)
(2.87)
5symmetrical here refers to axial symmetry, i.e., about the coordinate axes
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The interaction matrix of these features retain the same decoupled structure as in the case
of Px and Py discussed previously. That is, for any ci, when the target and the sensor
planes are parallel, we have
L||ci =
[





When there is a symmetry however, Iq = 0 in Equation (2.87) (not for all ci, for example,
c1 is an exception since I2 6= 0) and Lci in such a case is not defined. In these scenarios,
the visual features proposed in Equation (2.85) will not be useful.
For symmetrical targets, [Chaumette 04] developed the following set of visual fea-
tures. These features are reported to have been developed after extensive trials with

















Ix = (µ03 − 3µ21)[(µ20 − µ02)2 − 4µ211] + (µ30 − 3µ12)4µ11(µ20 − µ02) (2.90a)
Iy = (µ30 − 3µ12)[(µ20 − µ02)2 − 4µ211]− (µ03 − 3µ21)4µ11(µ20 − µ02) (2.90b)






















In equation (2.91), Lωzsx 6= 0 and Lωzsx 6= 0. We see that these features are no more invariant
to 2D rotations. This is not surprising since the moment polynomials are not from the Hu
Invariants.
From the above discussions, it can be inferred that the problem of finding an appropri-
ate set of visual features for controlling x and y rotations is not solved. A separate set of
visual features needs to be employed depending on the symmetrical nature of the target
object.
2.3.4.1 Selection Method
While various visual features have been proposed in literature, there are few works which
explicitly deal with issues of selection from among a set of visual features. In [Tahri 05a],
it is recommended to choose a pair of visual features after an analysis of their behaviour





[ci(θx, θy)− c∗i ]2 (2.92)
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where θx and θy are the rotation angles around the x and y axes. For any visual feature
pair (ci, cj), er is evaluated for a finite range of angles (θx, θy ∈ [−pi/3, pi/3] for instance)
around the desired equilibrium with a step size of required granularity (1◦ increments or





The above evaluations are performed for various potential visual feature pairs. Then, the
feature pair for which er presents a globally minimal value and the maximum influence
zone is then selected. What exactly constitutes the influence zone is not quantified. How-
ever, manual selection is possible through visualisation of f(er). Example visualisations
of f(er) for the visual feature pair (sx, sy) (see Equation (2.89)) computed for a rectan-
gular region and for a pentagonal region are shown in Figure 2.3. The cost function in
Figure 2.3(a) is considered better for visual servoing than the one in Figure 2.3(a) since
the optimum for the former occurs at the desired rotation angle configuration (namely
0, 0) and exhibits higher values at all states other than the solution. For a set consisting of
(a) f(er) for (sx, sy) for a 0.4m× 0.2m rectangle (b) f(er) for (sx, sy) for a pentagon
Figure 2.3 – Visualization of f(er) evaluated for θx, θy ∈ [−pi/3, pi/3]
10 visual features, this analysis has to be performed to select from among 10C2 pairs, that
is for 45 possible choices of the visual features. The problem is that this manual selection
is exhausting and could easily become error-prone.
Problems in current state of the art pertaining to visual features to control rotations
around the x and y axes is situated at the intersection of two different levels. The first is
at the design level : cooking of appropriate visual features which can be used regardless
of the shape and/or symmetrical nature of the target. The second is concerned with an
appropriate procedure for visual feature selection when several options are available.
The following section deals with the idea of shifted moments which was aimed to find
visual features that can work irrespective of the shape of the target.
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2.4 Tunable Visual Features
The theory of moment invariants and a general procedure for obtaining moment-based
functions invariant to planar translations, rotation and scale (TRS) was introduced in Sec-
tion 2.3. Then, existing visual features in the state of the art were introduced followed
a brief overview of a method used for selecting them. This context is necessary for a
clear understanding of tunable visual features, our contribution. As mentioned before, a
challenging aspect in visual servoing is the simultaneous control of the rotational motions
around the x and y camera axes, when all 6dof of the robot have to be controlled. This
contribution is a simple possible direction for dealing with this non-trivial problem.
2.4.1 Shifted Moments
In [Tamtsia 13b], a new type of image moments called shifted moments were proposed.
A shifted moment of order p+ q is defined as follows:
µ˜pq =
∫∫
(x− xg + xsh)p(y − yg + ysh)q dx dy (2.94)
As seen from Equation (2.94), the moments are computed with reference to the shift
parameters xsh and ysh. This can be be interpreted as the centred moments subjected to
a shift specified by (xsh, ysh). Indeed, if xsh = ysh = 0, Equation (2.94) reduces to the
case of centred moments, as in Equation (2.53). The tuple (xsh, ysh) can be regarded as
the coordinates of an image point, which we refer to as the shift point (See Figure 2.4).
Its coordinates resemble the following form
xsh = xg + x˜ (2.95a)
ysh = yg + y˜ (2.95b)
Figure 2.4 – Shift points P1(xg + x˜) and P2(yg + y˜) are defined on orthogonal axes. Shifted
moments are computed with reference to these shift points
In [Tamtsia 13b], moments are computed with reference to two unique shift points
P1(xsh1, ysh1) and P2(xsh2, ysh2) (see Fig 2.4). For the first shift point, we have
xsh1 = r cos(α) (2.96a)
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ysh1 = r sin(α) (2.96b)
where r is a scalar given by
r = (µ20 + µ02)
1
4 (2.97)
and α is the orientation as in Equation (2.59). Similarly, the coordinates of the second
shift point are chosen along an axis perpendicular to the axis along which P1 is defined.








With this choice of orientation, the two shift points can be considered to be along the
major and minor orientation axes of the orientation ellipse. In the same work, alternate






µ20 + µ02 +
√








µ20 + µ02 −
√
(µ20 − µ02)2 + 4µ211
)
(2.100)
The rationale behind the choice of r is that it should be rotationally invariant as well as
vary consistently with the scaling undergone by the target object in the image.















(y − yg)q−l ylsh
]
dx dy (2.101)
















The relation between the shifted moments and the centred moments is thus obtained
in equation (2.102). Differentiating this equation (similar to developments in Section






















































where Lxsh and Lysh are based on how the shift parameters are defined and straight-
forward to obtain. For the shift point defined by Equations (2.96), we have
Lxsh1 = Lr cosα− rLα sinα (2.104a)
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Lysh1 = Lr sinα + rLα cosα (2.104b)
Similarly, for the second shift point , we have
Lxsh2 = Lr cos(α + pi/2)− rLα sin(α + pi/2) (2.105a)
Lysh2 = Lr sin(α + pi/2) + rLα cos(α + pi/2) (2.105b)






4 (Lµ20 + Lµ02) (2.106)
and Lα is the interaction matrix of the orientation feature discussed previously. The work
in [Tamtsia 13b] breathed a fresh perspective to the problem of control of rotational de-
grees of freedom perpendicular to the optic axis. Most importantly, all the invariant prop-
erties of the moment invariants introduced in Section 2.3.3 are still valid when those
invariants are computed with the shifted moments. In other words, substitution of the
centred moments by shifted moments does not alter their invariance properties.
2.4.1.1 Visual Feature based on Shifted Moments
Once the analytical forms for the shifted moments upto a specific order (Equation (2.94))
and their interaction matrices (Equation (2.103)) are available, the theory of moment in-
variants can be applied to obtain visual features invariant to planar translations, rotations
and scale (TRS). The following visual features were used in [Tamtsia 13b] for visual


















Is1 = µ˜20 µ˜02 − µ˜211 (2.110)
Is2 = −µ˜30 µ˜12 + µ˜221 − µ˜03 µ˜21 + µ˜212 (2.111)
Is3 = 3µ˜30 µ˜12 + µ˜
2
30 + 3µ˜03µ˜21 + µ˜
2
03 (2.112)
The polynomials Is1, Is2 and Is3 are invariant to TRS transformations and were developed
in [Tahri 04] (in Appendix A.1). Let us note that the fundamental principles/methodology
for obtaining these polynomials are the same as those listed in Equation (2.70). Similarly,
the visual features rsi above are simple ratios of the invariant polynomials, identical to
how features in Equation (2.85) were constructed from Equation (2.70). The difference
now is that shifted moments are now used rather than the centred moments. Further, these
are not null even for symmetrical objects, thanks to the shifted moments.
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• The translational invariance of rs1, rs2 and rs3 result from the fact that shifted
moments are obtained directly in terms of the centred moments.
• Clearly, both Is2 and Is3 are built from shifted moments of third order. So, they are
affected by scale change in the same way and naturally rs3 is invariant to scale. On
the other hand, rs1 is obtained by scaling Is1 appropriately as discussed in Section
2.3.3.3.
The interaction matrices of rs1, rs2 and rs3 are of the following form when the sensor
and target planes are parallel to each other.
L||rsi =
[





Existing state of the art was described thus far which was deemed necessary for a clear
understanding of the contributions and ideas in this thesis. Henceforth, our contributions
would be presented. First, an improved version of the shifted moments which allows to
tune the visual servoing characteristics is introduced.
2.4.2 Generalized Shifted Moments
In the previous section, we saw that the shifted moments were computed along vectors
oriented at 0 and pi/2 with respect to the orientation of the target object in the image.
We will see in the following that this is not in all cases the best choice. A bad choice of
these shift angles might lead to instability, singularities in the interaction matrix and even
failure of the control law. A more generalized version of the shifted moments is presented
in this section. These moments are computed with respect to tunable shift points. Visual
features customized to satisfy specific criteria can be built from these generalized shifted
moments. It will be shown that a careful choice of these shift angles augurs well for
stability of the visual servoing.
Two shift points of the following form are proposed.
Tunable shift point P1
xsh1 =
√
m00 cos(α + ∆1) (2.114a)
ysh1 =
√
m00 sin(α + ∆1) (2.114b)
Tunable shift point P2
xsh2 =
√
m00 cos(α + ∆2) (2.115a)
ysh2 =
√
m00 sin(α + ∆2) (2.115b)
where ∆1 ∈ R and ∆2 ∈ R are shift angles to be chosen in an appropriate manner.
Therefore, the shift points are not necessarily orthogonal to each other. First, we note
that, r =
√
m00 instead of the second order moments as used previously in Equation
(2.97). In fact, r ∈ R is a scalar defined such that it respects the following two simple
conditions.
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Figure 2.5 – Illustration for shifted moments. α is along the major axis of the orientation ellipse.
∆1 and ∆2 are shifts in orientation that define the actual shift points
1. r is invariant to rotational transformations in the plane. That is, r(I(x′)) = r(I(x))
when the image coordinates have undergone a planar rotation as in x′ = Rx, where
R ∈ SO(2). If r is rotationally invariant, then the coordinates of the shift point (See
for instance Equation (2.96) related to shift point P1) varies in direct proportion to
the amount of planar rotation (captured by α).
2. r should vary in direct proportion to scaling undergone by the image. If the image
coordinates are scaled by λ, that is, x′ = λx, then r′ = λr.
Clearly, (µ20 + µ02) used in Equation (2.97) is invariant to 2D rotational transformations.
Further, from equation (2.80), we have (µ′20 +µ
′
02) = λ
4(µ20 +µ02). Raising both sides of






4 . This explains the choice
of r = (µ20 + µ02)
1
4 , which satisfies the conditions stated above. So, different choices are
indeed possible for r. In a similar way, when choosing the zeroth order moment, we have
the following relation between the scaled and unscaled moment: m′00 = λ
2m00. Taking
square root on both sides, we have r =
√
m00. Choosing r based on the area, r will
inherit the invariance properties of the area moment. In general, when having to choose
between a higher and lower order moment, it is always advisable to stick to moments of
lower order. The first obvious reason is because earlier research proved the susceptibility
of higher order moments to noise [Teh 88]. Second, computation of the interaction matrix
of a moment of order p+q requires moments upto order p+q+1 (See Equation (2.29). A
judicious choice with appropriate visual features has positive implications for the stability
of the system.
Next, if we differentiate Equations 2.114, the interaction matrix of the first generalized
shift point can be obtained.
Lxsh1 = Lr cos(α + ∆1)− rLα sin(α + ∆1) (2.116a)
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Lysh1 = Lr sin(α + ∆1) + rLα cos(α + ∆1) (2.116b)
Similarly, from the second generalized shift point in 2.115, we have
Lxsh2 = Lr cos(α + ∆2)− rLα sin(α + ∆2) (2.117a)
Lysh2 = Lr sin(α + ∆2) + rLα cos(α + ∆2) (2.117b)

































As noted previously, r is rotation invariant. Further, when the camera and target planes



















Then, using Equations (2.116) and (2.117) pertaining to the generalized shift points into
Equation (2.103), the interaction matrix for the shifted moments with respect to P1 and
P2 can be obtained.
2.4.3 Selection Methods for Generalized Shifted Moments
In moments-based visual servoing, there exist a set of visual features based on the centre
of gravity and area which are chosen primarily to control the 3D translations. Similarly,
the orientation feature based on the second order centred moments is intended to control
the rotation motions around the optic axis. It is of great interest to find such a standard
visual feature set to control the rotations around the x and y axes. The generalized shifted
moments are proposed with this motivation. Let us recall that these moments and their
corresponding interaction matrices are a function of the moments computed with respect
to tunable shift points P1 and P2 in Equations (2.114) and (2.115). Next, we present a
few methods for their selection such that they are optimal with respect to specific criteria.
The selection methods are performed using the image learnt from the desired robot pose.
2.4.3.1 Selection of ∆1
Let us consider the interaction matrix for a visual feature developed from moment invari-






















6In each entry of L, the subscript signifies the shift point pi at which the invariant is evaluated. The
superscript v refers to the translational velocity and ω to the rotational component of the camera velocity
screw, in either of x, y or z axes
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Each entry in the interaction matrix of a visual feature represents the responsiveness of
that visual feature i to a particular spatial motion. Conversely, in the interaction matrix
inverse, this responsiveness is towards errors in the feature intended for controlling that
particular motion. Also, when the camera and target planes are parallel to each other, we





0 0 0 Lωxp1 L
ωy
p1 0





By selecting an optimal ∆1 connected to the first shift point, we can obtain an interaction
matrix with optimal responsiveness with respect to ωx and ωy. This can be formally stated






∥∥Lωp1∥∥ = ∥∥[Lωxp1 Lωyp1 ]∥∥ (2.124)
where the operator ‖.‖ stands for l2 norm. Indeed, the solution to this problem depends
on the image content. When the image of the target observed by the camera is non-
symmetrical7, a unique solution to this optimization problem was found. In other cases
speaking generally, multiple solutions are possible. This is indeed dependent upon both
the visual feature selected and also the shape of the object. In such cases, one among these
solutions can be chosen as the optimal value. Once this optimal value for ∆1 is obtained,
the first shift point can be held constant at this value ∆1 = ∆∗1 and the method described
next can be used to obtain the second shift angle.
2.4.3.2 Selection of ∆2
From Equation (2.121), let us consider only the portion of the interaction matrix that is

















The selection of ∆2 should be such that the simultaneous control of both the rotations
is optimal. We propose to choose ∆2 such that the factors responsible for the x and y
rotational velocities are perpendicular to each other. That is, ∆∗2 should belong to the
solution set D that satisfies the orthogonality of the vectors Lp1 and Lp2 .
∆∗2 ∈ R = {d : ∀d ∈ D, F2(d) ' 0} (2.126)
where for any possible angle ∆2 ∈ R, the objective function is




7either due to the target itself being non-symmetrical or a symmetrical target observed from a non-
parallel desired configuration
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where κdn is a function of the partial interaction matrix defined in Equation (2.125) and
represents the angle between the two vectors defined by Lp1 and Lp2 . Clearly, these two
vectors are a function of the respective visual feature chosen to control the x and y ro-
tations. With this optimization, these vectors are optimized in such a way that their di-
rections are perpendicular to each other. For every choice of ∆1 as obtained above, there
could be multiple choices for ∆2, all of which satisfy the orthogonality criterion proposed
in Equation (2.127). In this case, one among those values, the one closest to 0 can be
selected.
2.4.3.3 Joint Selection of ∆1 and ∆2
In Sections 2.4.3.1 and 2.4.3.2, we saw that the shift points can be selected such that each
of them satisfies separate objectives. Alternatively, these shift angles can be selected such
that they are jointly optimal with respect to a common objective. The following objective
function is proposed to select the shift angles that result in the best possible conditioning
of the interaction matrix.
J (∆1,∆2) = 1
κ (Ls(∆1,∆2))
(2.128)
where κ is the condition number of the interaction matrix. With this objective function,
the influence of the shift angles on the system conditioning can be studied. Hence, the
choice of these angles is vital for the stability and robustness of the visual servoing. The
condition number of the interaction matrix was used in [Feddema 91].
We recall to the reader that the visual features are now calculated using the tunable
shift points (2.114),(2.115) introduced in this paper. Finally, it is be noted that the se-
lection criteria presented above are applicable to both symmetrical and non-symmetrical
objects observed in the image, as shown in the case studies.
We have thus proposed some metrics for visual feature selection that are tied to re-
sponsiveness with respect to ωx and ωy, orthogonality in components of partial interac-
tion matrix and to the conditioning of the system. In previous literature, measures such
as resolvability[Nelson 95] and motion perceptibility[Sharma 97] were also based on the
interaction matrix. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on moments-based
visual servoing where the moments are defined based on objective characteristics that
would result from the interaction matrix. We would also like to point out that the crite-
ria proposed above are not the best in all cases and for all visual features. They can be
adopted according to the requirements envisaged. For instance, when it is expected that
there are strong perturbations might affect the system, it is best to choose the interaction
matrix with optimal conditioning. What is most interesting are the wide possibilities that
are opened by adopting this methodology for defining the moments.
2.4.4 Application to Tunable Visual Features
In this section, we present studies where the proposed selection criteria are applied to
existing shifted moment-based visual features defined in Equations (2.114) and (2.115).
These were described in Section 2.4.1.1, referred to by rs1, rs2 and rs3. The studies have
been done first with a symmetrical target and later with a non-symmetrical target. Also,
we chose binary moments for this study to serve as a validation step before moving on to
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the photometric moments in Chapter 3. The first desired pose c∗Mo is chosen such that
the camera and the target planes are parallel at a depth of 1.0m above the target. That
is c∗Mo = [0.0, 0.0, 1m, 0.0◦, 0.0◦, 0.0◦]. The second desired pose is a non-parallel con-
figuration where there is a non-trivial rotation between the sensor and target orientations,
given by c∗Mo = [20.0cm,−20.0cm, 280cm,−20.0◦, 20.0◦, 20.0◦]. Typically, there is
a very large displacement in depth. These are designated as the parallel desired (PD)
and non-parallel desired (NPD) configurations in the following discussion. We assume
a calibrated camera that acquires images of size 640 × 480. The camera simulator was
developed by interfacing to the ViSP software library [Marchand 05]. For each visual fea-
ture, the selection metrics proposed in Equations (2.123), (2.127) and (2.128) were used
for ∆1 and ∆2 respectively.
(a) In parallel desired configuration (b) In non-parallel desired configuration
Figure 2.6 – Images acquired from symmetrical object
Symmetrical Case
For the symmetrical case, the object observed by the camera is a simple white rectangle. In
the case where the sensor and the object planes are parallel, the acquired image is shown
in Fig 2.6(a). The possible design space with respect to each of the proposed metrics
is shown in Figures 2.8 to 2.11. For all the visual features considered, the maximum
responsiveness criterion in Equation (2.123) can be achieved with more than one solution.
For rs1 and rs3, there are 2 solutions at 0◦ and 180◦ as shown in Figs 2.8(a) and 2.11(a).
In the case of rs2, there are 4 solutions at 62◦, 118◦, 242◦ and 298◦ for the first shift angle.
There is a symmetry at 180◦ for all these features, provided the rectangle is perfectly
centred in the image. Corresponding to each of these solutions of ∆1, a solution exists
for the second shift angle ∆2 such that these together satisfy the orthogonality criterion.
Let us consider first rs2. For each of the 4 choices of ∆1 for rs2, there are two choices
of ∆2 such that orthogonality will result. These are shown in Figs. 2.9(b) - 2.9(e). For
rs1 and rs3, as shown in Figs 2.8(b) and 2.11(b), there are six solutions from 30◦ to
330◦ at 60◦ intervals. Due to the symmetrical shape of the object, it is logical to observe
that these solutions for orthogonality are the same for either of the choices ∆1 = 0◦ or
∆1 = 180
◦. Further, let us note that the default choice of ∆1 = 0◦ and ∆2 = 90◦ made
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in [Tamtsia 13b] is therefore only 1 among the different possible combinations that can
guarantee orthogonality. Finally, a beautiful symmetry manifests itself at 180◦. In case of
rs2, no such symmetry is exhibited. Further, we see here that the default choice of 0◦ and
90◦ for the shift angles guarantees neither a maximal responsiveness nor an orthogonality.
We thus see that there are less intuitive findings but not surprising because the proposed
criteria are empirical and based on the interaction matrix which is a function of not only
on the image but indeed also on the visual feature used.
The effect of these angles on the system conditioning for rs1 can be seen from Figure
2.8(c), rs2 from 2.10 and rs3 from 2.11(c). This study is interesting in the first place
because it reveals the influence of the shift angles on the system conditioning. One of the
first clear observations is that the two angles should never be on the diagonal. In that case,
since ∆1 = ∆2, the corresponding points are the same P1 = P2 and so Lp1 = Lp2 , which
is indeed a singular configuration for the system. There are multiple pairs of ∆1,∆2
where the system conditioning is optimal. Also, the conditioning graph is symmetrical
along this diagonal. We point out that the default choice ∆1 = 0◦ and ∆2 = 90◦ is not the
most optimal one as far as system conditioning is concerned. This does not necessarily
mean that the default choice is always a bad one in all cases. Considering rs3 for example
in Fig 2.11(c), we see that several choices of the shift angles can result in a satisfactory
system conditioning.
These criteria have also been applied to the NPD configuration where the sensor and
object plane orientations are not parallel to each other. The image observed is not sym-
metrical with respect to the coordinate axes, as observed from Figure 2.6(b). The results
for this image are shown from Figures 2.12 to 2.14. A unique solution for ∆1 exists for
the visual features rs1, rs2 and rs3 to achieve criterion (2.123). Corresponding to this
solution, 4 solutions for ∆2 exist that can satisfy the orthogonality condition. Next, let us
observe the behaviour of the system conditioning for joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2. From
Figures 2.12(c), 2.13(c) and 2.14(c). There are far fewer solutions for optimal condition-
ing when compared to the PD configuration seen previously. From the large blue areas
in Fig 2.13(c), we also observe that for rs2, there are more states (meaning shift angle
pairs (∆1,∆2)) than in the case of rs1 or rs3 for which the system conditioning is not
satisfactory.
Non-symmetrical case
For this case, we used images with a whale whose intensity distribution is evidently non-
symmetrical. The objective of this case study was to show that the method can be applied
without regards to the symmetrical nature of the target. Like for the symmetrical case,
the selection criteria were applied to the visual features rs1, rs2 and rs3 in PD and NPD
configurations. This object as seen from the PD and NPD configurations are shown in
Figs.2.7(a) and 2.7(b). The corresponding results are shown in Figures 2.15 to 2.17. For
the individual selection of ∆1 and ∆2, a unique ∆1 for the maximum responsiveness cri-
terion and 4 corresponding solutions for ∆2 for the orthogonality criterion are obtained.
This is for all visual features rs1, rs2 and rs3. From Fig 2.16(c) and 2.19(c), there are far
more states of angles in the case of rs2 where the conditioning might not be satisfactory.
In fact, these are true also in the case of the non-symmetrical object being observed from a
NPD configuration. Thus, results identical to the symmetrical case observed from a NPD
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(a) In parallel desired configuration (b) In non-parallel desired configuration
Figure 2.7 – Images acquired from non-symmetrical object
configuration are obtained. Let us note that these identical results are not surprising since
the proposed criteria are all based on image measures. The camera images, whether of a
symmetrical object observed from a NPD configuration or a non-symmetrical object ob-
served from the PD or NPD configuration are identical and do not present any interesting
symmetries along the coordinate axes.
In the following section, we will showcase the usefulness of this selection by showing
how this selection can be exploited to bring improvements to the visual servoing.
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2



























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.8 – Selection criteria applied to rs1 with symmetrical object in PD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2 with ∆1 = 62◦




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(c) Selection of ∆2 with ∆1 = 118◦




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(d) Selection of ∆2 with ∆1 = 242◦




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(e) Selection of ∆2 with ∆1 = 298◦
Figure 2.9 – Selection criteria applied to rs2 with symmetrical object in PD configuration
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Figure 2.10 – Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2 applied to rs2 in PD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2




























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.11 – Selection criteria to rs3 with symmetrical object in PD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2




























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.12 – Selection criteria applied to rs1 with symmetrical object in NPD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1


















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2



























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.13 – Selection criteria applied to rs2 with symmetrical object in NPD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1
















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2



























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.14 – Selection criteria applied to rs3 with symmetrical object in NPD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1


















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2




























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.15 – Selection criteria applied to rs1 with non-symmetrical object in PD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1


















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2




























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.16 – Selection criteria applied to rs2 with non-symmetrical object in PD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2




























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.17 – Selection criteria applied to rs3 with non-symmetrical object in PD configuration
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2



























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.18 – Selection criteria for visual feature rs1 with non-symmetrical object
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1


















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2


























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.19 – Selection criteria for visual feature rs2 with non-symmetrical object
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Variations in Lω components
(a) Selection of ∆1




















Profile of κdn with ∆2
(b) Selection of ∆2




























(c) Joint selection of ∆1 and ∆2
Figure 2.20 – Selection criteria for visual feature rs3 with non-symmetrical object
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2.5 Visual Servoing with Tunable Visual Features
2.5.1 Methodology for 6DOF visual servoing experiments
For full 6DOF visual servoing, the following control law is used.
vc = −λ L̂−1s (s− s∗) (2.129)
where vc = (vx, vy, vz, ωx, ωy, ωz) is the camera velocity screw. L̂−1s is the inverse of the
interaction matrix. In this part, the interaction matrix at the desired configuration was pre-
ferred with the depth approximated by its value at the desired pose L̂s = L̂s(s∗, Ẑ∗). With
this simple choice, as explained in Chapter 1, a pose estimation would not be required.
This estimation indeed is not convenient in practice in all scenarios, especially for dense
methods. Many works including the pure photometric visual servoing [Collewet 11] use
this configuration. Further, problems such as isolated singularities can be circumvented
and focus can be laid on demonstration of the intended concepts. The work in [Michel 93]
studied singular configurations that might occur when a set of 3 image points are used as
visual features. For the case of image moments, to the best of our knowledge, this is an
open problem, very complex and important at the same time. s is the following set of six
visual features:
s = (xn, yn, an, φp1, φp2, α) (2.130)
where xn = xgan, yn = ygan, an = z∗
√
a∗/a, a = m00 being the area. xg = m10/m00
and yg = m01/m00 are the centre of gravity along the coordinate axes. These were intro-
duced in Section 2.3.1.3. α is the orientation feature introduced in Section 2.3.2.2. φp1 and
φp2 denote the visual features used to control the x and y rotational degrees of freedom.
These features are computed with respect to two different shift points p1 and p2. We recall
that φ1 and φ2 are based on TRS invariants computed from the shifted moments and three
possible choices were shown in Section 2.4.1.1. Which of these choices is selected will
be reported systematically in the listed experiments. This methodology will be referred to
in the visual servoing experiments presented in the subsequent chapters.
Numerous simulations were performed with combinations of the visual features rs1,
rs2 and rs3 and using both symmetric and non-symmetric shaped objects. In this sec-
tion, we showcase results that further support our assertion that existing choices made
for the shifted moments in [Tamtsia 13b] are not always the best choice for every case.
These choices sometimes lead to suboptimal spatial trajectories and in the worst case a
divergence of the control law. In these cases, the selection procedures introduced in the
previous section can be used to tune the visual features and this can help to mitigate the
aforesaid issues. This is the motivation behind the experiments to be presented next. We
recall that the selection criteria are applied on the image obtained from the desired pose.
2.5.2 Experiment I
First, a simple experiment done with the symmetric object is presented. The desired
pose is c∗Mo = [0.0, 0.0, 1.2m, 0.0◦, 0.0◦, 0.0◦] from which the image in Figure 2.21(b) is
learnt. The initial pose is chosen at cMo = [20.0cm,−20.0cm, 280cm,−20.0◦, 20.0◦, 20.0◦].
The initial image is shown in 2.21(a). When the visual features rs1 was used with the de-
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fault shift angles of ∆1 = 0◦ and ∆1 = 90◦ presented in [Tamtsia 13b], the visual servo
began to diverge after a few iterations and this is shown in Fig 2.22(a). The final differ-
ence image is shown in Fig 2.22(e). Then, the visual feature rs2 was used with the default
choice and a failure again resulted. The system is driven away from the desired pose caus-
ing the object to leave the field of view in very few iterations as seen from 2.22(e). The
resulting oscillatory behaviour is shown in Figure 2.22(c).
Using joint selection : Then, the same visual feature but this time using shifted mo-
ments from our joint selection method was used. As we pointed out earlier, there are
numerous possibilities offered by the proposed selection methods. Here, a joint selec-
tion of ∆1 and ∆2 based on the system conditioning from Section 2.4.3.3 was used (see
2.128). For rs1, the values ∆1 = 161◦ and ∆2 = 199◦ (shown in Figure 2.8(c)) was used.
The visual servoing then converged for the same task as shown in Fig.2.22(b). Similarly
for rs2, the angles ∆1 = 121◦ and ∆2 = 239◦ were obtained using the joint selection
method (See Fig 2.10). After these selections, the control law resulted in a satisfactory
convergence of the errors as shown in Fig 2.22(d). The final difference image shown in
Fig 2.22(g) confirms the errors were regulated to 0.
Selecting for orthogonality : Next, we would like also to demonstrate that this se-
lection need not always be confined to the joint selection method. For example, let us
consider the same experiment and the same visual feature rs2 from shifted moments, but
selected this time using criteria (2.123) and (2.127). Evaluation of these criteria with our
desired image presents us the choices shown in Figures 2.9(a) and 2.9(d). From this, let
us choose for instance ∆1 = 242◦ and ∆2 = 123◦. This choice yielded the following
interaction matrix:
−1 0 0 0.0000 −1.2713 0
0 −1 0 1.2298 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −0.1243 −0.1108 0
0 0 0 0.1107 −0.1234 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1.0000
 (2.131)
(a) Image learnt from initial pose (b) Image at desired pose
Figure 2.21 – Testing tunable visual features with symmetrical objects
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(a) rs1 with default shifted moments (b) rs1 with joint selection
(c) rs2 with default shifted moments (d) rs2 with joint selection
(e) Difference image using rs1 from default
shifted moments
(f) Difference image using rs2 from default
shifted moments
(g) Difference image using rs1/rs2 after joint
selection
Figure 2.22 – Tunable visual features - Results for Experiment 2.5.2
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The empirical dot product of the components in question is −8.7290e−5. This validates
our proposal about achieving orthogonality in the interaction matrix components related
to the x and y rotations discussed in 2.4.3.2. Visual servoing results from this choice are
shown in Figure 2.23(a). Similarly, for rs1, with the shift angles of 270◦ and 0◦ obtained
with criteria (2.127) and (2.123), the following excellent decoupled structure was obtained
in the interaction matrix.
−1 0 0 0.0000 −1.2713 0
0 −1 0 1.2298 −0.0000 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.0499 0.0000 0
0 0 0 0 0.1877 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1.0000
 (2.132)
The visual servoing converged with a satisfactory decrease of the errors as shown in Fig-
ure 2.23(b). So, we see clearly that the proposed criteria have enabled obtaining an attrac-
tive decoupled interaction matrix. The selection criteria proposed are of interest because
they present such interesting possibilities in IBVS. We also note that we used the criteria
(2.123) and (2.127) for the results in [Bakthavatchalam 14]. We argue that the default
























(a) Feature errors for rs2 using (2.131)























(b) Feature errors for rs1 using using (2.132)
Figure 2.23 – Behaviour with rs1 and rs2 for Experiment 2.5.2 with orthogonality criterion
selection is not always the best choice. In this study for example, the servoing using
two different visual features failed when the moments were computed using default val-
ues for the shift angles. However, thanks to the selection procedures introduced for the
shift points in this thesis, it was possible to obtain a satisfactory behaviour for exactly
the same conditions under which the default shifted moments failed. The selection of the
visual features for these cases rescued the control from failure and ensured satisfactory
convergence.
However, the default choice does not always cause a failure in the control law. For
the same task, the visual feature rs3 with the default shift angles ∆1 = 0◦ and ∆2 = 90◦
converged to the desired pose. The interaction matrix in this case had a condition number
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of 13.78 and the results were satisfactory as shown in Figure 2.24. In this case, let us note


























Figure 2.24 – Behaviour with rs3 for Experiment 2.5.2
In the next experiment, we present another case where the default choice does not
result in a satisfactory Cartesian behaviour.
2.5.3 Experiment II
This experiment was conducted with the initial and desired poses from the previous Exper-
iment 2.5.2 interchanged. The initial image is shown in Fig 2.25(a). The system should
converge to the desired pose which is non-parallel to the object plane (NPD configura-
tion). The image learnt from this pose is shown in 2.25(b). Different from the previous
case, this experiment was performed with the visual feature rs3 first with the default val-
ues for the shift angles. During the visual servo, part of the image briefly leaves the field
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of view, introducing a perturbation in the profile of the visual feature errors as shown in
Fig 2.25(c). However, the system attains the expected desired pose at the end of the servo.
The deviant Cartesian trajectory is shown in blue in Figure 2.25(e). Later, a shift angle
pair obtained using the joint selection criterion was used. For this experiment, we used
∆1 = 141
◦ and ∆2 = 322◦ from among the options presented in Fig. 2.14(c)). After this
selection, the same control law produced a better behaviour and the image did not leave
the field of view. The satisfactory decrease in errors can be observed from 2.25(d) and the
spatial trajectories are shown in green in 2.25(e).
2.5.4 Experiment III
We report here another experiment conducted with a non-symmetrical object. The initial
image is shown in Fig 2.26(a) and image learnt from the desired pose is shown in Fig
2.26(b). The visual feature rs2 was employed in this case first with the default shifted
moments. The decrease in one of the error components which is related to the first shift
angle ∆1 is very unsatisfactory. Similar to the previous two cases, we rerun the same
task but now with the visual feature computed from the joint selection of the two shift
angles. Specifically, from Figure 2.16(c), the pair ∆1 = 144◦ and ∆2 = 211◦ was chosen
and the experiment repeated. From the results in Fig 2.26(d), we find that the decrease is
much more satisfactory in this case. This is reflected also certainly in the excellent spatial
trajectory shown in green in Fig 2.26(e).
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(a) Image at initial pose (b) Image learnt from desired pose



























(e) Trajectory comparison with default shifted moments and with joint selection
Figure 2.25 – Tunable visual features - Results for Experiment 2.5.3
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(a) Image at initial pose (b) Image learnt from desired pose

























Figure 2.26 – Tunable visual features - Results for Experiment 2.5.4
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2.5.5 On the choice of a moment-invariant based visual feature
This section is concerned with the choice of visual features that are mainly related to the
control of rotational motions around the x and y axes in visual servoing.
Camera Image rs1 rs2 rs3
291.44 125.49 29.04
56.34 373.3 14.407
Table 2.1 – Condition Numbers for rs1, rs2 and rs3
In general, it is hard to single out a specific visual feature as best for all for servo-
ing tasks, given that this depends on the type of scene observed by the camera and the
several choices available [Tahri 05a] [Tahri 04]. From Section 2.4.4, it is clear that var-
ious schemes can be used for the selection of ∆1 and ∆2. The design space is large. In
addition, the moment invariants-based visual features proposed in existing literature, for
example in [Tahri 05a], can be computed using the generalized shifted moments proposed
in Section 2.4.2. This leaves us with a multitude of choices with interesting possibilities
but an exhaustive exploration of all these choices is not practical. However, with a good
degree of certainty, based on results from numerous simulations and several experimental
trials in practice, rs3 might be a better choice from among rs1, rs2 and rs3 considered in
this thesis (and proposed in [Tamtsia 13b]). This visual feature always resulted in a very
good system conditioning for different types of objects (symmetric, non-symmetric and
also for photometric moments that will be treated in Chapter 3). In Table 2.1 are listed
images acquired from a fronto-parallel desired configuration and the corresponding con-
dition numbers of the interaction matrices of rs1, rs2 and rs3 evaluated on those images.
Clearly, rs3 exhibits the best conditioning for both the symmetrical and non-symmetrical
cases. This is ultimately important from the point of numerical stability of the system
[Chaumette 04] and explains the good convergence properties exhibited by rs3. For this
comparison, the visual features were computed from the shift points with ∆1 = 0◦ and
∆1 = 90
◦. Indeed, these can also be optimized further for better conditioning by using
the joint selection criterion 2.4.3.3. Interestingly, again in this case, rs3 exhibits the most
optimal conditioning. This can be ascertained thanks to our detailed analysis in Section
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(a) Image at initial pose (b) Image learnt from desired pose
















Figure 2.27 – Servo Results pertaining to Experiment 2.5.5 using rs3
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2.4.4, by comparing the system conditioning in Figures 2.8(c), 2.10 and 2.11(c) for the
symmetrical case and in Figures 2.15(c), 2.16(c) and 2.17(c) for the non-symmetrical case.
One of the attractive properties of image moments is their large convergence domain. So,
several tests involving large displacements were done and in these rs3 exhibited a very
satisfactory behaviour. For instance, we moved the robot [1m, 1m, 2m] in translations and
a rotation of 20◦ around each of the x,y and z axes. The initial image acquired is shown
in Fig 2.27(a) and the image learnt from the desired pose in Fig 2.27(b). The control
velocities are shown in Fig 2.27(d) while the resulting satisfactory behaviour can be seen
from the errors in Fig 2.27(c) and the camera trajectory in Fig 2.27(e).
For some starting poses close to the desired equilibrium, perhaps all the visual features
can be convergent. However, in none of our tests, a failure of rs3 occured where rs1 or
rs2 exhibited convergence. Based on the above observations, rs3 has been favoured over
the others for use in the subsequent simulations and experiments.
2.6 Summary and Conclusions
In summary, the concept of tunable shift points was introduced. Few selection criteria that
can be used to tune them for optimal behaviour was proposed. Moments invariants are
then calculated with respect to moments defined with respect to these shift points. Finally,
visual features built from these invariants were employed to control the rotational motions
around the x and y axes in full 6-DOF VS control schemes.
It was shown that the default choices made in shifted moments may not be the best
choice for all cases. Simulations of visual servoing tasks were presented where selection
of the shift points were done with respect to the proposed criteria. Selection with these
criteria rescued the control from failure and assured a satisfactory convergence. Further,
in the case of the orthogonality criterion, it was shown that a decoupled interaction matrix
could be obtained. These encompassed both cases of symmetrical and non-symmetrical
objects and serve as a validation of the proposed ideas. The proposed approach is inter-
esting since the visual features can be tuned/designed such that a desired characteristic
(maximum responsiveness, conditioning) could be obtained from the visual servo. This
approach has thus opened some nice possibilities. We sincerely hope that this will inspire
more research towards the direction of designing optimal visual features.
As we detailed in the tests, it is hard to single out a specific visual feature and criterion
as the best for all cases and in all scenarios. But in general, the joint selection criterion
based on the condition number should be favoured owing to its direct connection with
system stability. Further, based on observations from our tests and experimental trials,
the visual feature rs3 exhibited a better behaviour (from among the ones tested) and is
therefore chosen to be used in the sequel.
Chapter 3
Photometric Moments for Visual
Servoing
In this chapter, we describe the central aspect of this thesis : photometric moments. An
image from a camera contains rich information about the world perceived by the robot.
This information is encoded as varying intensity levels also known as luminance. The
"raison d’être" of photometric moments is to capture this rich information encoded as
intensities and render them useful for visual servoing tasks. The interaction matrix for the
photometric moments has been developed in analytical form. It is demonstrated that it
is possible to perform visual servoing without using any image processing, matching and
visual tracking steps.
3.1 Introduction to Photometric Moments
The idea of using intensities in visual servoing is not new. The pure photometric method
defines the error directly in terms of the image intensities [Collewet 11] and this redun-
dancy favours a very high degree of accuracy upon convergence. Except for the gradi-
ent computation, this method does not employ any other image processing steps. How-
ever, the method is highly nonlinear resulting from employing the Levenberg Marquardt
method to optimize a nonlinear cost function. This limits the convergence domain of this
method. In this work, instead of using intensities directly as a visual feature, photometric
image moments are defined using those intensities. This strategy allows to circumvent the
non-linearity issue of the pure photometric method. Most importantly, this allows to take
advantage of the decoupling properties of the moment invariants.
Previous research showed that progress in visual servoing requires that these methods
have to be kept free from image processing and visual tracking processes [Collewet 08a].
These are limitations to the adoption of moments-based visual servoing in practical ap-
plications. Recent works [Gridseth 13] [Tatsambon 13] highlighted that the adoption of
visual servoing for practical applications is not high. They explicitly explain visual track-
ing as one among several factors that impede this expansion. That being said, we stick
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to the same philosophy of photometric methods in not employing any feature extraction,
image matching or visual tracking steps. It is possible to define the moments in terms of
the intensity distribution from an imaged scene. We have termed these image moments
defined from the intensities as photometric moments. Photometric moments of an image




xpyq I((x, y), t) dxdy (3.1)
where I(x, y) is the image intensity function and pi is the domain of integration. The set
{xpyq} is a polynomial basis and thus image moments are obtained by projection to this
basis. The moments thus obtained for different orders are not orthogonal, implying there
is some degree of information redundancy among them [Mukundan 98]. If Zernike or
Legendre polynomials are used instead as the basis function, we obtain Zernike and Leg-
endre moments respectively which are orthogonal moments.This orthogonality property
is useful in pattern recognition [Prokop 92] but this is of no specific importance in visual
servoing. We saw in the previous chapter that existing works are based on binary mo-
ments. These moments depend on the availability of a set of discrete points or segmented
image of a region in the scene (see Figure 3.1). Photometric moments were in fact devel-
oped with the goal of overcoming such limitations. They embrace grayscale images which
can be quite easily streamed from any standard off-the-shelf monocular cameras. They
(a) Image of a scene with discrete points (b) Image of a scene with a binary target
(c) Image with tracked contours of a region
of interest
Figure 3.1 – Reliance of existing methods on the availability of a set of discrete points or seg-
mented interest regions in the scene
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take into account intensity information from all the image plane. Photometric moments
belong to what can be termed as geometric primitive-less visual servoing, since they do
not employ any tracked geometric primitives like points or lines, as done in traditional
visual servoing methods.
The developments associated with the interaction matrix for the photometric moments
are presented first.
3.2 Modelling of Photometric Moments




xpyq I˙(x, y) dx dy (3.2)
We recall that the photometric moments in Equation (3.1) are computed over the whole
image. So, the double integrals here are evaluated over the whole image (or a constant
subset of it) and not over a time varying domain Ω(t) as done previously in Section 2.2.
If the derivative of the photometric moments can be expressed in terms of the camera
velocity, the interaction matrix of the image moments can be obtained:
m˙pq = Lmpq vc (3.3)
To ensure a smooth flow in the developments, it is necessary to recall some steps de-
scribed in Chapter 1. We then make use of the classical brightness constancy assumption
[Horn 81] which considers that the intensity of a moving point x = (x, y) remains the
same between successively acquired images. This constancy can be written by the fol-
lowing well-known equation
I(x + δx, t+ δt) = I(x, t) (3.4)
where δx is the infinitesimal displacement undergone by the image point after an in-
finitesimal increment in time δt. For a very small δx, a first order Taylor expansion of
(3.4) around x leads to
∇I>x˙ + I˙ = 0 (3.5)
where ∇I> = [ ∂I∂x ∂I∂y] = [Ix Iy] is the spatial gradient at the image point x. We thus
obtain
I˙(x, y) = −∇I>x˙ (3.6)
which is the well-known optic flow constraint equation (OFCE) [Horn 81]. It has to be
noted here that the optic flow equation itself has been established under several sim-
plifying assumptions: Lambertian surface, point light source at infinity and absence of
photometric distortions. Further, this simplifying assumption has also been utilised in
[Collewet 08a] to model intensity variations. This is one of the simplest and practical
choices that could be made. Another approach was followed in [Collewet 11], where the
Phong illumination model [Phong 75] was used to model the intensity variations. An an-
alytical form could be developed containing ambient and diffuse components in this case.
In practice however, it would be extremely difficult to deal with all the variables that have
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to be measured taking into account several configurations between the light sources, the
camera and the target.
We know that x˙ = Lxvc and Lx, the interaction matrix which links the image point

















1 + y2 −xy −x
]
(3.7)
Let us consider a 3D scene that does not present significant depth discontinuities. In this




= Ax+By + C (3.8)
where A, B and C are scalar parameters that describe the configuration of the scene plane
as explained in the modelling in Section 2.2. By plugging (3.8) into (3.7) and x˙ = Lxvc
into (3.6), we obtain
I˙(x, y) = −∇I>Lx vc = LI vc (3.9)



































xpyq LI dx dy vc (3.11)




xpyq LI dx dy (3.12)
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As a representative example, let us consider a single component of the interaction matrix;


































With similar developments, the components corresponding to each degree of freedom can













p,q+1 + C m
∇y
p,q
Lvzmpq = −Am∇xp+2,q −Bm∇xp+1,q+1 − C m∇xp+1,q
− Am∇yp+1,q+1 −Bm∇yp,q+2 − C m∇yp,q+1








Lωzmpq = −m∇xp,q+1 + m∇yp+1,q

(3.17)
We can observe that the expressions exhibit a complex form and involves image gradi-
ents. The terms m∇xp,q and m
∇y
p,q need to be computed which add to the computational
burden. Further, image gradients are normally computed using derivative filters, which
might introduce imprecision in the computed values. So, a further simplification step us-
ing Green’s theorem was devised, partly to avoid this imprecision. The simplification step
also led to an interesting result, which is presented next.
3.2.1 Simplifications using Green’s Theorem
We proceed by simplifying the terms m∇xpq and m
∇x







xpyq dx dy (3.18)
Green’s theorem is an elegant mathematical tool which lets us compute the integral of a
function defined over a subdomain pi of R2 by transforming it into a line (curve/contour)


































I(x, y)xp yqdy (3.21)




xp yq dx dy = −
∫∫
pi
p xp−1 yq I(x, y)dx dy +
∮
∂pi
xp yq I(x, y)dy (3.22)
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Figure 3.2 – Illustration to demonstrate evaluation of contour integrals in the interaction matrix
developments
Recalling our compact notation from Equation (3.14), we see that the first term is equal to
−pmp−1,q and is straight-forward to obtain from the basic moments. The second term is
a contour integral along ∂pi. We introduce the limits y = ymin at the top and y = ymax at
the bottom of the image. Since y(= ymax) is constant along C1 and y(= ymin) is constant
along C3, it is sufficient to integrate along C2 and C4 (marked by dotted lines in Fig.3.2)
to obtain the second term. Proceeding to this next step of integrating along C2 and C4, we
have
m∇xpq = −pmp−1,q +
∮
C2
xp yq I(x, y)dy +
∮
C4
xp yq I(x, y)dy (3.23)
Along C2, y varies from ymax to ymin while x remains constant at xmax. Along C4, y
varies from ymin to ymax while x remains constant at xmin. Introducing carefully these
limits, we get
m∇xpq = −pmp−1,q + xpmax
ymin∫
ymax





yq I(xmin, y)dy (3.24)
Zero Border Assumption (ZBA) : At this juncture, we make the assumption that the in-
tensity all along the image borders is uniform. This means that images with a black back-
ground are to be used in the visual servoing. Works on KBVS [Kallem 07] [Kallem 09]
also introduce this assumption implicitly by using kernels with finite support. This zero
border assumption (ZBA) seems reasonable in practice for many cases, as evidenced by
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our results. In this case,
I(xmax, y) = I(xmin, y) = I, ∀y (3.25)
Therefore, (3.24) can be further simplified to the below form:












From the introduced assumption of the black background1, I has to be 0. Thus, the black
background naturally leads to the second term being evaluated to 0. After this elimination,
we obtain finally a simple form for m∇xpq .
m∇xpq = −pmp−1,q (3.28)
Without the ZBA, to be precise, the second integral term would have to be evaluated using
the appropriate limits and intensities present along the left and right borders of the image
(see Fig.3.2). This assumption gets eliminated with an improved modelling scheme that
will be presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.
In a similar way, we can use the same theorem to simplify the computation of the
term m∇ypq . The substitutions P = I(x, y)x
p yq and Q = 0 are made in Green’s theorem.














xp yq − xp q yq−1I(x, y)] dx dy =
∮
∂pi
xp yq I(x, y)dx (3.31)
Identical steps starting from Equation(3.22) can be applied for the simplification. The
zero border assumption (ZBA) will again come into play, this time the integrals would be
evaluated along C1 and C3, assuming that I(x, ymin) = I(x, ymax) = 0, ∀x. The final
expression is as follows:
m∇ypq = −q mp,q−1 (3.32)
1A white background can also be assumed in which case the intensity has to be redefined as Imax − I .
In this case, I should equal Imax and the rest of the developments would be identical.
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Substituting Equations (3.28) and (3.32) into (3.17), we get the final closed form expres-
sions for the interaction matrix.
Lvxmpq = −A(p+ 1)mpq −Bpmp−1,q+1 − Cpmp−1,q
Lvympq = −Aqmp+1,q−1 −B(q + 1)mp,q − Cqmp,q−1
Lvzmpq = A (p+ q + 3)mp+1,q +B(p+ q + 3)mp,q+1
+ C(p+ q + 2)mpq
Lωxmpq = q mp,q−1 + (p+ q + 3)mp,q+1
Lωympq = −pmp−1,q − (p+ q + 3)mp+1,q
Lωzmpq = pmp−1,q+1 − q mp+1,q−1

(3.33)
• With respect to Equation (3.17), the image gradients do not appear anymore in the
interaction matrix. This is interesting because this was in fact an image processing
step (and the only one) required by pure luminance based visual servoing method
[Collewet 11]. With these advancements, it is sufficient to compute the moments
only to have the interaction matrix.
• Exactly the same analytical forms as in Equation (2.29) has been obtained. It is
interesting to note that our case used a method completely different from those in
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 for the developments. So, all the useful results described
in the state of the art and recalled in Chapter 2 as regards to the development of
visual features are applicable as they are for photometric moments. For instance, in
order to calculate Lmpq , only moments of order upto p+ q+ 1 are required. We also
note again that the interaction matrix components corresponding to the rotational
degrees of freedom are free from 3D parameters A, B and C. All the available
moment invariants and theory about choice of visual features discussed previously
are valid.
We recall that we have interesting results despite the zero border assumption we have
made in the developments. This assumption will be eliminated with the improved model
we propose in the following chapter.
3.3 Relation to Kernel based Visual Servoing
As briefly explained in Chapter 1, a strand of research that is close to photometric mo-
ments is kernel-based visual servoing (KBVS) [Kallem 07]. The abstract formulation of
KBVS is conceptually very elegant. It has some patent disadvantages, the most critical
being there are no kernel features proposed to control the rotational degrees of freedom
which are orthogonal to the optic axis. There are also other subtle constraints which pre-
vent deployment of KBVS for real world robotic systems. Moreover, if the signal is the
image itself, i.e., S(w, t) = I((x, y), t) and the kernel K(w) = xpyq, photometric mo-
ments are indeed obtained. Each moment of order p + q therefore is a kernel projected
value. Photometric moments are thus a specific manifestation of kernel-based visual ser-
voing (KBVS). But there are several differences between photometric moments developed
in this work and the research work developed under KBVS. These points are tabulated in
Table 3.1.
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Kernel Based Visual servoing (KBVS) Photometric moments based visual servoing
Kernel Based Visual servoing proposed an




K(x, y) I((x, y), t)) dxdy
Photometric moments are image mo-
ments obtained by projecting the im-




xpyq I((x, y), t) dxdy
Has no solution for control of the rotational
degrees of freedom orthogonal to the optic
axis.
Builds upon well-established theories about
moment invariants to attack this non-trivial
problem.
No emphasis is laid on decoupling properties
for the control law.
Emphasis is laid on invariance properties of
moments to design decoupled VS control
laws.
Inspired by [Cideciyan 95], uses the spatial
Fourier Transform (FT) to control both trans-
lations along and rotations around the optic
axis. The use of FT opens the door to pos-
sible ringing effects. For the spatial FT to
be exact, images with white foreground and
backgrounds of black are considered.
Uses 2 different visual features, simple func-
tions of the basic moments to control trans-
lations along and rotations around z. Photo-
metric moments are free from any frequency
domain features.
To control planar translations, KBVS uses
gaussian kernels along the x and y direc-
tions either independently or stacked to-
gether. These kernels are defined with a
finite support. So the integration using
K(x, y) is finitely truncated but the limits
of this truncation are not explicitly specified
[Swensen 10]. In this work on convergence
characterization, details of whether a single
2D kernel is used or two separate kernels are
employed is not clear. This makes reproduc-
tion of the experiments a bit difficult.
To control the planar translations, photomet-
ric moments employ the photometric centre
of gravity obtained as simple ratios of basic
moments in a straight-forward manner.
Kernel feature proposed for control of roll
motions are affected by translational motions
along the optic axis. Therefore, depth mo-
tions need to converge before the control law
for roll takes effect.
The visual feature proposed for control of
roll motions is independent of the motions
along the optic axis. So no precedence of er-
ror convergence in specific degrees of free-
dom is required.
Neither the number of kernels nor optimal
placement of these kernels for use in partic-
ular scenes have been investigated. Whether
to place a kernel at every pixel or at specific
interest locations in the scene is an open is-
sue.
The reasons behind the choice of the visual
feature to control the individual degrees of
freedom have been discussed.
Table 3.1 – Contrasts between photometric moments and kernel-based visual servoing
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3.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation studies of 6DOF positioning tasks achieved using
photometric moments. For the results in this section, the control law vc = −λ L̂+s (s− s∗)
is used with Ls = Ls(s(t), Z(t)) for validating the modelling proposed in the previous
section. No image processing, matching or visual tracking steps were used in the reported
experiments.
3.4.1 Modelling Validation and Comparison to Pure Luminance
The initial image is shown in Fig 3.3(a) and the desired image is shown in Fig.3.3(b).
Let us note that these images are consistent with the zero border assumption (ZBA) made
in the developments in Section 3.2.1. The initial and desired poses are chosen such that
the image overlap is small. This would typically be the case which will result when the
initial pose is far away from the desired one. The displacements required for convergence
are a translation of t = [1.0m, 1.0m, 1.0m] and a rotation of R = [25◦, 10◦, 55◦]. The
current interaction matrix Ls(s = s(t), Z(t)) is used. This choice enables the validation
of the modelling by checking if the control law using the photometric moments result in
an exponential convergence of the errors to 0. In simulation, the depths Z(t) are readily
available from ground truth and need not be estimated. A gain of λ = 1.0 was used for
this experiment. The visual feature rs3 with shift angles fixed at ∆1 = 0◦ and ∆2 = 90◦
was chosen for the validation. In principle however, any of the visual features proposed in
the previous chapter but computed from the photometric moments can be used to perform
this validation.
(a) Initial image (b) Desired image
Figure 3.3 – Images for visual servoing with less overlap
A perfect exponential decrease of the errors is obtained with this control law using the
photometric moments in Fig 3.4(a). This can also be ascertained from the parallel straight
lines observed in the semilog error plot shown in Fig 3.4(b). Further, a very satisfactory
spatial trajectory is obtained as shown in Fig 3.4(c).
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(a) Errors in visual features





















(c) Camera 3-D trajectory
Figure 3.4 – Visual Servoing Results with Photometric Moments using L̂s = Ls(t)
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(a) Pure photometric VS : Error Norm ‖I− I∗‖ (b) Photometric moments: Error Norm ‖s− s∗‖
(c) Pure photometric VS : Camera velocities (d) Camera velocities
(e) Pure photometric VS : Difference image (f) Photometric moments : Difference image
Figure 3.5 – Comparison of photometric moments and pure photometric VS
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Comparison to using pure luminance
To compare the photometric moments to pure photometric visual servoing, we employ the
same control law (Gauss-Newton) employed for the photometric moments. But instead of
using the visual features from photometric moments, the set of intensities I from the image
are used directly as visual features. The pure luminance experiment does not converge as
evidenced from the huge error in Fig 3.5(a). The velocity profiles generated by the pure
photometric features is shown in Figure 3.5(c). The control does not result in a steady
decrease of the errors. Instead there is a fluctuation and the image leaves the camera
field-of-view. The difference image obtained when more than half of the image left the
field-of-view is shown in 4.14(b). This is not surprising since the luminance features
have a limited convergence domain as explained in Chapter 1. In comparison, the control
velocities computed using the photometric moments (shown in Fig 3.5(d)) ensure that the
error in the system decreases exponentially, as seen from Fig 3.5(b).
Performance under large motions
As explained previously, one of the reasons image moments are attractive candidates for
visual servoing is that their performance is satisfactory even under large displacements.
So, to check this with the photometric moments, we choose a distant initial pose such
that the overlap between the desired and current images is lesser than in the previous
experiment. The camera observes the image in Figure 3.6(a) from its initial pose. A
translational displacement of t = [2.0m, 1.0m, 1.0m] and a rotational displacement of
R = [25◦, 30◦, 55◦] is necessary to attain the desired pose. The desired image is shown in
Fig 3.6(b). The same control law as used in the previous case is employed.
(a) Photometric moments (b) Pure photometric VS
We obtain again a very satisfactory behaviour for the photometric moments. The
exponential decrease in the errors can be observed from Figures 3.6(c) and 3.6(d). As
shown in Fig 3.6(e), the camera takes a straight path between the initial and the desired
poses. In comparison, with the pure luminance features, the generated control velocities
(Fig 3.7(c)) resulted in the system being driven away from the desired pose. This is
reflected in the error norm of the features shown in 3.7(a) as well as the difference image
shown in Fig 3.7(e).
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(c) Errors in visual features













(e) Camera 3-D trajectory
Figure 3.6 – Visual Servoing Results with Photometric Moments using L̂s = Ls(t)
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(a) Pure photometric VS : Error Norm ‖I− I∗‖ (b) Photometric moments: Error Norm ‖s− s∗‖
(c) Pure photometric VS : Camera velocities (d) Camera velocities
(e) Pure photometric VS : Difference image (f) Photometric moments : Difference image
Figure 3.7 – Comparison of photometric moments and pure photometric VS
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These tests with the photometric moments validate the correctness of the analytical
modelling performed in Section 3.2 to develop the interaction matrix of the photometric
moments.
3.4.2 Tests with different configurations of the interaction matrix
In this section, we present simulation results obtained with photometric moments with
different configurations of the interaction matrix. The depth was approximated at Z∗ for
all the configurations (see first column in Table 3.2). A gain of λ = 2.0 was employed
for all the experiments. The desired pose is fixed at a distance of 1.25m vertically above
the target such that its plane is parallel to the target plane. The initial pose is fixed such
that a camera displacement of c∗Mc = [−30cm, 30cm,−60cm, 15◦, 10◦, 25◦] is required
for the positioning task to be achieved. The initial image is shown in Figure 3.8(a) and
the desired image in Fig 3.8(b). The system is required to attain an error level of 1e−10
for convergence. We also consider the geodesic area metric proposed in [Gans 03]. This
metric measures the area between the geodesic and the Cartesian trajectory obtained from
a visual servoing experiment.
The decrease in errors is satisfactory in all these cases. In the case of the current




, an almost exponential decrease of the errors is
obtained (See Fig 3.9(a)). The corresponding velocities are shown in Fig 3.9(b). There is
no direct control over the spatial trajectories in this case.
Next, let us see the advantages of using the interaction matrix at the desired configu-
ration L̂s = L̂s(s∗, Zˆ∗). For this experiment, we obtained
L̂s∗ =

−1 0 0 0.0009 −1.3338 0.0041
0 −1 0 1.2922 −0.0009 −0.0059
0 0 −1 −0.0062 0.0088 0
0 0 0 −0.5798 −2.7709 0
0 0 0 0.4711 0.2394 0
0 0 0 0.0657 −0.0634 −1
 (3.34)
(a) Image at initial pose (b) Image learnt at desired pose
Figure 3.8 – Images from the initial and desires poses selected for the visual servoing
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with a condition number of 12.96 which is excellent from the point of view of numerical
stability. Further, the translation part of the first 3 features is a block diagonal matrix.
As for the features for control of rotational motions, that is, for rs3 (computed from the
shifted moments) and the orientation α, the translational part of the interaction matrix is
equal to 0. Thus, for the photometric moments, we find again the same wonderful decou-
pling properties that existed for the moments-based methods [Chaumette 04] [Tahri 05a]
in the state of the art. Of course, with these nice results, the zero border assumption (ZBA)
used in the developments should be valid. This restrictive assumption will be dealt with
in the forthcoming chapter. Further, the decrease in errors is satisfactory but not strictly
exponential. The Cartesian behaviour on the other hand is better when compared with
the previous trajectory from using the interaction matrix at the current configuration. The
Cartesian behaviour error metrics are tabulated in Table 3.2. The spatial trajectories re-
sulting from these configurations are shown in Fig 3.4.2. It is straight-forward to infer that
using the mean of the interaction matrices yields a performance midway between usage
of the desired and the current interaction matrices (see Figures 3.9(e), 3.9(f) and 3.4.2).











∗, Zˆ∗) + L̂s(s(t), Zˆ∗)
)
/2 67.37 0.0279
Table 3.2 – Cartesian behaviour error metrics with different interaction matrix configurations
3.5 Experimental Results
This section presents real experiments conducted on the Afma6 gantry robot platform (See
Figure 3.11) and the results achieved. The gantry robot has a large workspace that permits
to test the visual servoing algorithms with large displacements. A firewire (IEEE1394)
camera is mounted on the end-effector conforming to an eye-in-hand configuration. The
camera streams images at a 320x240 resolution. We used images with several different
textures in our experiments. We describe here only a representative subset of the extensive
experiments that were performed. We have not used image processing or visual tracking
for the servoing experiments presented. Two sets of positioning experiments were con-
ceived.
3.5.1 Visual Servoing with SCARA-type actuation
3.5.1.1 Methodology for positioning tasks with SCARA-type actuation
In the first set, we used a reduced set of degrees of freedom of our experimental plat-
form, specifically only the 3D translations and rotation around the optical axis. This set
of experiments will allow us to see if there is any undesired behaviour arising due to i) as-
sumptions made in the theoretical developments and ii) the inclusion of pixel intensities in
photometric moments. Also, this is the same subset of dof utilised in KBVS [Kallem 07].
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(c) Errors with L̂s = L̂s(s∗, Zˆ∗) (d) Camera velocities with L̂s = L̂s(s∗, Zˆ∗)
(e) Errors with L̂s =
bLs(s∗,Zˆ∗)+bLs(s(t),Zˆ∗)
2 (f) Camera velocities with L̂s =
bLs(s∗,Zˆ∗)+bLs(s(t),Zˆ∗)
2
Figure 3.9 – Visual Servoing results with different configurations for the interaction matrix
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Figure 3.10 – Cartesian behaviour under different control laws
This choice therefore will ease a fair comparison between these two approaches. Let us
note that the potential of using image moments in reduced dof configurations should not
be underestimated. There are actuated systems (eg. SCARA robot with 3T+1R motions)
and industrial tasks which exactly require such a set of reduced motions [Wang 08]. For
this set of experiments, the partial velocity screw is denoted vc = (vx, vy, vz, ωz) and is
given by the classic control law:
vc = −λ L̂−1s (s− s∗) (3.35)
Figure 3.11 – Afma6 6DOF robotic platform equipped with a camera used in experimental valida-
tion
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where the visual features s are based on the photometric moments developed in this chap-
ter.
s = (xn, yn, an, α) (3.36)
xn = xgan, yn = ygan, an = z∗
√
a∗/a. a = m00 is the photometric area. xg = m10/m00
and yg = m01/m00 are the centre of gravity along the coordinate axes. Let us note that the
columns of the interaction matrix now correspond only to the degree of freedom that is
controlled (the first 3 columns are related to the translational motions and the last column
is related to rotation around the optic axis). A nice analytical form can easily be obtained
(refer to Equations (2.52) and (2.62)).
Ls =

−1 0 0 yn
0 −1 0 −xn
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 (3.37)
We recall that our features and their interaction matrices depend on photometric moments
and not the binary moments like previously. If this feature set is used to control a 4-
dof system (like the SCARA robot for instance), the resulting control law will be glob-
ally asympotically stable since Ls is always of full rank 4 and hence LsL̂−1s = I4 when
Zˆ∗ = Z∗ (Let us note that Z∗ intervenes indirectly through xn and yn and thus in Ls and
L̂s). Also, please see our detailed discussion on stability in Chapter 1 in Section 1.1.2.
3.5.1.2 Experiment with Ls(s(t), Zˆ∗)
For this experiment, the current interaction matrix is chosen with depth approximated with
its value at the desired position L̂s = L̂s(s(t), Zˆ∗). A gain of λ = 1.5 was used. The orig-
inal digital model of the planar target placed in the scene consisted of only 10 gray levels
(adapted from [Flusser 09]). The desired image is shown in Figure 3.12(b). The initial
pose is chosen such that the image in 3.12(a) is observed by the camera. Let us note that in
this case, there is a small violation of the zero border assumption (ZBA) due to the small
parts of the object that ae outside of the image in Figure 3.12(a). In fact, the background
that appears black is not strictly 0 since we do not perform any segmentation or image
processing to exclude those pixels. Since the moments are global features computed over
the whole image, the contribution of these pixels (even if minor) are not excluded from
this computation. A total displacement of [−3.15cm,−3.99cm,−11.72cm,−27.1◦] is
necessary to converge to the desired pose. A very satisfactory decrease of the errors is
obtained as shown in Figure 3.12(c). The generated control velocities are shown in Figure
3.12(d). The camera follows a very straight-forward trajectory to the goal as seen from
Figure 3.12(e). These results validate the correctness of the modelling of the proposed
photometric moments, as well as the visual features used.
3.5.1.3 Experiment with L̂s(s∗, Zˆ∗)
In the previous experiment, we presented results using the updated interaction matrix,
which is recommended for the reduced DOF experiments. However, it is also possible to
use the interaction matrix at the desired configuration, L̂s = L̂s(s∗, Zˆ∗) as shown here.
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(a) Camera view at initial robot pose (b) Camera view at desired robot pose










































(e) Spatial camera trajectory
Figure 3.12 – Servo results for Experiment 3.5.1.2
Also, in these experiments, the zero border assumption is slightly violated at the begin-
ning. Let us note that the lighting conditions were kept deliberately suboptimal and not
controlled during the experimentation. A constant gain of λ = 0.2 was employed. For this
experiment, an initial pose far from the desired pose was chosen (See Figs. 3.13(a) and
3.13(b)). The camera displacement to realize was [−10cm, 8cm,−25cm, 35◦]. The initial
robot pose was chosen such that a portion of the target in the scene is occluded in the
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camera field of view. In spite of the partial occlusion in the initial image, large displace-
ment and approximated depth, the visual features succeeded in converging to the desired
values. In principle, a perfect exponential convergence should be expected only when the
current interaction matrix is employed and the depths are estimated perfectly. The final
accuracy of the positioning was observed to be [−1.09mm,−5.22mm, 2.39mm, 0.03◦].
The time evolution of the errors in the moment features and the applied camera velocities
are shown respectively in Fig. 3.13(c) and Fig. 3.13(d). Further, during the servo, a sat-
isfactory camera trajectory was obtained. This spatial trajectory is shown in Fig .3.13(e).
Servoing results with irregular shapes : The purpose of this experiment was to test if the
servoing was dependent on the target shape. So, we cut a graffiti texture randomly along
all its borders to an irregular shape. This is a non-rectangular texture as opposed to the
previous case. Our contention is that this will be representative of nonsymmetric geomet-
rical shaped targets. The same experimental settings as for 3.5.1.3 were used. The visual
features converge to the desired values driving the robot to the desired pose. The obtained
results are presented in Fig.3.14. From Figs. 3.14(a) and 3.14(b), we can clearly perceive
a difference in lighting between the initial and final images. However, this did not affect
the convergence of the visual servoing. The final accuracy of the positioning from the
robot odometry was −1.17mm,−4.52mm,−1.31mm, 0.09deg]. As we can observe, the
errors in translations are of the order of few mm while the rotation error is even lesser than
1 degree. We can also observe that the camera trajectory is not a straight-line at the be-
ginning of the servo (see Fig. 3.5.1.3). First, a portion of the texture is occluded from the
initial camera view. In this setting, there are a subset of intensities present in the desired
image which are missing from the initial image and during the initial stages of the servo.
Such phenomena are not accounted for in our model and also violates the ZBA. This ex-
plains the non-optimal camera spatial trajectory during the initial iterations. However,
such phenomena of missing intensities occur especially for large displacements (such as
the one we have chosen) and reduce as the system is driven to the desired configuration.
3.5.2 Visual Servoing with Photometric Moments in 6-DOF
The classical visual servoing control law vc = −λL̂+s (s − s∗) is adopted with the visual
features s =
(
xn, yn, an, rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α
)
computed from photometric moments. The first
3 features xn, yn, an and the last feature α are the same set of features used for the exper-
iments with reduced dof. The visual features rs3p1 and rs3p2 (as proposed originally in
[Tamtsia 13b]) are computed with TRS invariants using the shifted moments (with shift
angles at 0◦ and 90◦) respectively. As explained in the previous chapter and also as ob-
served in practice from the results, this choice resulted in a satisfactory behaviour. In the
following experiments, we used the coarse value of Zˆ∗ = 0.8m and a constant gain of
λ = 0.8. The desired image is first learnt in an offline step for task specification. The
below experiments allow to test the visual servoing with complex motions requiring all
the degrees of freedom.
3.5.2.1 Servoing Experiment I
The robot is steered to a distant initial pose such that c∗Rc = [20.00◦,−15.97◦,−16.20◦]
and c∗tc = [28.41cm, 29.49cm,−14.28cm]. The initial pose is such that the camera image
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(a) Camera view at initial robot pose (b) Camera view at desired robot pose
















(e) Spatial camera trajectory
Figure 3.13 – Visual servo experimental results pertaining to Experiment 3.5.1.3
and the target planes are not parallel to each other. The image acquired from this initial
pose is shown in Fig3.15(b). Such a task would involve significantly large motion in all the
degrees of freedom to regulate the task error to 0. The target is a planar graffiti image com-
monly used in computer vision research. The interaction matrix was computed with the
current feature values but with an approximated desired depth, that is, L̂s = L̂s(s(t), Zˆ∗).
This choice of the current interaction matrix with approximated depth was discussed in
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(a) Camera view at initial robot pose (b) Camera view at desired robot pose

















(c) Errors in visual features s− s∗











































Figure 3.14 – Visual servo experimental results pertaining to Experiment 3.5.1.3
Section 1.1.1.1. The results from this experiment are shown in Fig 3.15. The errors in
the features decrease to zero although not perfectly exponential. But this was not surpris-
ing but in fact consistent with the theory (and simulation) where the current features were
used and depth was approximated. The visual feature rs3 using shift point p1 has a numer-
ical range that is higher than the other features and hence the error in this feature appears
prominently than the rest of the feature errors. Evidently, there appears an overshoot of the
error in this feature beyond zero but eventually converges to zero. This overshoot means
that the camera has rotated more than the necessary rotation around x to achieve the task.
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(a) Image learnt at desired pose (b) Image at initial pose

















Error in visual features
(c) Error in visual features



































































Figure 3.15 – Experimental Results from Afma6 gantry robot for Experiment 3.5.2.1
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But this deviation is not so large and does not affect the convergence of the servoing.
The final positioning error [0.41mm,−1.78mm, 0.17mm,−0.13◦,−0.02◦,−0.02◦]. The
condition numbers of the interaction matrix varied between 10.8 to 11.7, which means the
system is well-conditioned and explains the convergence.
Also, the experimental conditions were kept deliberately suboptimal. It should be
remembered as well that an image acquired from the camera is a function of the spec-
tral sensitivity of the photoreceptor element, spectral density of the illumination (light
sources) and how the material patch reflects the wavelength of the incident illumination
(which in turn depends on the relative position of the camera and the lighting sources). In
effect, some almost imperceptible variations were observed in the brighter part of image
due to the interaction between the lighting and the material in the scene, which explains
the noise in the feature errors. Since these effects are not dealt with in the modelling, we
recommend not to use shiny or bright materials in the scene.
Figure 3.16 – Photograph of side-view showing non-planarity on one side of the target
3.5.2.2 Servoing Experiment II
The initial and desired poses were apart by c∗Rc = [25.27◦, 14.3◦, 12.9◦] in rotation and
by c∗tc = [−23.60cm, 34.44cm, 10.28cm] in translation. A different initial pose was cho-
sen this time but also with a large displacement as before. The same visual features as
in the previous experiments on the real robot were used. Also, a different target (See
Figs.3.17(a), 3.17(b)) was used to study any changes in the behaviour of the control law.
Typically, there are large areas in this target (that appear black) that do not contribute to
the information gathered through moments. Nevertheless, we observed that the servoing
succeeded with no issues. Further, we now use the control law in Equation (1.23) which
uses a mixed configuration for the computation of the interaction matrix. This choice was
advocated in [Malis 04] since it better estimated the camera displacement and exhibited




obtained are presented in Fig. 3.17. The velocity profiles (shown in Fig.3.17(d)) were
satisfactory and the visual feature errors (See Fig.3.17(c)) exhibited equally good conver-
gence as in the previous case. The condition numbers for Ls varied between 60.3 to 96
which is higher than in 3.5.2.1 but is acceptable.
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(a) (b)


















Error in visual features
(c)









































































Figure 3.17 – Experimental Results from Afma6 gantry robot for Experiment 3.5.2.2
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3.5.2.3 Servoing Experiment with slight non-planarity
A textured image which shared significant areas with the surrounding was chosen. This
experiment was conducted with slight non-planarity in the scene structure as shown in Fig-
ure 3.16). The initial and desired poses were such that c∗Rc = [21.36◦,−18.54◦, 21.30◦]
and c∗tc = [20.41cm, 34.45cm, 1cm] for an overall translation clearance of 56cm to attain
the goal pose. The interaction matrix was computed with the current feature values but
with an approximated desired depth, L̂s = L̂s(s(t), Zˆ∗) as in Experiment 3.5.2.1. The
servo succeeds and the robot reaches the desired pose with a final error in positioning was
equal to eM = −3.66mm, 7.35mm,−0.87mm, 0.52◦, 0.28◦, 0.19◦]. The finally accuracy
is not very satisfactory in this case which is probably due to the non-planarity introduced
in the scene. To improve this situation, the photometric moments method could be com-
bined with the pure luminance feature by sequencing the two methods. From the error
profiles, it is clear that the first few iterations are not optimal. In fact, some of the scene ar-
eas are not visible in the image and then reappear again as servo progresses. (See Fig.3.19
(c)) from the 33rd servo iteration. The servo was however stable. It can be seen from
Fig 3.19(d) that the variations in the condition numbers are small ranging from roughly
23 to 46. The camera trajectory is not very deviant and seems satisfactory as well. The
depths are very coarsely approximated in this experiment. When roughly measured, the
real depth was more than 1m while the approximation was at Z∗ = 0.8m as usual. The
experiment converged without any problems and thus in agreement with previous results
that IBVS methods are robust to depth approximations and small non-planarities in the
viewed scene. But the presence of specular reflections or strong lighting fluctuations can
cause the method to fail.
3.5.2.4 Servoing Experiment IV
In this section, we present the experimental results obtained from a robot different from
the previous one. This one, the Viper850 is also endowed with 6DOF and is shown in Fig
3.20. The desired and initial poses are chosen such that a translational displacement ctc∗ =
[26.0cm, 13.25cm,−8.00cm] and a rotational displacement of cRc∗ = [7.0◦,−21.16◦, 17.10◦]
is required. The images acquired from the desired and starting poses are shown in Figs
3.21(a) and 3.21(b) respectively. The classical control law was used with the interaction
matrix at the desired configuration, L̂s = L̂s(s∗, Zˆ∗). With this choice here, we have an
opportunity to highlight the nice decoupled structure that is exhibited by the interaction
matrix in the case of the proposed photometric moments. The depth was measured again
for the experiment with this robot and approximated roughly at Z∗ = 0.5m. A constant
gain of λ = 0.2 was used.
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(a) Desired image learnt offline used for task specification (b) Image acquired from initial pose of the robot
(c) Image acquired at t ≈ 33 iters (d) Difference image at t ≈ 33 iters
(e) Image acquired at t ≈ 120 iters (f) Difference image at t ≈ 120 iters
Figure 3.18 – A sampling of images acquired during the Visual Servoing in Experiment 3.5.2.3
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(a) Error in visual features































































Ls condition number profile
(d) Evolution of the condition number of the interaction matrix
(e)
Figure 3.19 – Visual Servoing on a Afma6 gantry robot using Photometric Moments with small
non-planarity and large displacement for Experiment 3.5.2.3
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Figure 3.20 – Photograph of Viper850 robot used in experimental validation
For this experiment, the following interaction matrix was obtained.
Ls∗ =

−1 0 0 0.0037 −0.9234 −0.0202
0 −1 0 0.8677 −0.0037 −0.0098
0 0 −1 0.0303 0.0148 0
0 0 0 −0.9580 −3.0864 0
0 0 0 0.4925 0.1484 0
0 0 0 0.0552 −0.0071 −1
 (3.38)
Further, this had an excellent condition number of 10.8401, which is good from the sta-
bility point of view. It can be observed from Fig 3.21(c) that the decrease in errors is
highly satisfactory. We recall that only the interaction matrix at the desired configuration
and approximate depth was employed. The generated velocity profiles are also smooth as
shown in Fig.3.21(d). Clearly, the camera spatial trajectory is close to a geodesic as shown
in Figure 3.21(e). Further, an accuracy of [−0.56mm,−0.08mm, 0.14mm] in translation
and [−0.01◦, 0.04◦,−0.03◦] in rotation was obtained. Thus, we find that the accuracies
are also very satisfactory.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, photometric image moments were introduced as new visual features for
image-based visual servoing (IBVS). The interaction matrix was developed in closed-
form for the proposed photometric moments. Photometric moments avoid any spatial
segmentation steps and reduce the image processing to a simple and systematic moments
computation on all the image plane. In comparison with existing methods (based on ge-
ometric features or binary moments), photometric moments can be used to servo planar
complex textured objects. Image moments based visual features leverage the invariant
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(a) Image learnt from desired pose (b) Image acquired from initial pose of the robot


















Figure 3.21 – Experimental Results from Viper850 Robot using Photometric Moments for Exper-
iment 3.5.2.4
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properties of moments resulting in decoupled control law. Photometric moments, al-
though based on intensity, can be used without any modification of the classical control
laws. With the proposed visual features, a simple classical first order control law suffices
to perform 6-dof control. Simulation studies have been presented to compare the visual
servoing characteristics obtained with several interaction matrix configurations. We have
shown experimentally that photometric moments can be used for controlling either 4-dof
or all the 6-dof of a real robotic system. They perform well even with large displacements
since they possess a large convergence domain.
Although results have shown robustness to a certain degree even with violations in
the zero border assumption, more theoretical work is required to remove this restrictive
assumption made in the interaction matrix developments. This goal is achieved in the next
Chapter.
Chapter 4




Visual servoing based on photometric data is of great interest since it helps to
eliminate image processing and visual tracking steps. It was shown in the previous chapter
that it is possible to perform visual servoing with photometric moments without using
any visual tracking and image processing steps. A practical issue in such methods is
the change in the image resulting from the appearance and disappearance of portions of
the scene from the camera field-of-view during the visual servo. To understand this in
perspective, let us consider the time variation of the visual features.




If we consider a physically immobile target, then the variations in the visual features are
only due to the camera motion effected with the control law. So, the Equation (4.1) re-
duces to the classic and simple form s˙ = Lsvc [Chaumette 06]. When there are changes




in Equation (4.1) is not equal to 0. As shown in this chapter, such unmodelled
changes introduce potential disturbances in the control or at worst, leads to convergence
problems in the visual servoing. That is why it is important to solve this problem. Ide-
ally, the visual servoing control law should be made immune to the disappearance and
reappearance of scene portions from the current image I (t) to the future ones I (t+N).
Interestingly, this problem was foreseen and explicitly stated more than a decade earlier
in [Chaumette 04].
The chapter is organized as follows: First, existing visual servoing literature was ex-
amined to see if this problem had been solved before. Problems of somewhat similar
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nature existed for geometric feature based methods and a brief treatment of those meth-
ods is first provided in Section 4.1.1. Section 4.2 presents the modelling aspects to obtain
the interaction matrix of weighted photometric moments. A brief detour to explain the
selection of the spatial weighting functions and its effects on the interaction matrix is dis-
cussed. Section 4.3 discusses the properties for the most commonly used visual features.
Finally, validation results are presented in Section 4.4.
4.1.1 State of the Art
Previous works on IBVS which use tracked geometric primitives dealt with the appear-
ance and disappearance of visual features from the camera field of view and loss of the
image signal during the servo. We will see in due course that none of the existing so-
lutions are apt for the case of photometric moments, since almost all of them explicitly
require that a set of points are tracked during the visual servoing.
Figure 4.1 – The problem of point features leaving the field of view illustrated in [GarcíaAracil 05]
Made use of extensively in the previous chapters, we know that the control law in
IBVS is written as
vc(t) = −λL̂+s (s(t)− s∗) (4.2)
When one or more visual features leave the camera field of view, this control law loses
continuity. To counter this, many solutions were proposed in literature. These solutions
were based on defining an activation function that neutralizes the effect of the missing
visual features by smoothly suppressing them from the control. In these techniques, the





D (s(t)− s∗) (4.3)
where D = diag(w1, w2, . . . , wk), 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1, considering that the interaction matrix is
of dimension k × n.
In works such as [Comport 03], [Marchand 04] and [Comport 06], the activation was
inspired by statistical estimation techniques. The weights wi are determined by using an
influence Function (Huber’s or Tukey’s functions).
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In [GarcíaAracil 05], the weights in D are fixed based on the location of the feature
points in the image plane. The image plane is demarcated to safe and border zones (see
Fig. 4.2). The weight is a smooth bell-shaped function in the safe zones while being zero
at the border zones. The weighting function at pixel (x, y) is given by
Figure 4.2 – Predicting feature weights from zones in the image plane (Figure reused from
[GarcíaAracil 05])









ifxmin ≤ x ≤ xmax
0 ifx = {xmin, xmax}
(4.5)
with xM = (xmin + xmax)/2 is at the centre of the permitted zone. These works assume
that there are sufficient visual features in the field of view and consequently a full rank
interaction matrix. In the worst case, if this assumption does not hold, interaction matrix
will lose rank. This will affect the pseudo-inverse operator which becomes discontinuous
when the rank of this matrix changes. This problem was later resolved with the introduc-
tion of a new matrix inversion operator in [Mansard 09] (see for example point features
leaving the field of view in Figure 4.2). Using this continuous operator, the control law






D is the continuous inverse wrt a given activation matrix D ∈ Rk×k.
In [Folio 08], a general framework is presented to deal with loss of the image signal
during a finite interval during a visual servoing task. In this framework, when the image
signal is lost, the control loop uses a set of predicted visual features to counter the effect
of loss of signal. Both depth and the visual features at time t are predicted based on
history of their values until the previous time instant and knowledge of the dynamics of
a set of image points. The results have been demonstrated on a mobile robot with 3dof.
This framework is briefly summarized in detail in Frame (2). Recently, an extension to
this framework that deals with total image loss was presented in [Durand 13]. The idea
was validated with simulated point features with a 6dof free-flying camera and assuming
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that perfect depth estimates are always available. The authors argue that the framework is
generic and features other than points can be used.
In [Allibert 10] and [Lazar 08], a model-predictive controller is presented where the
prediction of the visual features respect the visibility constraints specified in the opti-
mization problem. An improved model correction step for use in such model-predictive
schemes was introduced in [Cazy 14]. A visual navigation task was considered in [Silveira 06],
the scene was modelled by a set of planes which disappear and appear during the naviga-
tion. But those planes had to be visually tracked and further, a pose reconstruction was
necessary.
Visibility through Path Planning Methods Along with potential issues that could oc-
cur with IBVS, [Chaumette 98] demonstrated that even though the control is performed
in the feature space, the image features could still leave the field of view when a too
coarse approximation of the interaction matrix is used in the control scheme. Path plan-
ning methods were developed to tackle issues related to the sensor(image) and physical
constraints of the robots. A path planning planner typically generates a reference camera
trajectory C = {Pi(t)} starting from the initial pose P1 to the desired pose PN . This is
followed by generation of image space trajectories tracked by image-based visual servo-
ing. Constraints mentioned above are then typically injected as constraints to be respected
by the reference trajectory. In [Mezouar 02], the visibility constraints are enforced using
the potential field based method, also based on the location of the feature points. In order
to ensure visibility of image features, [Hafez 07] formulates field-of-view constraints in
feature space and injects it as constraints to an optimization problem. Another interesting
approach is proposed in [Chesi 09] based on optimization of linear matrix inequalities
(LMI). There are several methods and for a concise review of path planning methods,
please see [Kazemi 10].
So, to the best of our knowledge, the problem of extraneous image regions remains
unsolved to-date in dense visual servoing.
4.1.2 About the proposed approach
The problem is compounded in the case of dense features like photometric moments. This
is because they are global features which use information from the entire image plane. We
note that existing methods in the state-of-the-art are not applicable to the dense case which
do not use geometric features. A solution to this problem can be looked at from different
viewpoints.
• This problem can be looked at from an information filtering point of view. That is, a
segmentation can be performed on the image such that the extraneous image regions
are rejected. This is feasible for binary moments [Chaumette 04] [Tahri 05a] but
rather complicated for complex targets. This also defeats the purpose of photomet-
ric moments, which were developed in the first place to avoid the image processing
and tracking steps.
• The second solution is from the modelling point of view: to introduce a change
in the modelling of the moments such that the influence of the extraneous image
regions is reduced as much as possible.
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Frame 2 A framework to deal with visual signal loss in visual servoing [Folio 08]
[Durand 13]
This framework exploits the relation between the variations of the visual features with
respect to camera velocity. Let us assume that the interaction matrix for the visual




















pyq as described in [Chaumette 04]. The assumption in
this framework is that the target consists of a set of image points xi = {xi, yi} pro-
jected from a set of 3D points Xi = {Xi, Yi, Zi} in the scene. To simplify, let us
consider that a set of points from the image x are used for visual servoing. Then, we
can write the dynamics of this system from equations of perspective projection and







where Lx is the well-known interaction matrix of a single image point and LZi links
variations in the z coordinate of a 3D point with respect to camera motions, given by:LxiLyi
LZi
 =




1 + y2 −xy −x






First, a vector consisting of image projections of the features (now, we assume a set
of points as visual features) is assembled ψ = {x1,x2, . . . ,xP}. These points should
belong to a specific region or domain D in the image. When the visual features are
lost, the following steps are performed.
1. The dynamic system in (4.7) is solved to estimate ψˆ. This requires a correct
initialization of the depths Zi in (4.8). Analytical solutions are possible in the
case of points and in case other visual features are used, numerical methods have
to be used to solve this system of differential equations [Folio 08].
2. With knowledge of ψˆ, determine the surface parameter coefficients Apq that best
fit the chosen points using standard least squares methods.
3. With known Apq, integrate system (4.7) to get an estimate of the visual features
sj .
In Chapter 3, we saw that the interaction matrix for a moment mpq depends
on moments of orders upto p + q + 1. Hence, the moments mpq cannot be
predicted directly. In this case, it is necessary to select a set of points from an
object contour in the image whose positions can be predicted. This obviously
necessitates visual tracking procedures to be integrated in the visual servo loop.
That is why this framework is not suited for the photometric moments case.
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In this thesis, a solution to this problem is proposed from the modelling point-of-view.
A preventive solution is proposed that advocates a modification in the moments definition
(and naturally the visual features developed from them) and not the control law itself.
The main idea put forth in this chapter is the introduction of spatial weights in the im-
age moments formulation so that the areas where the appearance and disappearance occur
(typically close to the borders) have as less influence as possible when compared to the
central parts of the image during the visual servoing. During the latter stages of our re-
Figure 4.3 – Region of interest in black oval (Figure reused from [Comaniciu 03])
search, we discovered that a similar problem existed in the kernel based object tracking
method proposed in [Comaniciu 03]. In this work, to handle interference from the pix-
els in the periphery of the region of interest to be tracked (See Figure 4.3), kernels with
monotonously decreasing profiles were used around it. This is a strong hypothesis but
in practice sufficient to achieve immunity from the interfering pixels. In addition, the
zero border assumption (ZBA) made in Chapter 3 is naturally eliminated. We propose to
use spatial weighting schemes and explicitly model their effect on the interaction matrix.
Weighting function of a specific structure is introduced into the formulation of photomet-
ric image moments. Some specific properties of this weighting function are exploited in
order to develop the analytical form of the interaction matrix.
4.2 Modelling of weighted photometric moments




xpyq w (x) I (x, t) dx dy (4.10)
where p + q denotes the order of the moments, x = (x, y), spatial points where the
intensity I(x) is measured and pi denotes the compact image support. w(x) is a spatial
weighting function.
4.2.1 General case
To maintain generality, we first develop an analytical form of the interaction matrix for
an abstract spatial weighting function w (x) and then for a specific family of functions (in
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Sec.4.2.2). The only condition is that the first order spatial derivatives of this weighting
function exist and are continuous everywhere in pi. Furthermore, this function has to be
designed so that it attributes a zero value to the pixels at the image borders. This allows to
remove the zero border assumption (ZBA) introduced in the developments in Chapter 3.
The initial developments are very similar to that used in deriving the interaction matrix
of the photometric moments in Section 3.2. So in the following derivation, we follow the
same line of reasoning as was done previously, only emphasizing the changes introduced
by the weighting function, wherever appropriate.





xpyq w (x) I˙ (x, t) dx dy (4.11)
where I˙ (x, t) = LIvc, LI being the interaction matrix of the luminance feature [Collewet 11].
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Lvzmpq = −Am∇xp+2,q −Bm∇xp+1,q+1 − C m∇xp+1,q
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are the gradients of the image along x and y. A, B and C are the
plane parameters which depend on the relative location of the camera and scene planes. It
has to be noted that the form of the interaction matrix is same as 3.17 but the terms m∇xpq
and m∇ypq now have additional terms contributed by the weighting function. They can be
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xp yq w(x) I(x)dy (4.16)
















Using the definition of the weighted moments in (4.10), we subsequently have










xp yqw(x, y)I(x, y)dy
(4.18)
The last term has to be evaluated over the image border ∂pi. In our previous develop-
ments in Section 3.2 (and in [Bakthavatchalam 13]), this term was removed thanks to
the assumption that the image borders are of zero intensity. This hypothesis is invalid
when there are dynamic image regions which enter and leave during the visual servo.
Here, thanks to the choice of the weighting function which is such that w(x, y) = 0
∀(x, y) ∈ ∂pi, the last term vanishes again but without the previous zero intensity assump-
tion.
If we take P = xp yqw(x, y)I(x, y) and Q = 0 in Green’s theorem and make the same
series of developments as before, m∇ypq can be obtained. So, the terms in (4.13) related to
the interaction matrix of the WPM become














Let us note that if w(x, y) = 1 ∀(x, y), the gradients of w would vanish. The terms in
(4.19) would then reduce to a single term (which was the case in our previous develop-
ments in Chapter 3 and in [Bakthavatchalam 13] as well). That is, they reduce exactly
to the case of photometric moments with no weight. If the weighting function is not
constant, then by replacing (4.19) in Equation 4.12 (Sec.4.2.1), we can observe that the
interaction matrix not only contains terms dependent on the weighted moments mpq but
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Figure 4.4 – Standard logistic function l(x) =
1
1 + exp−x
on the domain −10 ≤ x ≤ 10. There is
a smooth transition from 0 to 1 with the half-maximum attained at x = 0
.






I (x). This necessitates the computation of
these terms to obtain the interaction matrix related to the weighted photometric moments.
The next step is the selection of an appropriate weighting function such that we obtain in
the interaction matrix expressions which are functions of the defined moments only.
4.2.2 Weighting schemes
The weighting function should attribute maximal importance to the pixels in the area
around the image centre, smoothly reducing it outwards towards the image edges. As
pointed out earlier, the first order spatial derivatives of w (x) should be continuous and
exist ∀(x, y) ∈ pi. The standard logistic function was initially considered for the weighting
scheme (see Fig.4.4). This function smoothly varies between 0 and 1 and has simple
derivatives. This is a standard function that is used in machine learning and is a special




With this choice however, it is not possible to obtain the interaction matrix in an analytical
form as functions of the weighted photometric moments. We propose to use functions
with the general structure given in (4.21), where the exponential is raised to the negative
power of a polynomial function.
F(x) = exp−p(x) with (4.21)
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Functions of this structure possess the interesting property that their derivatives can be
expressed in terms of the function itself. It is straight-forward to find the derivative of
F(x). It is given by:
F ′(x) = exp−p(x) p′(x) with (4.23)
p′(x) = a1 + a2x+ a3x2 + ...+ anxn−1 (4.24)
Two simple functions with the form proposed in (4.21) are:
g(x, y) = K exp−a(x
2+y2) (4.25)
which is similar to the classical Gaussian (see Figure 4.5) and a custom exponential func-
tion (see Figure 4.6) with higher powers for the spatial coordinates given by
w(x, y) = K exp−a(x
2+y2)2 (4.26)
These choices are interesting because they allow the interaction matrix to be obtained
directly in closed-form as a function of the weighted moments itself. So, this computation
does not introduce any overhead since it requires nothing other than weighted moments
of upto a particular order, like previously. In the weighting functions introduced, K is
the maximum value of the weighting function and a can be used to vary the areas which
receive maximal and minimal weights respectively.
4.2.2.1 Interaction Matrix with Gaussian Weighting
In this section, the interaction matrix when using the Gaussian as the weighting function




xpyq g (x, y) I (x, t) dx dy (4.27)
where g(x, y) is given by Equation (4.25).
The spatial derivatives of g are straight-forward to obtain.
∂g
∂x
= −2ax g(x, y) (4.28a)
∂g
∂y
= −2ay g(x, y) (4.28b)
Substituting Equations (4.28) into (4.19), we obtain
m∇xpq = −p mp−1,q + 2amp+1,q (4.29a)
m∇ypq = −q mp,q−1 + 2amp,q+1 (4.29b)
By substitution of the Equations in (4.29) with the generic interaction matrix in Equa-
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Figure 4.5 – Gaussian function g(x, y) = exp−25(x
2+y2) in the domain −0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.4 and −0.3 ≤
y ≤ 0.3. Importance wanes from maximum (red) in the centre radially outwards to minimum(blue)
at the edges
Lvxmpq = A (−(p+ 1)mpq + 2amp+2,q) +B (−pmp−1,q+1 + 2amp+1,q+1)
+ C (−pmp−1,q + 2amp+1,q)
Lvympq = A (−qmp+1,q−1 + 2amp+1,q+1) +B (−(q + 1)mp,q + 2amp,q+2)
+ C (−pmp,q−1 + 2amp,q+1)
Lvzmpq = A
(








(p+ q + 2)mp,q − 2a(mp+2,q +mp,q+2)
)
Lωxmpq = q mp,q−1 + (p+ q + 3)mp,q+1 − 2a(mp+2,q+1 +mp,q+1 +mp,q+3)
Lωympq = −pmp−1,q + (p+ q + 3)mp+1,q + 2a(mp+1,q +mp+3,q +mp+1,q+2)
Lωzmpq = pmp−1,q+1 − qmp+1,q−1

On inspection of Equation (4.30), we can deduce the following:
1. We can infer that the interaction matrix of the Gaussian weighted moments can be
written as the sum of two matrices as
gLmpq = L1 + 2a
gL2 (4.31)
where L1 has the same analytical form as the interaction matrix of the moments in
Equation (2.29) and the photometric moments in Equation (3.33). gL2 is directly
related to the Gaussian weighting function in the moments definition. Also note
that the moments are now computed with the function defined in (4.25).
2. For a weighted moment of order p+q, computation of L1 requires moments of order
upto (p+ q + 1) whereas for L2, moments of order upto (p+ q + 3) are necessary.
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This is in fact a resultant of the term (x2 + y2), to which the exponential is raised
(see (4.25)).
3. In the case of a uniform weighting function, all the image pixels receive the same
weight w = 1. The interaction matrix of the weighted moments reduces to the case
in (2.29). This can be easily inferred since g(x, y) = 1 would imply a = 0 and
therefore gLmpq = L1.
4.2.2.2 Interaction Matrix with Custom Exponential Weighting
In this section, the interaction matrix when using the custom exponential weighting func-





xpyq w (x, y) I (x, t) dx dy (4.32)
We then continue with the developments with (4.26) as the weighting function. A visual-
ization of this function as a surface over a 640 × 480 domain is given in Figure 4.7. The
spatial derivatives of the custom exponential are as follows:
Figure 4.6 – Custom exponential function w(x, y) = exp−650(x
2+y2)2 in the domain −0.4 ≤ x ≤
0.4 and −0.3 ≤ y ≤ 0.3. Importance wanes from maximum (red) in the centre outwards to
minimum(blue) at the edges
∂w
∂x
= −4ax(x2 + y2)w(x) (4.33a)
∂w
∂y
= −4ay(x2 + y2)w(x) (4.33b)
Substituting (4.33) into (4.19), we obtain
m∇xpq = −p mp−1,q + 4a (mp+3,q +mp+1,q+2) (4.34a)
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m∇ypq = −q mp,q−1 + 4a (mp,q+3 +mp+2,q+1) (4.34b)
By combining Equations in (4.34) with the generic interaction matrix in (4.12), the inter-
















Lvxmpq = A (− (p+ 1)mp,q + 4 a (mp+4,q +mp+2,q+2))
+B (−pmp−1,q+1 + 4 a (mp+3,q+1 +mp+1,q+3))
+ C (−pmp−1,q + 4 a (mp+3,q +mp+1,q+2))
Lvympq = A (−qmp+1,q−1 + 4 a (mp+3,q+1 +mp+1,q+3))
+B (− (q + 1)mp,q + 4 a (mp,q+4 +mp+2,q+2))
+ C (−qmp,q−1 + 4 a (mp,q+3 +mp+2,q+1))
Lvzmpq = A[(p+ q + 3)mp+1,q
− 4 a (mp+5,q + 2mp+3,q+2 +mp+1,q+4)]
+B[(p+ q + 3)mp,q+1
− 4 a (mp+4,q+1 + 2mp+2,q+3 +mp,q+5)]
+ C[(p+ q + 2)mp,q
− 4 a (mp+4,q + 2mp+2,q+2 +mp,q+4)]
Lωxmpq = (p+ q + 3)mp,q+1 + qmp,q−1
− 4 a(mp+4,q+1 + 2mp+2,q+3 +mp,q+3
+mp+2,q+1 +mp,q+5)
Lωympq = −pmp−1,q − (p+ q + 3)mp+1,q
+ 4 a(mp+3,q +mp+1,q+2 +mp+5,q
+ 2mp+3,q+2 +mp+1,q+4)
Lωzmpq = pmp−1,q+1 − qmp+1,q−1

From (4.35), the following inferences can be made.
1. The interaction matrix can be expressed as a matrix sum
wLmpq = L1 + 4aL2 (4.36)
where L1 is the interaction matrix when w(x, y) = 1 and has the same form as in
Equations (2.29) and (3.33).And we recall that the moments are now computed with
the weighting function defined in (4.32).
2. To compute L1, moments of order upto (p + q + 1) are required whereas L2 is a
function of moments mt,u, where t+ u <= p+ q + 5. This is in fact a resultant of
the term (x2 + y2)2, to which the exponential is raised (See (4.26)).
3. As before, if all the image pixels are uniformly weighted withw = 1, the interaction
matrix of the weighted moments reduces to the case in (2.29). If w = 1∀(x, y), this
would imply a = 0 and therefore wLmpq = L1.
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Figure 4.7 – Surface of the weighting function in (4.26) with K = 1, a = 650
Invariance of WPM There is an important inference which can be drawn which is
common to both the weighting function choices discussed above.
1. On observation ofLωzmpq in Equations (4.30) and (4.35), we see that it does not contain
any new terms when compared to Equation (2.29). That is, the weighting function
has not induced any extra terms, thus retaining the invariance of the moment invari-
ants to optic axis rotations. This outcome was of course desired from the structure
of the weighting function.





, Lωxmpq and L
ωy
mpq , we observe that
additional terms are contributed by the weighting function. As a result, invariants
to scale and 2D translations developed in Chapter 2 from the classical moments
will not exhibit the same invariant properties when used with WPM. Thus, there
is a need to develop new invariants for use with WPM such that they would retain
their invariance to translations. Unfortunately, this issue has not been explored in
this thesis due to lack of time.
In Equations (4.30) and (4.35). the matrix L2 is tied directly to the weighting function.
The order of moments necessary for its computation is determined by the choice of the
weighting function. Finally and as usual, the components of the interaction matrix corre-
sponding to the rotational motions are still free from the 3D parameters A,B andC.
A comparison between using the logistic functions (defined piece-wise), a simple
Gaussian (4.25) and a custom exponential function (4.26) to weight a 1-D domain is
shown in Fig.4.8. It can be seen that the length of the domain that received maximum
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Figure 4.8 – A comparison of weighting with the Gaussian g(x) = exp−(x
2)/10, Custom Exponen-
tial ce(x) = exp−(x
4)/1000 and generalized logistic functions(defined piece-wise) on 10 ≤ x ≤ 10
weight is clearly longer for the custom exponential function than for the classical Gaus-
sian, which is a supplementary motivation to select the custom exponential function. With
this selection, we will analyse some visual features introduced in Chapter 2, but this time
developed from the weighted photometric moments.
4.3 Analysis of the Weighted Moments
In this section, an analysis of the interaction matrix of the lower order weighted moments
is made. We take into account moments weighted with the custom exponential function
in (4.32).
4.3.1 Weighted Photometric Area Moment
The zeroth order moment can be interpreted as the weighted photometric area. The in-
teraction matrix of this feature can be derived from Equation (4.35) simply by taking
p = q = 0 and by using K ′ = 4a for brevity. We obtain
Lvxm00 = −m0,0A+K
′
[Aα1 +Bα2 + Cλ1]
Lvym00 = −m0,0B +K
′
[Aα2 +Bα3 + Cλ2]
Lvzm00 = m00(3/Zg − C)−K
′
[Aλ3 +Bλ4 + C(α1 + α3)]
Lωxm00 = 3m00 yg −K
′
(λ2 + λ5)
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with

α1 = m4,0 +m2,2
α2 = m3,1 +m1,3
α3 = m0,4 +m2,2
λ1 = m3,0 +m1,2
λ2 = m0,3 +m2,1
λ3 = m1,4 + 2m3,2 +m5,0
λ4 = m0,5 + 2m2,3 +m4,1
We saw previously in Chapter 2 that the aream00 is a very interesting visual feature for the
original non-weighted moments. This feature is mainly related to the translation motions
in z. It is invariant to (i) rotations around the optic axis and (ii) to planar translations
when the camera and target planes are parallel. From the terms in the interaction matrix,
we indeed observe that the invariance to optic axis rotations is preserved thanks to our
choice of the weighting function. The influence on planar translations can be studied by
taking A = B = 0 in the corresponding terms of the interaction matrix. Then, we will
have Lvxm00 = K
′




C(m0,3 + m2,1). Clearly, third order
moments appear, which means that the invariance property is lost. From the experimental
results however, this loss did not have any effect on the convergence of the servo. On the
contrary, it is to be noted that if these terms are neglected, it will introduce a gross error
into the interaction matrix and the visual servoing might not converge at all.
4.3.2 Weighted Centre of gravity
We recall that the centre of gavity is nothing but the ratio between the first and zeroth
order moments computed from the acquired image xg = m10/m00 and yg = m01/m00.
The related interaction matrix can be computed using
wLxg =
(
wLm1,0 − xg wLm0,0
)
/m0,0 (4.37)
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2 − xgα3) + C(α2 − xgλ2)
]





A(φ1 − xgλ3) +B(φ2 − xgλ4)
+ C(λ5 − xg(α1 + α3))
]






(φ2 + α2) + xg(λ2 + λ4)
]










i = δi − xgαi
δ1 = m5,0 +m3,2
δ2 = m4,1 +m2,3
φ1 = m2,4 + 2m4,2 +m6,0
φ2 = m5,1 + 2m3,3 +m1,5
and ni,j = µi,j/m0,0, where µi,j are the centred moments introduced in Section 2.3.2.1.
From the second term Lvyxg in the interaction matrix, we can notice that translational veloc-
ities in y will modify the value of xg even when the camera and target planes are parallel.
Hence xg is not invariant to motions in y. This loss of invariance to translation motions
was quite expected due to spatial weighting. We can notice the weighting function did not
alter the behaviour of the centre of gravity to optic axis rotations. For instance, Lωzxg = yg
was also the case when the weighting is uniform, that is, when w(x) = 1,∀x. In a similar
manner, the interaction matrix of the other coordinate yg can also be obtained.
wLyg =
wLm0,1 − yg wLm0,0
m0,0
(4.38)


































1 − ygα3) + C(α3 − ygλ2)
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A(φ2 − ygλ3) +B(φ′1 − ygλ4)
+ C(λ4 − yg(α1 + α3))
]







1 + α3)− yg(λ2 + λ4)]
















1 = m0,5 +m2,3
δ
′
2 = m1,4 +m3,2
φ
′
1 = m4,2 + 2m2,4 +m0,6
The interaction matrix does not present any specifically interesting properties except hav-
ing characteristics similar to wLxg as far as the y coordinate of the centre of gravity re-
spectively.
In an analogous way, an analysis of the lower order moments m00, xg and yg for the
WPM using a Gaussian weighting function (defined in Equation (4.27)) can be performed.
This is trivial to do and the expressions would be simpler than those obtained in the above
analysis done for the custom weighting function.
4.3.3 Weighted Centred moments





(x− xg)p (y − yg)q w (x) I (x, t) dx dy (4.40)
where xg and yg are the weighted centre of gravity described previously in Section 4.3.2.
As explained in Section 2.3.2.1, the interaction matrix of the centred moments can be
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where mkl is a weighted moment of order k + l. Further, the interaction matrix of the
























where wLmkl are the interaction matrices of the weighted moments,
wLxg and wLyg are
already known from Equations (4.37) and (4.39) respectively. The loss of invariance re-
sulting from the weighting function affects the centred moments as well. These moments
are no longer invariant to planar translations and thus invariants developed from these
centred moments would no longer have the same beneficial properties. That is why we
pointed out previously that there is a need for new invariants that can be used with WPM.
4.3.4 Weighted Photometric orientation feature
The orientation α is a very interesting feature due to its direct relation to rotational motions









where µp,q are the centred moments defined in Equation (4.40). It would be interesting to
study the orientation feature calculated using the weighted and non-weighted moments.
For the texture in Figure 4.9, the orientation with the weighted moments was computed
Figure 4.9 – Orientation Feature α
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as 8.075◦ whereas with the non-weighted moments, the orientation value obtained was
51.87◦. This is not surprising since in the case of the weighted moments, the spatial
weights are such that only the pixels in the central portions of the image are attributed
more importance and the pixels in the periphery of the image are ignored. This feature is
reliable in any case and as evidenced by the results that have been presented. The inter-
action matrix of α can be obtained from the appropriate moments by taking the derivative
of (4.43).
wLα =




4µ21,1 + (µ2,0 − µ0,2)2
(4.44)
Due to space constraints, the exact terms in Equation (4.44) are not given here. As with
the case of the centre of gravity and area feature, the behaviour with respect to optic axis
rotations is not modified. That is, the last term of the interaction matrix is equal to −1,
indicating that it is linearly related to rotational motions around the optic axis. We recall
that this is a very useful property for visual servoing.
4.4 Validation Results for 4dof
4.4.1 Validation of Analytical Modelling
(a) Camera view at desired robot pose (b) Camera view at initial robot pose
Figure 4.10 – Testing the weighted photometric moments
We first consider only 4dof namely 3d translational motions and rotation around the
optic axis. In this reduced-DOF, weighted photometric moments are surprisingly effec-
tive, as is demonstrated after the modelling validation. The desired camera pose is chosen
such that it is 1.0m vertically above the target in a fronto-parallel configuration. The im-
age learnt from the desired pose is shown in Fig.4.10(a). The initial pose is selected in
such a way that the camera observes the image shown in Fig 4.10(b). The displacements
required for convergence are a translation of c∗tc = [4.0cm, 3.0cm, 20cm] and a rotation
of Rz = 25◦ around the optic axis. From the desired and initial images, we can clearly
observe that the borders around the image are not of zero intensity. The experiment is
set up deliberately so that the zero border assumption (ZBA) presented in Chapter 3 is
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violated. The objective of this experiment is to validate the correctness of the improved
modelling scheme introduced with weighted photometric moments.
The classic first-order Gauss-Newton control law with the reduced feature set, as pro-
posed in 3.5.1.1 was used. The interaction matrix Ls(s(t), Z(t)) was updated at each
iteration. This choice enables the validation of the modelling by checking if the control
law using the weighted photometric moments result in an exponential convergence of the
errors to 0. In simulation, the depths Z(t) are readily available from ground truth and
need not be estimated. A gain of λ = 2 was used for this experiment.
As expected, the control law results in an exponential convergence of the visual feature
errors as shown in Fig.4.12(a). This can be observed more clearly from the log-scale plot
in Fig.4.11(b). The camera trajectory is also very satisfactory as shown in Fig.4.11(c),
with a deviation of only 0.96cm from the ideal geodesic. This is further confirmed by the
low value of the geodesic area metric at 0.0035m2. We note that usage of instantaneous
depths is not mandatory for error convergence. The interaction matrix can be used with the
current visual feature values s(t) and depth can just be approximated with the value at the
desired pose Z(t) = Z∗. This choice still results in an extremely satisfactory behaviour
with a near exponential (but not perfect) convergence of the visual feature errors as seen
from Figure 4.12. This has been demonstrated in [Bakthavatchalam 15] as well.
This validates the enhanced modelling scheme introduced with the weighted photo-
metric moments. The influx of information especially at the borders of the image is han-
dled by the improved model using weighting functions. This exponential convergence
validates the correctness of the improved modelling scheme introduced with the weighted
photometric moments. Next, we will compare the weighted photometric moments with
currently existing methods.
4.4.2 Comparison to state of the art
4.4.2.1 Comparison with non-weighted moments
First, visual servoing using the weighted photometric moments is compared with the
non-weighted moments, namely photometric moments introduced in Chapter 3 (and in
[Bakthavatchalam 13]). For this, the same desired and initial poses chosen in Section
4.4.1 were used. Also, the control law and the interaction matrix configurations is the
same. The only difference for the non-weighted moments is that the weighting is uniform
for all the pixels. As seen from Fig.4.13(a), the decrease in the errors for the non-weighted
moments is not satisfactory at all and the servoing did not succeed. After 50 iterations for
example, the algorithm using the proposed WPM is driven near to convergence as shown
in Fig.4.13(a). For the non-weighted moments, there is still a large error as shown in
4.13(e). The reason is because these non-weighted photometric moments ignore the ef-
fect of the influx of intensities in their modelling by the restrictive zero border assumption
(ZBA). Since image moments are global features which are computed from the integral
of the product of the spatial coordinates and the intensity, the feature errors are not rep-
resentative of the actual system state. This in turn leads to velocities which drive the
system away from the desired equilibrium state. The experiment was stopped when the
error increased rapidly, otherwise leading to a jitter. The difference image I − I∗ at the
end of servoing for the non-weighted case is shown in Fig.4.14(a) and for the weighted
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(a) Errors in visual features (Multi-scale) y-axis on the left for xn, yn, an and α













(c) Camera 3-D trajectory
Figure 4.11 – Visual Servoing Results with the proposed Weighted Photometric Moments using
L̂s = Ls(t)
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(a) Errors in visual features (Multi-scale) y-axis on the left for xn, yn, an and α
Figure 4.12 – Satisfactory convergence with depth approximation
photometric moments is shown in Fig.4.14(c).
4.4.2.2 Comparison with Pure photometric Visual Servoing
In this experiment, the objective is to compare the behaviour of the weighted photometric
moments and the pure luminance [Collewet 11] as visual features (when the zero border
assumption no longer holds). The following classical visual servoing control law was
used.
vc = −λL̂+I (I− I∗) (4.45)
where I is the image acquired at the current pose, I∗ is the image learnt from the desired
pose, LI ∈ Npix × Ndof is the interaction matrix of the luminance feature. This control
law is equivalent to a Gauss-Newton1 optimization and is used here for a fair comparison
between the visual features. Further, for this comparison, the interaction matrix at the
current configuration LI(I(t), Z(t)) was used. We consider only Ndof = 4 degrees of
freedom, just like for the weighted photometric moments. From the evolution of the
error norm in Fig.4.13(c) and velocities in Fig.4.13(d), we observe that ‖e‖ 6= 0 but the
control velocities vc become 0. In this case, the servo is considered to have reached a
local minimum [Chaumette 06] and the task execution failed. Therefore, no more control
actions are generated to act on the error I − I∗. The difference image at the end of the
servo in Fig.4.14(b) shows that the errors still remain while for the weighted photometric
moments in Fig.4.14(c), the errors have been regulated to 0. In pure photometric visual
servoing, the number of rows in the interaction matrix is equal to the number of pixels
in the image. When the interaction matrix is updated at each servo iteration, the time
per iteration would be higher than the case when the interaction matrix is evaluated only
1In [Collewet 11], the proposed control law used an approximated Hessian based on the Levenberg-
Marquardt approach
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(a) Non-weighted moments : Errors in xn, yn, an on left and α on right (b) Non-weighted moments : Camera velocities
(c) Pure photometric VS : Error Norm ‖I− I∗‖ (d) Pure photometric VS : Camera velocities
(e) WPM : Errors in xn, yn, an on left and α on right (f) Camera velocities
Figure 4.13 – Comparison of WPM to non-weighted moments and pure photometric VS
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(a) Non-weighted moments (b) Pure photometric VS
(c) Weighted photometric moments : Difference im-
age at end of servo
Figure 4.14 – Difference Images at the end of visual servoing using different visual features
at the desired pose. In this particular experiment with images of size 640 × 480, the
pure photometric method took on the average 218ms per iteration whereas the weighted
photometric moments took 76ms.
Thus, we clearly see that not only moments but also pure photometric VS method runs
into problems when there are uncommon image portions between the desired and cur-
rently acquired images during the servo. In contrast, the weighted photometric moments
introduced in this chapter is better equipped to handle the difficult cases and facilitates
convergence with the specified error profiles.
4.4.3 Visual Servoing with constant JPC control law
Unlike the previous experiment, here the interaction matrix at the desired configuration
was used, with the depth approximated by the value at the desired pose L̂s = Ls(s∗, Zˆ∗).
As explained in Chapter 1, this configuration is called the constant Jacobian Pseudoinverse
Control (JPC) law in [Malis 04]. In this experiment, the same desired pose as previously
has been used. But an initial pose different from the previous one has been selected. The
image acquired from this pose is shown in Fig.4.15(a). The desired image is shown in
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.15 – Images acquired from initial and desired poses
Fig.4.15(b). From these two images, we can observe that there is no distinguishable back-
ground and the ship structure remains obstructed in the initial image. The displacements
required for convergence are a translation of c∗tc = [2.41cm, 6.65cm, 10cm] and a rota-
tion of Rz(25◦) around the optic axis. A gain of λ = 2.0 was used. Hence, the control
action is linear in (s− s∗) since Ls∗ is constant and is simpler than in [Collewet 11]. The




0.1417 −0.1134 −0.0042 −0.0069
−0.1145 −0.0015 −0.0153 0.0032
0.1030 0.1024 0.0716 0
−0.3779 −8.4665 −0.0879 −1.0000
 (4.46)
From Eq.(4.46), several inferences can be made. The feature an is invariant to optic axis
rotations and α has retained its property with respect to optic axis rotations (−1 in last
column). But xn (resp. yn) is no more invariant to translations in y (resp. x). This invari-
ance loss was discussed in Sec.4.2.2. Also, an and α in (4.46) are more reactive to errors
in degrees of freedom different from the ones they are intended to control (translations
along and around the optic axis respectively). This consequence is due to the weight-
ing function, which implies new features would have to be determined for a more optimal
design. At this juncture, we would like to stress the importance of explicit analytical mod-
elling which facilitates such analyses. Despite the loss in invariance, the visual servoing
converged satisfactorily, especially with respect to the translation motions. The rotation
error increases briefly before the final convergence. This is due to the extraneous regions
appearing in the image during the initial stages of the servo. The 3D camera trajectory
is not close to a straight line (see Fig.4.16(e)) but an overall satisfactory behaviour was
obtained. The camera traversed a distance of 14.11cm in this experiment.
With the same desired and initial poses, the visual servoing with non-weighted photo-
metric moments was tested. As seen from Fig.4.16(c), the decrease in the errors for the
non-weighted moments is not satisfactory at all and the servoing diverged. After about 40
iterations, the algorithm using the proposed WPM is driven near to convergence whereas
for the non-weighted moments, there is a large error as seen from the difference image
in Fig.4.16(d). The experiment was stopped when the error norm increased rapidly, oth-
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(a) Visual feature errors for WPM (b) Difference image at end of servo for WPM
(c) Visual feature errors for non-weighted moments (d) Difference image at end of servo for non-weighted mo-
ments




























Figure 4.16 – Servo Results using constant JPC control law (see Sec.4.4.3)
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(a) Error norm ‖I− I∗‖ (b) Camera velocities
Figure 4.17 – Servoing with pure luminance feature (see Sec.4.4.3)
erwise leading to a jitter. It is evident that the control law in this case cannot handle the
extraneous regions. The same experiment was repeated again with the pure luminance
feature. In this case again, we see that the generated velocities (shown in Figure 4.17(b))
could not regulate the errors to 0. The servo attained a local minimum. The experiment
was stopped when there was no decrease in errors even after 100 control iterations.
4.4.4 Performance under large motions
Presence of large rotational motions around the optic axis are in general difficult for vi-
sual servoing algorithms. For instance, when Cartesian coordinates of points in the im-
age are employed as visual features, the camera recedes along the optic axis and further
away from the desired pose. This classical issue is known as the camera retreat problem
[Chaumette 98]. The goal of this experiment is to test the robustness of the weighted pho-
tometric moments when there are large rotations to be performed. Accordingly, an initial
pose is chosen in such a way that a rotation of 100◦ is required around the optic axis for
convergence to the desired pose. The image acquired from the initial pose is shown in
Fig.4.18(a). What is expected is regulation of the errors to 0 such that the camera ob-
serves the image learnt from the desired pose shown in Fig.4.18(b). It has to be noted that
a large motion is required for achieving the task.Precisely, the total translational displace-
ment required for convergence are c∗tc = [5cm, 4cm, 25cm]. In addition to the rotation, a
displacement along the optic axis is also necessary for convergence. The classical visual
servoing control law with the same gain of λ = 2 as in the previous experiments was used.
For this difficult task, the mean of the interaction matrices computed from the desired and
current images was selected because this choice was shown to better represent the camera
displacement and improve the visual servoing behaviour in [Malis 04]. The depths are not
updated at each iteration and only approximated using Z∗ = 1. This is on purpose to show
that online depth estimation would not be necessary and an approximation of its value at
the desired pose would be sufficient for convergence. The visual servoing converged to the
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Figure 4.18 – Performance under large rotations
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desired pose with an accuracy of 0.29◦ in rotation and [−0.07mm,−0.48mm, 0.61mm]
in translation. The control velocities generated are shown in Fig.4.18(d) and the result-
ing Cartesian trajectories are shown in Fig.4.18(e). This experiment demonstrates that
weighted photometric moments make excellent candidates for visual servoing endowed
with a very large convergence domain.
4.4.5 Convergence Study with Weighted Photometric Moments
We recall that in IBVS, only local asymptotic stability can be demonstrated. However,
an empirical analysis of the convergence can always be performed. Our goal here is
to demonstrate the drastic improvement in convergence brought about by the enhanced
modelling introduced through the weighted photometric moments.
4.4.5.1 Using synthetic imagery
For this analysis, a synthetic image with several polygonal blocks at the image borders
was prepared. This enables to simulate the inflow and outflow of information at the image
borders. The desired pose was chosen at 1.8m vertically above the planar target with an
initial planar rotation of 10◦ around the optic axis. The image learnt from this pose is
shown in Fig.4.19(a). For the convergence analysis, positioning tasks starting from 243
different initial poses were considered. These 243 poses were divided to 3 sets of 81 poses
each, conducted at 3 different depths of 1.8m, 1.9m and 2.0m respectively. For all these
initial poses, the camera is subjected to a rotation of 25◦ around the optic axis with respect
to the horizontal. The rotations around the x and y axes are not considered since we take
into account here only 4dof.
We used the interaction matrix at the desired configuration and the depth is approxi-
mated to its value at the desired pose. The same gain of λ = 2 as in the previous experi-
ments was used. We consider an experiment to have converged if the task error e = s−s∗
is reduced to less than 1e−10 in a maximum of 300 iterations. In addition to this condition,
we also ensure that the SSD error defined by eSSD =
∑
x[I(x) − I∗(x)]2/Npix between
the final and learnt images is less than 1.0. Thanks to the SSD criterion, it is ensured
that a non-desired equilibrium point is not considered as converged. That being said, in
the experiments reported as converged, the final accuracy in pose is less than 1mm for
translations and less than 1◦ for the planar rotation.
The results for the non-weighted moments are shown in Fig.4.20. Non-weighted mo-
ments meet with failure in all cases since they are not equipped to handle the information
inflow from the image borders. This is not surprising since we also saw this in the pre-
vious experiments. An interesting connection to previous work on image moments could
be drawn here. In [Chaumette 04] about binary moments, it was assumed that a well-
segmented or thresholded region of the object is available in the image. In other words,
there should not be any extraneous regions entering or leaving the image. The kind of
images that have been considered in this experiment (as well as others in this chapter)
for the servoing exactly violate this stated assumption. So the dismal performance of the
non-weighted moments are in complete agreement with theory established in the state of
the art. Let us note that with the photometric moments, we are not restricted by this as-
sumption anymore. Then, results for the same set of servoing experiments when using the
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(a) Image learnt from desired robot pose
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
(f) Image observed at equilibrium point in a fail-
ure case
Figure 4.19 – A sampling of 4 different images from the generated initial poses are shown in
4.19(b)-4.19(e)
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(a) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.8m
(b) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.9m
(c) Convergence Domain at Z = 2.0m
Figure 4.20 – Convergence results using non-weighted moments.Red cross : failed to converge
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(a) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.8m
(b) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.9m
(c) Convergence Domain at Z = 2.0m
Figure 4.21 – Convergence results using pure luminance feature. Red cross : failed to converge
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(a) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.8m
(b) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.9m
(c) Convergence Domain at Z = 2.0m
Figure 4.22 – Convergence results using WPM. Green dot : convergence, Red cross : failure
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Table 4.1 – Convergence Rates with Synthetic Imagery
Experiment Set# Non-weighted Pure Luminance Weighted Moments
1 0% 85.1% 96.29%
2 0% 85.1% 93.82%
3 0% 85.1% 92.59%
Average 0% 85.1% 94.23%
pure luminance feature is shown in Figure 4.21. In this case, convergence is at 85.1% for
each set as tabulated in 4.1. In all the 3 sets of experiments, the convergence is better in
the case of the weighted photometric moments and these are tabulated in Table 4.1. Also,
a graphical representation with green dots denoting converged poses and red crosses de-
noting failure is given in Fig.4.22. This demonstrates that the WPM is clearly better from
the point of view of convergence than the non-weighted case. Next, let us take a brief
diversion to examine the failed cases. The small amount of failed cases with weighted
moments resulted from the system getting attracted to an equilibrium point which is not
the desired one. We note that the task function is still regulated to 0 but in this case, the
pose would not be the desired one. This could be ascertained as well by an examination
of the SSD error between the image at the end of the servo and the learnt image from the
desired pose. In the failed case, this error was equal to 7037.3. The final image obtained at
such an equilibrium point shown in Fig.4.19(f). Nevertheless, the weighted photometric
moments exhibit better convergence properties in comparison to non-weighted moments.
It should not be forgotten however that the visual servoing in general is always dependent
on the scene observed by the camera. It is also interesting to study the behaviour of the
weighted moments with textured targets, which is done next.
4.4.5.2 Using dense texture
In this section, the dense texture shown in Fig.4.23(a) is placed in the scene. Such textures
for example can be present on any planar surface of an object that needs to be manipulated
by the robot. The image learnt from the desired pose is shown in Fig.4.23(a). Images from
4 different initial poses are shown in Figs.4.23(b) to 4.23(e). The classical VS control law
was used with the interaction matrix computed at the desired pose, maintaining exactly
the same conditions as for experiment in Sec.4.4.5.1. For these set of experiments with
Table 4.2 – Convergence Rates with dense texture
Experiment Set# Non-weighted Pure Luminance Weighted Moments
1 51.85% 0% 100%
2 55.55% 0% 100%
3 60.49% 0% 96.29%
Average 55.96% 0% 98.76%
the dense texture, the pure luminance feature failed to converge in all the trials with an
oscillatory behaviour at near convergence. This failure is probably due to errors in the
image discretization at the borders of the Klimt texture. For coherence with the tabulated
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(a) Image learnt from the desired pose
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4.23 – A sampling of 4 different images from the generated initial poses are shown in
4.23(b)-4.23(e)
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results for the synthetic case, the convergence rate has been marked 0% for pure lumi-
nance in Table 4.2. Let us note clearly that this should not be attributed directly to the
extraneous regions in this particular case. But at the same time, it is interesting also to
observe that this issue has not affected the weighted photometric moments. The results
for the non-weighted moments are shown in Fig.4.24 and for the weighted photometric
moments in 4.26. The convergence rates are tabulated in 4.2. The non-weighted moments
have converged on an average only in 55% of the cases. In comparison, for the weighted
moments, only 3 cases failed to converge out of 243 total runs with a very satisfactory
convergence rate of 98%. In fact, in the first two sets of experiments, the weighted photo-
metric moments converged for all the generated poses yielding a 100% convergence rate.
No convergence to any undesired equilibrium points were observed, thanks to the tex-
tured object. The final accuracies for all the converged experiments was less than 1mm in
translation and less then 1◦ in rotation. Based on the clear improvements in convergence
rate, we conclude that weighted photometric moments are effective as a solution to the
problem of extraneous image regions.
4.4.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we report the experimental results obtained from the Viper850 platform
configured for SCARA-type actuation. The desired camera pose is chosen vertically
above the scene such that the image in Fig.4.27(a) is observed by the robot. The robot
is then moved to the initial pose from where the robot observes the image shown in
Fig.4.27(b). The displacement required between the initial and desired poses is c∗tc =
[−2.32cm, 0.97cm,−8.3cm] in translation and Rz(−11◦) rotation around the optic axis.
Like in the simulations, there is no distinction between what is the foreground and what
constitutes the background in the initial and desired images. The classical VS control law
was used with a gain of λ = 0.3 and the interaction matrix Ls∗ at the desired configuration
with the depth roughly approximated at 40cm.
4.4.6.1 Experiment I
The form of the interaction matrix is similar to that in (4.46) and had a condition num-
ber of 818.39 with same invariance properties discussed in 4.4.3. The extraneous image
regions have induced large variations in the error in an during the initial iterations as
seen from Fig.4.27(c). Nevertheless, the system is driven to convergence by the gener-
ated control velocities shown in Fig.4.27(d). The final error in the achieved robot pose is
[−0.29mm,−2.21mm,−0.96mm] in translation and 0.1◦ around the optic axis respec-
tively.
4.4.6.2 Experiment II
In this experiment, the same initial and desired poses as Experiment 4.4.6.1 is chosen, but
with a different photometric target. The images acquired at the desired and initial poses
are shown in Figures 4.28(a) and 4.28(b) respectively. The interaction matrix exhibited
a condition number of 4435.2, higher than in the previous experiment. Indeed, the inter-
action matrix even for the same visual feature depends on the spatial distribution pattern
of the intensities in the image. Further, from Figure 4.28(c), we find that the error in an is
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(a) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.8m
(b) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.9m
(c) Convergence Domain at Z = 2.0m
Figure 4.24 – Convergence Results for non-weighted moments. Green dot : convergence, Red
cross : failure
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(a) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.8m
(b) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.9m
(c) Convergence Domain at Z = 2.0m
Figure 4.25 – Convergence results using pure luminance. Red cross : failed to converge
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(a) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.8m
(b) Convergence Domain at Z = 1.9m
(c) Convergence Domain at Z = 2.0m
Figure 4.26 – Convergence results using WPM. Green dot : convergence, Red cross : failure
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(a) Camera view at desired robot pose (b) Camera view at initial robot pose



























(e) Camera 3-D trajectory
Figure 4.27 – Experiment I : Visual Servoing on the Viper850 robot with weighted photometric
moments
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(a) Camera view at desired robot pose (b) Camera view at initial robot pose


















(e) Camera 3-D trajectory
Figure 4.28 – Experiment II : Visual Servoing on the Viper850 robot with weighted photometric
moments
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more noisy than in the previous experiment. This is due to the fact that the noise effect de-
pends on the area under the influence of the weighting function. This can also be attributed
in part to the uncontrolled lighting conditions which can contribute to noise in the pixels.
The accuracy in this experiment is [0.84mm,−1.72mm,−0.95mm] in translations which
is acceptable and an error of only 0.07◦ around the optic axis. The proposed scheme was
thus validated by several successful experiments despite the loss in invariance. We recall
that our scheme does not require any image matching or visual tracking processes but
only the computation of a set of weighted moments on the image. Till now, several results
that demonstrated the validity and usefulness of the weighted photometric moments were
presented. However, the results were obtained from systems actuated for SCARA type
motions involving 4DOF. Next, we shall deal with using weighted photometric moments
with fully actuated 6-DOF systems.
4.5 Validation results for 6dof
4.5.1 Simulation Results
In this section, we showcase visual servoing results obtained using all the 6DOF. The
desired pose is fixed at 1.2m vertically above the object. The desired and initial poses
are chosen such that they allow the appearance/disappearance of portions of the scene
from the camera image during the servo. A rotational displacement of [5◦, 5◦, 25◦] and a
translational displacement of [5cm, 12.5cm, 10cm] is required for convergence.
4.5.1.1 Experiment A
The image learnt from the desired pose is shown in Fig 4.29(b). The image at the robot
starting pose is shown in Fig 4.29(a). In this image, it should be observed that a subset of
pixels not present in the desired image have appeared.
(a) Camera view at initial robot pose (b) Camera view at desired robot pose
Figure 4.29 – Initial and desired images pertaining to Experiment 4.5.1.1
The classical visual servoing control law vc = −λL̂−1s (s − s∗) is used. The same
set of visual features used in Section 3.5.2 are employed, but are now computed with
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the weighted photometric moments. The interaction matrix at the current configuration
Ls(s(t), Z(t)) is used with the depths updated at each iteration of the control law. As
mentioned previously for the experiments with the reduced DOF this choice permits the
correctness of the modelling from the exponential decrease of the errors resulting from
the control law. A gain of λ = 1.5 was used for all the experiments with the weighted
photometric moments. Comparisons are performed between the servoing using visual
features built from weighted photometric moments, using non-weighted moments and the
pure luminance feature.
In the case of the weighted photometric moments, the resulting behaviour is very sat-
isfactory. The errors decrease exponentially as shown in Figures 4.30(a) and 4.30(b). This
confirms the correctness of the modelling steps used to obtain the interaction matrix of the
weighted photometric moments. Naturally, the successful results also imply the correct-
ness of the visual features obtained from the weighted moments. The velocity profiles
generated with the weighted photometric moments is shown in Figures 4.31(c). Those
profiles are expected since the current interaction matrix ensures that the decrease in er-
rors in the visual features is exponential but does not have direct control over the Cartesian
behaviour. Nevertheless, the resulting satisfactory behaviour can be observed from Figure
4.31(d).
Comparison to non-weighted moments : The same visual servoing task was repeated
by employing the same control law but with the visual features computed from the non-
weighted moments. The system in this case is perturbed by the appearance and disap-
pearance of parts of the scene. The velocities generated are shown in Figure 4.31(a).
This perturbation is reflected in the errors shown in Fig 4.30(c) and 4.30(d) respectively.
Thus, we see that in this case, the extraneous regions have resulted in the worst case effect
namely non-convergence to the desired pose.
Comparison to pure luminance : Next, we also compared the weighted moments with
the pure luminance feature with the same control law. A gain of λ = 35 was employed.
Also in this case, the effect of the extraneous regions is severe and the control law does not
converge to the desired pose. The generated velocities (see Fig 4.31(b)) do not regulate the
errors satisfactorily. The error ‖I− I∗‖ starts to increase rapidly as shown in Fig 4.30(f).
This can be compared to the case of the weighted photometric moments where the error
norm decreases exponentially as shown in Figure 4.30(e). Also, as mentioned previously,
the visual features are redundant and there is no mapping of individual features to the ac-
tuated DOF. The servoing behaviour depends on the profile of the cost function, which is
dependent on all the intensities in the acquired image. The appearance and disappearance
of scene portions thus also affects the direct visual servoing method. Next, we discuss
results obtained from servoing on a scene different from the one used in this experiment.
4.5.1.2 Experiment B
In this section, we performed the same experiments as in 4.5.1.1 but on a different scene
similar to the one used in [Collewet 11]. The initial image is shown in Figure 4.32(a)
and the image learnt from the desired pose in Figure 4.32(b). Also, the displacements re-
quired for convergence are the same as in Experiment 4.5.1.1. Again, we observe that the
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(a) WPM - Errors in features (xn, yn, an)





















(b) WPM - Errors in rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α























(c) Non-weighted moments - Errors in features (xn, yn, an)






















(d) Non-weighted moments - Errors in rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α
(e) WPM - Visual features error norm ‖s− s∗‖ (f) Pure luminance - error norm ‖I− I∗‖
Figure 4.30 – Experiment 4.5.1.1 : 6DOF Visual Servoing with WPM, non-weighted moments and
pure luminance feature on a domestic household scene
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(a) Non-weighted moments - Camera velocities (b) Luminance feature - Camera velocities

















(d) WPM - Camera trajectory
Figure 4.31 – Experiment 4.5.1.1 : Control velocities and camera spatial trajectory
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(a) Camera view at initial robot pose (b) Camera view at desired robot pose
Figure 4.32 – Initial and desired images pertaining to Experiment 4.5.1.2
weighted photometric moments exhibit a very satisfactory convergence. The exponential
decrease in the feature errors are shown in 4.33(a) and 4.33(b). The generated control
velocities are shown in Figure 4.34(c) and the camera spatial trajectory shown in Figure
4.34(d).
Comparison to non-weighted moments : As for the non-weighted moments, just like
the previous experiment, they failed to handle the extraneous regions also in this case.
From Fig 4.33(c) and 4.33(d), we can in fact observe that the errors do not decrease satis-
factorily. The control is affected severely (see 4.34(a)) and the servo does not converge.
Comparison to pure luminance : In this experiment, the pure luminance features con-
verged to the desired pose although the behaviour is not as satisfactory as the weighted
photometric moments. We note that the extraneous regions did not have the worst effect
of non-convergence to the desired equilibrium, which occurred in the previous experiment
4.5.1.1 and in the reduced DOF experiments as well. The extraneous regions still affect
the control. The errors increase briefly midway (due to the unsatisfactory control veloci-
ties) before convergence to 0 as shown in Figure 4.33(f). The generated control velocities
are shown in Fig 4.34(b). This results in a spatial trajectory that is more deviant than the
case of the weighted photometric moments (see Figure 4.34(d)).
Thus, we see that visual servoing using the weighted photometric moments were more
satisfactory than the non-weighted moments and the luminance feature in our experi-
ments. This corroborates evidence from our previous results with reduced DOF about
the effectiveness of the weighted photometric moments. From these results, we can con-
clude that weighted photometric moments are indeed better equipped than moments-based
method and the pure luminance feature when it comes to handling the appearance and dis-
appearance issue.
4.5.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results obtained from the 6dof Viper platform
using the weighted photometric moments. For the following experiments, the classical
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(a) WPM - Errors in features (xn, yn, an)





















(b) WPM - Errors in rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α























(c) Non-weighted moments - Errors in features (xn, yn, an)




















(d) Non-weighted moments - Errors in rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α
(e) WPM - Visual features error norm ‖s− s∗‖ (f) Pure luminance - error norm ‖I− I∗‖
Figure 4.33 – Experiment 4.5.1.2 : 6DOF Visual Servoing with WPM, non-weighted moments and
pure luminance feature on Bogart image
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(a) Camera velocities using non-weighted moments (b) Camera velocities using pure luminance as visual feature
























(d) Spatial trajectory comparison between WPM and pure luminance
Figure 4.34 – Experiment 4.5.1.2 : Control velocities and camera spatial trajectory
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visual servoing control law vc = −λL̂+s (s − s∗) has been used again but with the inter-
action matrix at the mean configuration. As explained previously, this configuration was
shown to better approximate the camera displacements with a potentially large conver-
gence domain [Malis 04]. A gain of λ = 0.2 was used with a roughly approximated depth
of Z∗ = 0.5m. Exactly the same set of visual features based on the weighted photometric
moments used for the simulation results in the previous section have again been used here
as well. For the experimental results, inspired from [Collewet 11], a target that does not
have a very rich texture is chosen.
4.5.2.1 Experiment I
The image learnt from the desired pose of the robot is shown in Figure 4.35(b). The image
acquired from the initial pose is shown in Figure 4.35(a). Let us note that Lauren Bacal
present in the left part of the desired image is completely absent from the initial image.
The difference image at the start of the servo is shown in Figure 4.35(c). A translational
displacement of [−0.35cm,−1.13cm, 6.67cm] and rotations of [0.33◦, 1.05◦, 12.82◦] are
required for convergence to the desired pose. Even with the appearance and disappear-
(a) Camera view at initial robot pose (b) Camera view at desired robot pose
(c) Difference image at start of servo
Figure 4.35 – Initial and desired images pertaining to Experiment 4.5.2.1
ance of scene portions in the image, the visual servoing converged to the desired pose.
The satisfactory Cartesian behaviour can be observed from Figure 4.36(e). The error in
features related to control of rotational motions is very satisfactory (see 4.36(b)). On the
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other hand, from the error decrease in features related to control of translational motions
in Figure 4.36(a). it can be seen that the error in feature an is noisy. This feature is based
on the area moment m00 directly related to the quantity of intensities in the acquired im-
age. As expected, during the robot movement, there are a set of pixels which appear and
others that leave from the field of view. This influx of information is severe especially
at the border regions and is gracefully handled thanks to the improved modelling used
by the weighted photometric moments. At the same time however, the appearance and
disappearance phenomenon also occurs in regions other than the borders during the robot
motion. This might sometimes contribute to some noise in the features. It is also to be
noted that when the interaction matrix is updated at each iteration (for the mean configu-
ration in this case), this noise in the features sometimes make the velocities noisy as well
(see Figure 4.36(d)). However, this noise does not affect the satisfactory convergence as
evidenced by our results. The difference image at the end of the servo is shown in Figure
4.36(c). The final accuracy in translations is [−0.05mm, 1.1mm, 0.08mm] and for the
rotations is [0.18◦, 0.006◦,−0.019◦].
4.5.2.2 Experiments II and III
For the desired pose, the robot is stationed with the camera roughly at 50cm in front of the
target as shown in Figure 4.37(a). The image learnt from this pose is shown in Fig 4.29(b).
For the first experiment, the robot is moved to an initial pose as in Figure 4.37(c). The
camera and target planes are not parallel to each other. There is a rotation of the camera
around the y axis. At this initial pose, the image in Fig 4.37(d) is observed by the camera.
In this case, a translational displacement of [−11.16cm,−0.04cm, 0.02cm] and rotations
of [−0.05◦, 11.37◦, 0◦] are required for convergence to the desired pose. The servo con-
verged to the desired pose with decrease in errors as shown in Figures 4.38(a) and 4.38(b).
The Cartesian behaviour is shown in 4.38(e). As for the final accuracy in this case, we
obtained [−0.09mm, 1.8mm, 0.28mm] and for the rotations [0.29◦, 0.11◦,−0.01◦].
For the second experiment, we chose a different initial pose as shown in Figure 4.37(f).
Again, the camera and target planes are not parallel. Let us note that in this case the
rotation is a large rotation of 20.1◦ around the x axis. The image at the start of the servo
is shown in Figure 4.37(g). Some extraneous scene portions have appeared especially at
the right border. The difference image at the beginning of the servo is shown in Figure
4.37(h). In this case, a translational displacement of [−0.05cm, 17.02cm, 0.07cm] and
rotations of [20.1◦, 0.12◦,−0.02◦] are required for convergence to the desired pose. The
servo converged again in this case. From Figure 4.39(a), the feature an is noisy as before,
reasons for which have already been previously explained. Also, from Figure 4.38(b),
the error in one of the features rs3 which is intended to control the x rotation increases
briefly before decreasing again. This is because of the large rotation of 20◦ around x
axis. This causes only a very small rotational motion around the y axis during that brief
period, which is negligible compared to the overall motion required for convergence. The
physical robot motion is satisfactory and this does not affect at all the convergence. The
difference image at the end of the servo is shown in Figure 4.37(h). The final accuracy
obtained is [−0.20mm, 1.7mm, 0.09mm] for translations and [0.18◦, 0.02◦, 0.03◦] for the
rotations. In both the above cases, the accuracy in the y translation component could be
better. As suggested before, one strategy to attain better accuracies is to switch to the pure
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(a) WPM - Errors in features (xn, yn, an)























(b) WPM - Errors in rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α
















Figure 4.36 – Servoing results pertaining to Experiment 4.5.2.1
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luminance based feature at near-convergence.
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(a) Viper robot at desired pose (b) Camera view at desired robot pose
(c) Viper robot at initial pose 1 (d) Camera view at initial robot pose (e) Difference image at start of servo
(f) Viper robot at initial pose 2 (g) Camera view at initial robot pose (h) Difference image at start of servo
Figure 4.37 – Robot setups pertaining to Experiment 4.5.2.2
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(a) WPM - Errors in features (xn, yn, an)
























(b) WPM - Errors in rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α
(c) Difference image at final pose (d) Camera velocities
(e) Spatial trajectory
Figure 4.38 – Servoing results pertaining to 4.5.2.2
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(a) WPM - Errors in features (xn, yn, an)






















(b) WPM - Errors in rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α














Figure 4.39 – Servoing results pertaining to 4.5.2.2
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4.5.2.3 Experiment IV
In this section, we present a visual servoing experiment which involved a complex motion
to be executed. The initial image is shown in Figure 4.40(a) and desired image in Figure
4.40(b). The large error present can be easily observed from the difference image in Figure
4.40(c). For this experiment, a translational displacement of [−8.78cm, 9.04cm,−4.34cm]
and rotations of [10.12◦,−7.52◦,−16.66◦] are required for convergence to the desired
pose. The resulting decrease in feature errors can be observed from Figures 4.41(a) and
(a) Camera view at initial robot pose (b) Camera view at desired robot pose
(c) Difference image at start of servo
Figure 4.40 – Initial and desired images pertaining to Experiment 4.5.2.3
4.41(b). We observe that the error profiles are regulated to 0. The generated control
velocities are shown in Figure 4.41(d). There is not a completely monotonous decrease
because a complex motion is required with a strong effect due to the appearance and dis-
appearance phenomenon. In this case, during the visual servoing, the cost function to
be minimized has a complicated surface (difficult to visualize) which is a function of not
only the camera movement but also the extraneous regions. Further, we remind also that
the interaction matrix does not have a decoupled structure because of the weighting strat-
egy introduced in the moments formulation (this is true in all the previous cases as well).
As discussed in the theoretical developments, regaining the invariant properties for the
weighted photometric moments can bring more improvements in this situation. The rota-
tional accuracies obtained are less than [0.24◦, 0.23◦, 0.0005◦] while for the translations,
we obtained [−1.8mm, 1.1mm, 0.21mm]. As discussed previously, a very good strategy
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(a) WPM - Errors in features (xn, yn, an)






















(b) WPM - Errors in rs3p1 , rs3p2 , α
(c) Difference image at final pose (d) Camera velocities
(e) Spatial trajectory
Figure 4.41 – Servoing results pertaining to 4.5.2.3
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would be to combine weighted photometric moments and the pure luminance feature. The
servo could be started with visual features built from the weighted photometric moments
and at near-convergence, switch to the pure luminance feature. This should in principle
result in an enhanced convergence domain due to the use of the moments and simultane-
ously, better final accuracies resulting from the redundancy in the pure luminance feature.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the important practical problem of appearance and disappearance of por-
tions of the scene in the camera image during the visual servoing was treated. An mod-
elling scheme for photometric moments that accommodates spatial weights was presented
to solve this problem. A carefully selected weighting function was introduced into the for-
mulation of photometric image moments and the interaction matrix obtained in analytical
form. The newly formulated moments preserved their properties with respect to rotations
around the optic axis, thanks to the ingenious choice of the weighting function whereas
invariance with respect to other degrees of freedom were not retained. Both simulations
and experimental tests conducted on a real robot confirm the validity and usefulness of the
proposed method. Further, convergence tests from different initial poses were conducted
and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the weighted photometric moments in
solving this problem. Also, visual servoing was demonstrated without using any visual
tracking or image processing steps in the control loop.
One particular theoretical issue that we are aware of is the loss of invariance proper-
ties with respect to all motions except for optic axis rotations due to introduction of the
spatial weights in the moments definition. To design weighting schemes such that the
moments are invariant with respect to specific motions is an open and difficult problem.
Despite this issue, we note that the results obtained have been very promising with this
technique. Also, when the displacements between the initial and desired poses increase,
there is less overlap between the images. The appearance and disappearance in that case is
more important. Even if not strong enough to disturb convergence to the equilibrium, the
specified exponential decrease in task errors cannot be obtained from the control scheme.
In such cases, instead of static spatial weights, a temporally varying weighting function
that adapts itself based on the overlap area would be attractive.




In this work, the concept of tunable visual features for the simultaneous control of rota-
tions around the x and y axes was introduced. A few selection criteria were proposed to
select the features such that the servo is optimal with respect to maximal responsiveness,
orthogonality and conditioning in the resulting interaction matrix. The methodology de-
veloped finds applications in image-moments based VS methods. More importantly, the
proposed approach opens interesting possibilities for future research.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is one of the earliest attempts to capture the
image intensities not directly but in the form of image moments. An analytical model was
developed for obtaining the interaction matrix of the photometric moments. In these de-
velopments, an important assumption about the image borders, known as the zero border
assumption (ZBA) was made. The results from the theoretical developments are consis-
tent with the findings in the current state of the art in moments-based VS. This allows the
utilisation of several existing results, notably those ones where the invariance properties
of image moments-based functions are exploited for visual servoing. As a consequence,
decoupled control laws can be designed with the photometric moments and they are en-
dowed with a large convergence domain. With photometric moments, which are global
features, spatial segmentation is avoided and the image processing is reduced to a simple
and systematic computation of the moments on all the image plane. Thanks to the theo-
retical developments in this work, even the only image processing step of computing the
image gradients necessary in the pure photometric visual servoing method is eliminated.
Furthermore, the availability of well-segmented regions or a point set in the observed
scene is no longer necessary.
Then, the important practical problem of parts of the scene appearing and leaving from
the camera field of view was dealt with. The changes in the image due to these extraneous
regions disturb the control in dense VS methods like the pure photometric method and in
specific, moments-based approaches. An improved modelling scheme has been proposed
in this work that gracefully handles the effects occurring due to the extraneous regions. A
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carefully chosen weighting function is introduced into the formulation of the photometric
image moments. This function attributes maximum importance to the pixels near the
central parts of the image and smoothly reduces this importance towards the minimum
for pixels near the periphery of the image. This weighting strategy naturally results in the
elimination of the restrictive ZBA assumption discussed earlier. These improved moments
called weighted photometric moments, preserve their properties with respect to rotational
motions around the optic axis. However, the invariance with respect to motions along the
other degrees of freedom is not retained. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate that the
weighted photometric moments approach is effective in handling the extraneous regions
issue and is quite promising for adoption into future works.
5.2 Perspectives
Alternate Metrics Concerning the tunable visual features proposed in this work, vari-
ous selection criteria were proposed for their selection. This opens some interesting pos-
sibilities for further research. The first obvious research question that can be posed is: Are
there alternate criteria that can be used to ensure invariance, best image space behaviour,
Cartesian behaviour, etc. Second, this work evaluated the proposed cost criteria with the
image learnt from the desired pose. Alternatively, it should be interesting to incorpo-
rate into these criteria, information computed from both the current image and the image
learnt from the desired pose. Since the former is a snapshot of the current robot state, it
can help to design better control laws. The information-theoretic method [Delabarre 12],
for instance, modifies the current visual feature using visual information from the desired
image.
Search for visual features In this work, with regards to simultaneous control of rota-
tional motions around x and y, only a small subset of the existing moment invariants-
based visual features were tested and one of them was adopted. While the results are
satisfactory, we still cannot conclude that there is a visual feature set that is perfect for
all visual servoing applications or scenarios. Somehow the problem of finding a perfect
set of 6 visual features such that each of them is associated to a single spatial degree of
freedom remains open. In this case, the interaction matrix would be identity I6, which is
an ambitious goal to achieve.
Establishing Invariance with Weighting Strategy We saw that the proposed weight-
ing strategy alters the invariance property of the photometric moments to motions other
than the rotation around the optic axis. Removing this shortcoming is an open problem.
This is important but difficult to solve at the same time, considering that a considerable
advance in theory concerning the representation of the image and modelling the visual
features is required.
Combining Photometric Moments with pure photometric visual servoing It could
be an advantageous strategy to combine the visual features obtained from the photomet-
ric moments with the pure luminance feature. Typically, we can switch the control from
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moments to pure luminance after the errors in the system have been regulated to a spe-
cific threshold. In this case, we can benefit from an improved convergence domain and
excellent accuracies upon convergence.
Image Moments for Visual Tracking To the best of our knowledge, only few works
[Tahri 05b] [Komuro 07] investigated image moments towards visual tracking and pose
estimation applications. These works tracked the position and orientation of an object
whose shape was known apriori. It might be interesting to use photometric moments to
define similarity measures and investigate their suitability for pose estimation and visual
tracking. Based on the nice results obtained with the weighted photometric moments, we
can expect that they can be used for visual tracking at the minimum for simple classes of
warps.
Singularity Analysis In the case of visual servoing where a set of 3 image points were
used as visual features,[Michel 93] characterized the singularities in the interaction ma-
trix. A similar characterization of singularities is challenging task for image moments-
based VS methods, including the photometric moments. In our view, this is also a difficult
but important problem.
Combining geometric features with photometric moments A very interesting idea
would be to define a hybrid approach combining photometric moments with geometric
features. With this type of solution, we can profit from the excellent decoupling prop-
erties that can be obtained from the moments. At the same time, our hypothesis (based
on experience and intuition gained thorough this work) is that this will allow also to per-
form visual servoing when there is less image overlap. Typically, when the displacement
involved is very large, only a less overlap might be present between the current and the
learnt images, especially during the beginning stages of the servo. In such scenarios, this
kind of hybrid approach can be an effective solution.
Application to other modalities Television studio automation is an important appli-
cation area in augmented reality [Nair 10]. In television studio automation, typically
high-precision robots are used to control movements of studio equipment during a live
broadcast. The studio environments are instrumented with mobile cameras equipped with
infrared filters. In these cases, it would be very interesting to apply image moments to
perform visual servoing of these cameras. In this case, we can take advantage of the
decoupling properties of the image moments to handle huge displacements.
Extension to Omnidirectional Sensors Photometric image moments were applied to
monocular camera sensors in this work. But omnidirectional cameras offer a better field of
view of the scene. Pure photometric visual servoing has been successfully demonstrated
with omnidirectional sensors [Caron 10]. Further, moment-based invariants were used to
design decoupled control laws in the case of cameras which respect the unified projection
model [Tahri 10b]. Therefore, it should be of interest to investigate using the photometric
moments for the omnidirectional case.
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Application to Navigation The methods developed in this thesis can be applied to the
mobile robot navigation problem. Mobile robot navigation tasks can be classed into
model-based and appearance-based methods [Courbon 09] [Šegvic´ 09] [DeSouza 02]. While
model-based methods rely on a 3D model of the navigation space, appearance-based
methods aim to work in the sensor space. Similar to visual servoing, this task consists in
establishing a relationship between the information from the visual sensor and landmarks
in the real-world observed by the camera. A mobile robot equipped with a monocular vi-
sion sensor is typically used. In the learning phase, the robot is guided along the required
path while recording images at regular time intervals I = {I(t), I(t+∆t), I(t+2∆t), . . .}
to build an image database. The task for the robot is then to reproduce the taught path.
Typically in the navigation phase, a matching procedure matches points between the cur-
rent image and the next key-image from the database. It would be worthwhile to see if
image-moments based features can be used to augment or improve existing environment
representations which use a set of tracked image points.
—————————————————————–
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Résumé
Cette thèse s’intéresse à l’asservissement visuel, une technique de commande à
retour d’information visuelle permettant de contrôler le mouvement de systèmes
équipées de caméras tels que des robots. Pour l’asservissement visuel, il est essen-
tiel de synthétiser les informations obtenues via la caméra et ainsi établir la relation
entre l’évolution de ces informations et le déplacement de la caméra dans l’espace.
Celles-ci se basent généralement sur l’extraction et le suivi de primitives géomé-
triques comme des points ou des lignes droites dans l’image. Il a été montré que
le suivi visuel et les méthodes de traitement d’images restent encore un frein à
l’expansion des techniques d’asservissement visuel. C’est pourquoi la distribution
de l’intensité lumineuse de l’image a également été utilisée comme caractéristique
visuelle. Finalement, les caractéristiques visuelles basée sur les moments de l’image
ont permis de définir des lois de commande découplées. Cependant ces lois de com-
mande sont conditionnées par l’obtention d’une région parfaitement segmentée ou
d’un ensemble discret de points dans la scène.
Ce travail propose donc une stratégie de capture de l’intensité lumineuse de
façon indirecte, par le biais des moments calculés sur toute l’image. Ces caracté-
ristiques globales sont dénommées moments photométriques. Les développements
théoriques établis dans cette thèse tendent à définir une modélisation analytique
de la matrice d’interaction relative aux moments photométriques. Ces derniers per-
mettent de réaliser une tâche d’asservissement visuel dans des scènes complexes
sans suivi visuel ni appariement. Un problème pratique rencontré par cette mé-
thode dense d’asservissement visuel est l’apparition et la disparition de portions
de l’image durant la réalisation de la tâche. Ce type de problème peut perturber
la commande, voire dans le pire des cas conduire à l’échec de la réalisation de la
tâche. Afin de résoudre ce problème, une modélisation incluant des poids spatiaux
est proposée. Ainsi, la pondération spatiale, disposant d’une structure spécifique,
est introduite de telle sorte qu’un modèle analytique de la matrice d’interaction
peut être obtenue comme une simple fonction de la nouvelle formulation des mo-
ments photométriques.
Une partie de ce travail apporte également une contribution au problème de
la commande simultanée des mouvements de rotation autour des axes du plan
image. Cette approche définit les caractéristiques visuelles de façon à ce que l’as-
servissement soit optimal en fonction de critères spécifiques. Quelques critères de
sélection basées sur la matrice d’interaction ont été proposés. Ce travail ouvre donc
sur d’intéressantes perspectives pour la sélection d’informations visuelles pour l’as-
servissement visuel basé sur les moments de l’image.
Mots-clés : Asservissement visuel, Commande référencée vision, Moments pho-
tométriques, Asservissement visuel basé intensité lumineuse, Robotique, Vision par
ordinateur.
Summary
This thesis is concerned with visual servoing, a feedback control technique for
controlling camera-equipped actuated systems like robots. For visual servoing, it
is essential to synthesize visual information from the camera image in the form
of visual features and establish the relationship between their variations and the
spatial motion of the camera. The earliest visual features are dependent on the ex-
traction and visual tracking of geometric primitives like points and straight lines in
the image. It was shown that visual tracking and image processing procedures are
a bottleneck to the expansion of visual servoing methods. That is why the image
intensity distribution has also been used directly as a visual feature. Finally, visual
features based on image moments allowed to design decoupled control laws but
they are restricted by the availability of a well-segmented regions or a discrete set
of points in the scene.
This work proposes the strategy of capturing the image intensities not directly,
but in the form of moments computed on the whole image plane. These global
features have been termed photometric moments. Theoretical developments are
made to derive the analytical model for the interaction matrix of the photometric
moments. These moments enable to perform visual servoing on complex scenes
without visual tracking or image matching procedures. A practical issue encoun-
tered in such dense VS methods is the appearance and disappearance of portions
of the scene during the visual servoing. Such unmodelled effects can disturb the
control and in the worst case, result in complete failure to convergence. To handle
this important practical problem, an improved modelling scheme for the moments
that allows for inclusion of spatial weights is proposed. Then, spatial weighting
functions with a specific structure are exploited such that an analytical model for
the interaction matrix can be obtained as simple functions of the newly formulated
moments.
A part of this work provides an additional contribution towards the problem of
simultaneous control of rotational motions around the image axes. The approach
is based on connecting the design of the visual feature such that the visual servoing
is optimal with respect to specific criteria. Few selection criteria based on the inter-
action matrix was proposed. This contribution opens interesting possibilities and
finds immediate applications in the selection of visual features in image moments-
based VS.
Keywords : Visual Servoing, Vision-based control, Image moments, Photome-
tric moments, Intensity-based visual servoing, Robotics, Computer Vision
